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Activists--claim-Maine
fire proves dangers
of aging nuclear plants
WEDNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
_
Pickup trucks, trailers hauled by
farm tractors and buses with
broken windshields are winding
down steep mountain roads,
bringing thousands of Kurdish
refugees one step closer to
home.

STATE
FRANKFORT — Two Democratic candidates for governor
said they would refund allegedly
illegal campaign contributions,
and a third campaign announced
it had already done so.

SPORTS
With Scottie Pippen doing an
excellent impression of Michael
Jordan, the Chicago Bulls drove
the New York Knicks out of the
NBA playoffs.

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The government's chief economic forecasting gauge rose 0.5 percent in
March, its .second consecutive
monthly advance, the Commerce
Department said today. The
- increase in the March Index of
Leading Economic Indicators
followed a revised 1.2 percent.
gain in February, stronger than
the LI percent estimate
announced earlier.

FORECAST
Clear and cool tonight. Low 45
to 50. West wind 5 to 10 mph.
Sunny Thursday. High in the
mid-70s.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
359.0, -0.3: below /3+1.9, +2.3
Barkley Lake
358.7, -0.3; below 318.2, +0.3

I N DEX
, Two Sections • 24 Pages
Classifieds
10B, 11B
Comics
9B
9B
Crosswords
Dear Abby
9A
10A
Dr. Gott
10A
Horoscope
8A- 11A
Murray Today
8B
Obituaries
4A
Perspective
2B, 3B
Sports
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

•
_
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WISCASSET, Maine (AP) -- Anti-nlielear activists accused operators
of A nuclear.plant_c_rippled_by__ftre_ofilolding_ back information on the
_Accident and said the blaze shows the danger oi operating a 19-year-old
reactor.
The president of the Maine Yankee plant countered that the blaze Monday night could just as easily have occurred at a coal- or oil;fired plant.
He said the age of the equipment made it no more susceptible to
accidents.
No radiation was released, no one was hurt and the reactor shut down
automatically after the fire broke out, officials said. The blaze was confined to the non-nuclear portion of the plant.
"I don't want to downgrade the seriousness of the event, but it's not a
nuclear event," Maine Yankee President. Charles Frizzle said Tuesday.
"From my perspective, this should not reflect negatively on the use of
nuclear power."
He said the fire probably was caused by a short in the transformer or
_sparks in the generator that ignited hydrogen gas being used as a coolant.
Hydrogen is commonly used to cool large generators, said plant spokesman Duggan Kimball.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission spokeswoman Diane Screnci said
authorities repxted'a loud boom" preceded the fire, but she said investigators couldn't say for sure whether there was an explosion.
Maine Yankee officials said the plant could be closed for weeks or
months. Central Maine Power Co., the plant's chief customer, said no
immediate shortages were expected..
.
Anti-nuclear activists said the fire was more serious than Maine Yankee
managers made it out to be and accused the plant's management of being
slow to report the damage to the public. The plant is owned by 10 New
England utilities, with Central Maine Power owning the largest share.
"1 think Maine Yankee should be forced0 be more forthcoming,- said
Tom Coffin, spokesman for the Maine Nuclea( Referendum Committee.
"To hold back information is simply unconscionable."
On Monday night, Maine Yankee officials confirmed there was a fire
but gave no indication of its severity and said they could provide no
details until Tuesday. The first description of the fire and details of the
damage were released by the NRC on Tuesday morning.
"We saw the same thing at Three Mile Island, we saw the same thing
at Chernobyl," said Scott Denman, director of the Safe Energy Communication Council, a Washington-based environmental group.
"You've got plants that are aging, you're going to increasingly have
these problems, he added.

Sue McNeary,second right, will present a special program on "Sandia Arabia" at the annual international
day luncheon by Calloway County Homemakers Friday, May 3, at 11:30 a.m. in social hall of First United
Methodist Church. Pictured at left are Mrs. McNeary's daughters, Katie and Sarah, dressed in Saudia
Arabian style. At right is Judy Stahler, County International chairperson, who invites all interested persons to attend. Each one should bring an international dish for the luncheon. For information call Stahler,
Staff photo by 'lark Cooper
753-7387, or County Extension Office, 753-1452.

Shuttle releases 'Star Wars' craft
By LAURA TOLLEY
Aseoelatel Press Writer

SPACE CENTER, Houston —
Discovery's astronauts today used
the spaceship's robot arm to
unpack a Star Wars research satellite and release it in orbit to study
the exhaust plumes from the flipflopping shuttle.
The crew used the arm to latch
onto the 15-foot satellite and slowly raise it from Discovery's cargo
bay. As the shuttle whirled around

the Earth at 17,500 mph, the crew
released the craft into space.
A few minutes later, commander
Michael Coats steered the shuttle
away from the satellite to put 6.2
miles between the two craft.
The astronauts had trouble pointing the satellite, prompting Mission
Control to delay the first plume
observation by an orbit, or 90
minutes. Officials refused to
describe it as a problem.
"We've had a hitch in plans.
There's no doubt about that," said

NASA spokesman Jeff Carr.
Sensors Co protect its instruments
from the sun mysteriously turned
on sooner than expected, shifting
the spacecraft's position in front of
Discovery. The crew turned the
sensors off and tried moving the
satellite back, using binoculars to
see check its location.
Mission Control said ground
controllers were confident they
could work around the difficulty
and still observe a series of plumes
later this morning.

'Big Three' face worst financial quarter in history
DETROIT (AP) — The Big Three automakers wrapped up
what is expected to be their worst quarter in history, with losses of more than $2 billion.
But analysts say the worst is about over.
Oeneral_Motors Corp. and Ford Motor Co. on Tuesday
rePoitta ii-cortibined first-quarter loss of $2 billion. Chrysler
Corp. was expected to release its earnings -figures for the first
three months of 1991 today.
Analysts expected Chrysler's red ink to push the cumulative Big Three loss to more than12.5 billion, the worst in
automotive history. The previous record loss was $2.1 billion,
recorded during the last quarter of 1990.
•

The recession and an accompanying drop in demand were
blamed for the downturn.
"Barring a calaMity, the first quarter should be the worst,"
said auto analyst Joseph Phillippi of Shearson Lehman
:Brothers in New York: "The second_quarter isn't going to be
pretty, but it's going to be better.'
Ford, the nation's No. 2 automaker, reported $884.4 millionin losses for the first quarter, the worst in the company's history. During the same quarter last year, Ford made $506.2
million.
GM said it lost $1.1 billion during the period, its' secondworst quarter in history behind the $1.6 billion it lost during

the fourth quarter of last year.
GM's first-quarter loss worked out to $1.94 per share of
common stock. Ford's loss was equivalent to S1.88-a share._
"I think that the worst is over and we've bottomed out in
an earnings sense," said an•to,analytt -John Kirnan of Kidder,''
Peabody & Co. in New. York.
But auto analyst Douglas Laughlin of Bear, Stearns & Co.
in New York said he didn't expect any U.S. automaker to
make money until the end of the year.
Phillippi said, "1 think (a recovery) is going to be agonizingly slow and decidedly shallow. I'm going to be watching
the next 30 days almost in a white-knuckle fashion."

Soviets subdued during Moscow May Day celebration
By BRYAN BRUMLEY
Aesodated Press Writer

MOSCOW — Thousands of
workers marched through Red
Square today in a May Day rally
that neither matched the fanfare of
years past nor repeated the angry
demonstration that drove Mikhail
S. Gorbachev from the reviewing
stand in 1990.
"Comrade Gorbachev! ... You

ought to be ashamed to have the
post of general secretary of the
Communist Party of the Soviet
Union!- shouted one marcher,
Viktor Ampilov, who led several
hundred workers carrying portraits
of Soviet dictator Josef Stalin.
None of marchers carried placards praising Gorbachev, but only
a few condemned him. Turnout for
the worker's rally — organized for
the first time by trade unions rather

than the party or the government
— was the lowe,5t in decades.
Thousands of KGB and Interior
Ministry troops along with plainclothes security police sealed off
downtown Moscow, preventing
many anti-government protesters
from reaching Red Square.
"The working people today
demand that the breakup of the
state be stopped, the economy be
brought to order and people be

given an opportunity to work and
earn a decent salary," said an official speaker at the rally, Vladimir
Shcherbakov of the Federation of
Trade Unions.
. "It's time that all who are vested
with power must be held resftinsible for it," he said.
Moscow trade union leader Mikhail Shmakov, another official
(Cont'd on page 2)
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"I can't wait to graduate. I am very
excited for the summer, I'll be
working and relaxing and just takim _ off.
ing the summer
Sex!Intan to go to
,
UK."
•

Stephanie Miller
"I am ready to get out of school.
Lately, I have had so much work to
do. I -have two book reports due
Friday. l_just want to graduate and
get out irtto the real world."

Molly Sims
Tracy Ross
-Basically this last few weeks the "I can't wait to get out. I am really
seniors just have to be here as a excited about going to school at
formality. Seniors with a 'B' aver- -Vanderbilt. But I have enjoyed my
age or higher don't have to take high school years."
finals. I'm going to enjoy the
summer."

Strong quake
shakes Alaska;
no serious
damage reported
•* ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP)
— A powerful earthquake
shook interior Alaska, but there
were no immediate reports of
serious damage or injuries, a
scientist said.
The quake struck at 11:19
p.m. Tuesday and measured a
preliminary 6.6 on the Richter
scale, said Paul Whitmore of
the Alaska Tsunami Warning
Center in Palmer. It was centered about 110 miles northwest
of Anchorage in south-central
Alaska.
"We've had some reports (in
the Anchorage area) of overturned cupboards, lots of dishes
knocked off shelves, that type
of thing," Whitmore said. 'It
lasted a good 40 seconds."
Anchorage police dispatcher
Mary Touchton said no injuries
or serious damage were
reported.
Whitmore said the quake was
the strongest recorded in southcentral Alaska in several years.
The region frequently has minor
and moderate quakes.
The Richter scale is a measure of ground motion as
recorded on seismographs. An
earthquake of 6 on the scale can
cause severe damage.
The 1964 Alaska quake that
killed 131 people measured 8.4.
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Chief economic forecasting gauie rose in March

_

-

Other negatives were declining orders for new plants and equipment,
fewer unfilled factory orders, a decline in prices of raw materials suggesting slack demand and faster delivery times indicating the weakness in
orders.
The negative factors illustrated the weakness that persists in the manufacturing sector, a weakness cited by the Federal Reserve on Tuesday
----When it TOCvirtel—i-nlerest rates to stimulate the economr--The various changes left the leading index at 141.1 percent of its 1982
base of 100 in March.
David Jones, an economist with Aubrey G. Lanston & Co., a New York
securities dealer, also predicted the economy will see some false starts as
it tries to move from recession to recovery.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The government's chief economic forecasting confidence fell back in April.
Another positive contributor to the March index was an increase in
gauge rose 0.5 percent in March, its second consecutive monthly advance.
stock
prices. But while the Dow Jones Industrial Average continued to
today.
said
the Commerce Department
folrise in early April and closed above the 3,000 mark for the first time, it
The increase in the March Index of Leading Economic Indicators
per1.1
the
than
-fell
below the 2,900 level this week.
stronger
February,
lowed a revised 1.2 percent gain in
Other sources of stren_gth included an increase in the money supply and
cent ustimate announced earlier.
The -February advance had ended a string of six losses stretching- back. building permits, often a baron** rol-(inure construction activity.
economists believe the housing industry will lead the economy out of the
to July, when the index was flat.
That's when the current recession started, according to the National recession.
But seven of the II forward -looking indicators made negative contnbuBureau of Economic Research, the recognized arbiter of when recessions
,
nons, including a drop in factory orders for consumer goods. an increase
begin and end.
The index is designed to forecast economic activity six to nine months in weekly unemployment claims and a shorter workweek.
sin advance.
The Bush administration and some private analysts contend the recession will end during the current quarter: Others predict it will last until
crucial stage in the rescue of Kurdthe second half of the year.
NEAR IRAQ'S- BORDER WITH
ish refugees — getting them out of
In any ease, few economists expect a smooth transition.
trucks,
Pickup
—
TURKEY (AP)
"We're going to be plagued with mixed, signals for the next several
the mountains.
trailers hauled by farm tractors and
About 800,000 Kurds fled to the
months," suggested Laurence H. Meyer. head of a St. Louis economic buses with broken windshields are
hills along the Iraq-Turkish border
forecasting firm.
winding down steep mountain
from Saddam Hussein's crackdown
For instance, the biggest source of -strength in the March indicators roads, bringing thousands of Kurdon their rebellion more than • a
came from an index measuring consumer confidence in the month follow- ish refugees one step closer to
consumer
showed
Tuesday
on
released
month ago.
ing the _Gulf War.._fitil.surveys
home.
The return of the first refugees
ramshackThe urival of the first
le caravans' in Me Iraqi town of . follows efforts by U.S. and -other
•allied—officers to persuade the
Zakho marked the official start of a
r

Kurds come out of the mountains in steady stream
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If elected licutc.nant governor,
Bobby Richardson promises to
devote his time in office to battling
waste: not the landfill kind but the
government kind.
"I could save the state $500,000
alone just in cuts in the lieutenant
govgrnor's office," Richardson said
in a recent visit to Calloway
County.
Richardson pledged to eliminate
or cut costly police proteCtion for
the office and to cut the lieutenant's governor's-office staff — currently at nine positions — in half.
Richardson said he would also
advocate a "Hotline Against
Waste- to allow any Kentucky resiBobby Richardson
dent to call his office — anonymes
ously — and report waste or abuse for the. House of Representativ
of
Speaker
as
and
1976-1981
from
in state. government.
—I'm not saying I can turn gov- the House from 1981-1985.
ernment around," he said. "I'm •' Richardson graduated from the
in
saying you can. And if you'll make Barren County School System
from
degree
a
received
and
1962
be
I'll
governor,
me your lieutenant
Western Kentucky University in
there to help." •
1965. He received a law degree
Richardson
A native of'Glasgow,
stepped down last year as state rep- from the University of Kentucky in
•
resentative of the 23rd Legislative 1968.
and his wife, Elaine,
RicharNon
1972.
since
District after serving
He also served as majority leader have one son, Clay.

New Appearance
Rolling Hills has everything you need
for Spring Gardening.
•

By The Associated Press

Richardson will devote
time to battling waste

Conveniently located with Its own

Spring Is Here.

_4We can improve
your lot & home.
7! Call us today for
a consultation.
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Board
Memorial
The' M.:ras :_lving
ytatic.r.ar% ,:isclay,Ing the new logo
McLearl.

of Directors recently purchas.
designed by - graphic artist. bot

Celebrating 145 Years of Ministry on

rte stati-,:rry in:ludes a Donor's Pledge Lard, which may be obtained at
hames, the Bank of Murray, People's Bank, Murray
tie
H.s;.ital and the Murray Calloway_ County_Chamber . of

The Dunor's -Pledge Card states that the Murray Living Memorial Fund was
The benefitsof the donation
rreared t0 bis..m..r friends and love ones.
will not only help to make Murray a mcre beautiful place to live, but
also expresses sympathy or a wish to honor a special person In the fors
of a living memo.rial.
,
Donations are tax deductible _and will be used to plant trees or landacapt
All
public • properties such as" parks, cemeteries, right-of-ways, etc.
donatione,:irefer.red to the Murray Living Memorial Fund -secretary
-Who Milt- acknowledge the-donarion tc -rhe--dorm;r arrd.sentfre memorial earst
person being honored. The dollar
to the family of the deceased ,r 'the
amount -,f the gift will not be disclosed......,
---z---.
-..
• _
fo(loving Information.
The- dOtir IS 4ificied t zomplece the 41—
:.....

,Worship Service

Guest Speaker: -Dr. Gary--Cook
Vice-President for Church Programs and Service
Bamist Sunday 'School Board

Sympathy Card.

Honoree 'card, t

Dinner on the Ground
1:30 p.m.

"Some Golden Daybreak"

State/Zip
From:

Presented by Saints Alive Choir
is Welcome
Everyone

Address_
Phone

The Murray
simple and
Community.

Living Memorial Board of pirectors wish to make thid Lifera
beautiful way for one to honor friends and love ones inthe
Thank you for your support to the Murray Living Memorial Fund.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Barbara Brandon
Jo Benson
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Tommy Sanders
Don Elias

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

speaker, said marchers came "to
demonstrate the force and organization of the union movement, to
defend ourselves and our families
from unbridled price rises and
thoughtless managerial decisions."
The crowd of about 50,000 on
Red Square remained silent when
Shmakov introduced Gorbachev
and Parliament Speaker Anatoly
Lukyanov, who alone among the
Soviet leadership took their places
atop he tomb of Vladimir Lenin.
Neither Gorbachev nor Lukyanov
spoke.

203 S. 4th St.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Tuesday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 5-0-3
(five, zero, three)
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A4ANPURA— Authorities began airlifting
dried food and medicine today to millions
of people lett homeless by a devastating
cyclone that killed at least 1,000 people
Thousands more were missieg and
feared dead The independent Mellat
newspaper today put the death toll in
Tuesday's storm — the most powerful on
record to hit this impoverished, disaster
prone land — at 4,252 alter an initial
check with some local authorities The
navy searched the Bay of Bengal today
for 500 missi fishing trawlers, with as
many as 5,leo fishermen unaccounted
for Damage was extensive, with much of
Bangladesh's stricken coastal region still
today That included large sec
fl
tans of the port of Chittagong, the country's second-largest city The storm, with
winds up to 145 mph, battered the southern and eastern coast for eight hours,
flooding low-lying areas under waves up
to 20 feet high

LEBANON

BEIRUT — Armored Lebanese army
units rolled today in heavy rain into the
Christian and Druse hinterland to dismantle sectarian strongholds carved out
by militiamen dunng 16 years of civil war
About 5,000 soldiers 1,0Aked by tanks
and armored personneMniers rumbled
out of the capital at 7 a m Halt the force
drove north on the coastal highway and
turned east up the hills controlled by
Christian militia leader Samir Geagea
The rest advanced south toward the
Chouf mountains to -dismantle Druse warlord Wald Jumblatt's enclave "It is a
new dawn in Lebanon's history Be ready
to receive it, Geagea told his men in a
statement broadcast by local radio
stations

CAMBODIA

BANGKOK, Thailand — Cambodian gov
ernment forces backed by artillery and
tanks struck guerrilla positions in central
and western Cambodia today, just as a
cease-fire was to begin, a guerrilla
-spokesman said Long-range artillery ot
the Vietnamese-backed government
pounded positions of Prince Norodom
Srhanouk's non-communist guerrillas in
central Kompong Thom province at about
4 a m , said a Sihanouk spokesman in
Bangkok, Ek Sereywath Two hours later,
government troops launched a ground
attack against Sihanouk army positions
in Srey Snam and Varin in western- Siem
Reap province, he said, quoting reports
from the high command "Qt course we
are fighting back," Ek said

•••

(Cont'd from page 1)
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SEOUL — A radical student set himself
on fire in one of dozens of antigovernment rallies nationwide today protesting the fatal beating of a student by
police It was the third straight day of
demonstrations The student was
reported in critical condition. It was the
second self-immolation this week by a
radical student and came as dissidents
pressed their demands for the resignation of President Roh Tae-woo In Seoul,
4,000 not police in fatigues, gas masks
and helmets launched a huge tear gas
assault against more than 20,000 protesters trying to march from Seoul's Yonsei
University to the city center Six fire
engines, two water cannons and about
10 black armored vans firing volleys of
choking tear gas moved across main
campus gates to block the marchers from
leaving Another group of 1,500 students
chanting "Down with Roh Tae-wool took
over a nearby street and a major
intersection. Hundreds of combat-clad
not police chased students in groups
down alleys and side streets Valence
also broke out in the southeastern port of
Pusan today when about 7,000 militant
students and workers were blocked by
police horn marching to the city center,
according to the national news agency
Yonhap Protesters yelling antigovernment slogans and throwing hundreds of firebombs and rocks fought with
police firing tear gas, it said Also today.
hundreds of college professors and dissident Roman Catholic priests issued
statements calling for the resignation of
the government and staged sit-ins to protest alleged police brutality

BANGLADESH

Soviets subdued

12:00 Noon
Please sendi

SOUTH KOREA

an ally of Mikhail S Gorbachev criticized
for failed economic pokcies, plans to run
against Boris Yeltsin for president of the
Russian republic, Soviet media reported
today

SACHKHERE — Authorities have all but
abandoned hope of finding more survivors from an earthquake in Soviet Georgia that killed at least 80 people, halt of
them inhabitants of a town buried by a
landslide Officials said they expected the
death toll to rise today as more complete
reports are gathered from remote villages
cut off by the quake The Monday quake,
which registered 7.1 on the Richter scale,
injured 500 people and left about 80,000
homeless in a 50-square-mile area in the
north-central part of this southern
republic.
.Former Prime Minister Nikolai Ryzhkov,

thew name of:

Enclosrd is a memcrial gift of $

BEIJING — A worker who founded a
short-lived independent labor union has
been, released after nearly two years in
jail, an international human rights group
said today Han Dongfang, who had been
imprisoned without trial since the June
1989 crushing of pro-democracy protests, was released Sunday, Asia Watch
quoted unidentified sources as saying It
said Han had become seriously ill and
was resting at home

U.S.S.R.

FOUNDER'S
MAY 5; 1991
10:45 a.n).

have to descend each day.
But a United Nations official in
Ankara today expressed concern
the move was going too fast.
By dusk Tuesday, More than
7,500 Kurds had left their squalid
hillside refugee camps to come into
the valley.

NEWS OF THE- WORLD

4rv

Create a New Appearance!
--•

Kurds they would be protected —
and a tentative peace agreement
reached in Baghdad between Saddam and Kurdish leaders.
U.S. Marines want the refugees
out of the mountains by June 1,
when the creeks run dry. To meet
that goal, about 25,000 people will

14 WS Off SAT ISLA / kJ*NW
illft if SIM LULU

Last year, as in previous parades,
most of the Politburo watched from
the red stone tomb of Lenin, who
founded the party and the state.
Unofficial demonstrators were
allowed into the square for the first
time last year, and they shouted
slogans condemning the Communist Party, driving Gorbachev and
other leaders from the mausoleum.
Russian leader Boris N. Yeltsin
was invited to stand alongside Gorbachev this year, but he was in
Siberia trying to end a coal strike.
He, addressed a May Day rally
attended by 10,000 people in
Novokuznetsk, urging miners to
promm radical economic reforms.
Some marchers today carried
signs protesting a 5. percent sales
tax imposed by Gorbachev.
"Enough Political Games," said
one banner.
Tens of thousands of workers
have staged strikes in the past
month, demanding that wages keep
up With inflation and that Gorbachev resign for failing to lift the
country out of economic crisis.
In Red Square today, neither the
speakers nor the slogans mentioned.
communism or socialism. Gorbachev was introduced as president of
the country, rather than general
secretary of the Communist Party.
The customary huge portraits of
Lenin, Karl Marx and Frederic
Engels were absent from the GUM
department store opposite the mausoleum, replaced ,by. rainbow colored billboards extolling "Peace
and Happiness," "May" and
"Success in Labor."
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Paducah quilt show a success
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PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Padu- society's museum helped to make
this year's show, which ended Suncah's 7th annual quilt show was
day, a success.
touted as a success.
"Paducah loves the quilters and
Bill Schroeder, president of the
the quilters who-can find a place to
American Quilter's Society, said
"I have no earthly idea how many stay love Paducah," he said. "It's
visitors we had, but we've had
been a super marriage.
- • -"The big-name quilters just
more than last year."
Schroeder said increased nation-- ----oohed and aahed over
al exposure and the opening of the — some of them even cried. I think
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it was more than they Could
comprehend."
An estimated 10,0(10 people visited the museum during the show,
which featured more than 400 showroom quilts.
"But what we would like to see
is about 400 or 500 people coming
-in-every-week-"-te-the museum,hesaid.
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The U.S. and Kentucky rags were flown over the National Scouting Museum for the first time on April 17,
1991, thanks to a donation of two flags and three poles to the museum by the Woodmen of the World, who
also installed the poles prior to the official presentation ceremony. Boy Scout Troop 45 of Murray provided a color guard for the flags. Present for the ceremony (left to right) included Michael Galloway of
Troop 45; Mark Anderson, State Fraternal Coordinator for WOW; Allen Rose, treasurer, WOW Lod
asley,
592; Dr. Ronald Kurth, MSU president and museum trustee; Chris Prescott, Troop_ 4 •
museum trustee; and Alex Hunt, Troop 45.
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GARLAND'S
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING
Phone 753-U23
FREE ESTIMATES
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100°p COTTON

GAUZE

45" Wide
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COATS AND CLARK
WHITE AND SLACK JUMBO
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SEWING THREAD
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426 YD.
$1.27
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The Debutante "
Machim,Model9005
Sews 11 stitches•Easy
threading
System•Built-in buttonholer
'Touch & Wind handwheel
declutching • Automatic bobbin-winder stop•Free-arm tor seW- ing cuffs and sleeves•
Built-in
carrying handle

•

Murray Sewing Center
SINGER
APPROVED DEALER

615 S. 3rd (New llety we Eddie Rhodes, Owner 453-8558
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Paesesars ce The Segos Complies
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M S.L. $429.99
Free_ Carry Case $24.95
Value

4

SPECIAL • SPECIAL • SPECIAL •

Car Wash Wax, *35 base price
Vactrunt & Ckah Windows

•

s

Bel-Air Center • Murray, KY
753-5323
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kentacky tried MMus,
Redeem These Valuable Coupons
Murray
205 N. 12th Street

2 PIECE
COMBINATION

kentucky Fried Chicken.
2 PIECE
SNACK

1.69

This coupon good for 2 pieces of! This coupon good. for 2 pieces of
the Colonel's Original Recipe® or, the Colonel's Original.Recipe® or
Extra Tasty CrispyTm Chicken, ' Extra Tasty CrispyTm Chicken
Buttermilk Biscuit, Mashed Potaand one Buttermilk Biscuit.
__
toes and Gravy.
Good only for white/dark combination No substitutions Customer pays all applicable sales tax Please
present coupon prior to ordering. Expires 6-30-91 No

Good only- tor white/dark combination. No substitutions Customer pays all applicable sales tax Please
present coupon prior to ordering. Expires 6-30-91 No
Limit

ftntucky Fried Chicken.

kentucky Fried Chicken.

6 PIECE
10 PIECE
DINNER $10.99 LIVER DINNER

2.49

This coupon Nod for 1/2 dozen
Chicken Livers, Deliciously prepared with the Colonel's 11
Herbs and Spices with Mashed
Potatoes and Gravy, Cole Slaw
and a Buttermilk Biscuit.

This coupon good for 10 pieces
of the Colonel's Original Recipe®
or Extra Tasty Crispy' Chicken,
Large cole Slaw, Large Mashed
Potatoes and Gravy and Four
Buttermilk Biscuits.

No substitutions Customer pays all applicable sales
tax Please present coupon prior to ordering Expires
6-30-91 No Limit

teyiaA,It A r'

NINEERE
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2

k 59 CHICKEN
.
$2
BISCUIT
good for 2 pieces of

This coupon
the Colonel's Original Recipe® or
Extmiasly_csispyrm Chicken with
Mashed Potatoes and Gravy, Cole
Slaw and a Butfermilk Biscuit.

990

Good only for white/dark combination No substitv-bons Customer pays all applicable sales tax Please
present coupon prior to ordering Expires 6-30-91 No
Limit

.

-1

9 PIECE
THRIFT
(Chicken Only)

$6.99

This coupon good for 9 pieces of
the Colonel's Original Recipe® or
Extra Tasty CrispyT" Chicken.

.

a
I.

(Livers Only)
This coupon is -good for 6
Chicken Livers Deliciously prepared with the, Colonel's 11
herbs and Spices.

Good only for white/dark combination No substitu- No substitutions Customer pays all applicable sales
tions Customer pays all applicable sales tax Please tax Please present coupon prior to ordenng Expires
present coupon prior to ordenng Expires 6-30-91 No 6 30-91 No Limit
Limit

990

This coupon good for one Delicious Chicken and Biscuit

No substitutions Customer pays all applicable sales
tax Please present coupon prior to ordenng Expires
6 30-91 No Limit

Kentucky Med Cldcken.
DOUBLE
MEAL

Intucky Fried Chicken.

10 PIECE
$5.99 DINNER

$10•99

This coupon good for 5 pieces of
the Colonel's Original Recipe® or
Extra Tasty CrispyTM Chicken, 2
Mashed Potatoes and Gravy, 2 Cole
Slaws and 2 Buttermilk Biscuits.

This coupon good for 10 pieces
of the Colonel's Original Recipe®
or Extra Tasty CrispyTM Chicken,
Large cole Slaw, Large Mashed
Potatoes and Gravy and Four
Buttermilk Biscuits.

Good only for white/dark combination No substitutions Customer pays all applicable sales tax Please
present coupon pnor to ordering Expires 630-91 No
Limit

Good only for white/dark combination No substitutions Customer pays all applicable sates tax Please
present coupon prior to ordering Expires 6-30-91. No
Limit

kentucky Pried Chicken.
2 PIECE
DINNER

$2.59

This couponi gooVor 2 pieces of
the Colonel's Original Recipe® or
Extra Tasty Crispyrm Chicken with
Mashed Potatoes and Gravy, Cole
Slaw and a Buttermilk Biscuit.

Good only for white./dark combination No substitutions Customer pays all applicable sales tax • Please
present coupon prior to ordering Expires 6-30 91 No

Limit.
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This coupon good for one Delicious .Chicken and Bistuit

Good only for white/dark combination No substitutions Customer pays all applicable sales tax Please
present coupon pnor to ordenng Expires 6-30-91 No
Limit
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kntucky Fried Chicken.
CHICKEN
BISCUIT

kentucky Fried Chicken.

kentucky Fried Chicken.

•

1.99

Good only for white/dark combination No substitutions Customer pays all applicable sales tax Please
present coupon pnor to ordering Expires 6-30-91 No
Limit

Mayfield
121 South Paris Rd.
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1. Sewing Basket
2. Sewing Chair
3. Thread Rack
4. Scissors
5 Swing Arm Light
6. Pinking Shears
7. Gift Certificate

45" & 60"

_

Accessories: Bug Shields, Luggage Racks, Sun Roofs

15 yrs Experience
•ove,
onterior a Eaten«

ler

POLKA
DOTS

$1 09
Exp. ma,

Automotive
Accessories & Installation

law,keeps hands
Pried Chicken.
on artificial arm i'kentncky
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SHARPENING
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GIFT SELECTIONS
FOR MOM
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Long arm of the

MOUNT CLEMENS, Mich.
(AP) — Leland Sallee is in jail.
His arm is in a police lockup, too,
and he wants it back.
Sallee was arraigned Monday on
a charge of assault with a dangerous weapon after police said he
attacked two officers with his arti-,,
ficial left arm.
Sallee, 28, lost his arm in a 1985
industrial accident.
"How .can they say it's a
dangerous weapon?" he asked
from the Macomb County Jail,
where he was held Tuesday on an
earlier drunken -driving charge.
"That's my arm."
Police are holding the arm as
evidence.
On Saturday, officers were
called to his home because of a
fight between him and his wife.
They said he attacked them when
they arrived.
"The fake arm had electrical
pinchers on it, and he tried to grab
the officers with the vice-like grip
and was jabbing at their eyes,"
Sgt. Dennis Rickert said.
Sallee denied assaulting the
officers but said he didn't remember the incident well.
A judge scheduled a preliminary
hearing for May 9 and set bond at
$1,000.

LARGE
SELECTION

$998

gists say that site is a 2,000-yearold ceremonial ground with large
numbers of relics of the Hopewell
Indian civilization.
Indian activists say removal of
relics and bones is desecration of
saged sites. Scientists say looting
also destroys opportunities to study
the remains of prehistoric
civilizations.
"The only way I know to stop
this is for people to know how
destructive and wrong this is, as
well as being illegal," said Indiana
University archaeologist Cheryl
Munson, who helped investigate
the Slough's Wildlife Area case.
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$599.00
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Public needs to help catch grave robbers
Looting at Slough's Wildlife
Area near Uniontown, Ky., was
reported in early -April. The FBI
joined the investigation because the
wildlife area is federal property.
Fresh holes at a site on private
property near Spring Grove, Ky.,
were reported to state police late
last week. Police investigated.looting in February 1989 at the same
burial ground, which archaeologists
believe is 500 years old.
In Indiana, a state and federal
probe continues into the April 1988
looting of thousands of artifacts
from property owned by GE Plastics in Mount Vernon. Archaeolo-
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EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) —
Tough laws alone aren't enough to
stop people who plunder historic
Indian graves, Indiana and Kentucky authorities say.
"We need the public to help
us," said Trooper Ed Brady, a
Kentucky State Police spokesman.
Police are currently investigating
two looting sites along the Ohio
River in western Kentucky that
were reported by private citizens
who stumbled across them, Brady
said.
"It's widespread but very difficult to detect," he said. "They are
often in remote areas, overgrown
with trees, not in areas where
police officers are going to be
readily aware of."
The highly publicized discovery
of a desecrated site along the Ohio
River at Uniontown, Ky., brought
attention to the issue in 1987. The
case prompted both Kentucky and
Indiana to enact laws to prevent
looting, making desecration of a
venerated object a felony.
But grave robbing is difficult to
stop, said David Pollock, an
archaeologist with the Kentucky
Heritage Council.
"We need a sense of stewardship," he said. "We need people to
watch sites and report to police
when anything happens."
Brady said tips about disturbed
sites are important even if they
don't lead to a quick arrest.
The police want,to kee_p records
that would -help document the
scope of the problem and possibly
reveal a pattern that would help
catch looters, he said.
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PERSPECTIVE
_Big business, bad business
Prayer works for America

•

_

"We've got to pray just to make it today." So
goes_a popular rap song. With the challenges we
face, in modern America, a resource of strength
and help is crucial. Prayer can be that resource,
and we don't have to wait until the May 2 National Day of Prayer to begin. The theme of this
year's National Day of Prayer is "Prayet Works
for America." Now other people may say talking
to God through prayer is worth the time, but seeing is believing when prayer works in our personal experience. We don't want just to hear something works, we want to see for ourselves.
_ It s not like we have a shortage, of things about
which to pray. Our country faces many troubling
issues and on.a personal level there's no shortage
either. We face a myriad of trials day in and day
out. Often, we feel powerless to change the circumstances around us or remain strong through
trouble.
But when we pray, we are reaching for and
employing a powerful resource — the God in
which 98 percent of Americans claim to believe
When we pray for our family and those closest to
us, it -fortifies and energizes us. Prayer can play a
role in deepening our relationships as together we
talk to God about our needs. It can strengthen the
bonds between us and those with whom we are
emotionally close, yet geographically distant.
The answers to prayer that we see will encourage us to pray more regularly. We' kritiCv from
our own experience that prayer works.
May the trying circumstances we face motivate
us to pray, as we reach out for the power and
peace God offers.
But let's not limit our conversation topics to
trouble. Come to Him with thankfulness or to pin
strength over temptation. May our conversations
With_ God continue — at work, at home, and at
churCh, as well as on occasions sush as National
,, of every
Day of Prayer, May 2. The first Thursday
May was set aside on our calendar by Congress
for our nation to pray.
Let prayer work in and for American
Then we 11 say we made- it through the day
because of prayer.

Today In History

There are times when Big Business embarrasses- its best friends.
Consider two recent incidents. One
of them is serious. The other is
relatively trivial. Both point unerringly to shortcomings at the level
By James J.
of top management.
Let me take them in reverse
Kilpatrick
order. In 1982 an immigrant from
the Philippines, Juana Evelina
Resurrecion Robles-Florendo,
The second incident involves
invested her life savings in a small
restaurant in. downtown Baltimore. operators of coal mines. A couple
From childhood she had- been of weeks ago Lynn Martin, secretknown as "Sony." Not surprisingly, ary of labor, spelled out an ugly
in all innocence, she named her story before a House committee. At
least 500 mining corporations, she
restaurant "Sony's."
Innocence, alas, may carry a charged, have flagrantly violated a
high price. Lawyers from the vast majcrjaw concerning mine safety;
Sony Corp. descended upon her. In One of them, the giant Peabody
1984 they:fried- suit demanding Coal Co., largest in ihe nation, has
pleaded - guilty and accepted a
S2.9 million in damages. What had
she done? She had infringed their $500,000 fine for tampering' with
trademark! She was engaged in evidence.
One of the perils of underground
unfair competition! Consumers
mining lies in heavy concentrations
would be confused!
cOardust. To protect against the
Mrs. Florendo retained counsel:
but to no avail. She offered to hazard, some miners are - randomly
-change -the - restaurant's name to equ1pped—v4th--4n- iir -sampling
"Sony Florendo's," but the Japanese tycoons were not amused. Big
Sony wrung an agreement from
Little .Sony. They would drop the
suit if she would :abandonany useof her name. Three weeks ago a
grace period expired, and now the
name of "Sony" must disappear
from the restaurant altogether.
Maryland's Sen. Barbara Mikulski wrote a hot letter to Akio Morita. the head of Sony Corp.: "Shame
on you. Sony! I've known Sony
Florendo for years. I can't understand how this woman is a threat to
Sony Corporation. She sells food,
not electronics or 'anything that
competes with your company. Sony
Corporation may have the law cmits side. Rut you do not have corn'mon sense or even cpmmon decency on your side. Why are you bullying her?"
A Sony vice chairman, N. Vander Dussen. responded with a syrupy letter saying the corporation
had no intent to bully; it was only
protecting its trademark. They had
.given vMrs. Florendo a four-Test —
period 'to comply with a court
order. And Big Sony wished her
well. So much for this troublesome
woman.

MY
VIEW

Today is Wednesday. May 1, the- 121st day'of 1991. There are 244 days
left in the year.
Today:s Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on May 1, 1941, the motion picture "Citizen Kane,"
directed by and starring Orson Welles. premiered in New York. Hailed as
That old euphoria. Like the
one of the greatest achievements of cinema, "Citizen Kane" recounts.
24-hour flu, it seems to just come
--dirough--flashbacki. the life of a recently deceased:newspaper publisher as
and go. And now it's going, going'
a reporter tries to solve the mystery of the publisher's dying word:
and might soon be gone.
• "Rosebud."
Only eight weeks ago, NewsOn this date:
Amadeus
Magazine conducted 2 poll in
Wolfgang
week
by
Figaro."
of
In 1786, the opera "The Marriage
which this question was asked:
Mozart,.. premiered in Vienna.
-Saddam Hussein has withdrawn
in 1884, construction began on the first skyscraper. a .10-story structure
York.
New
of
from.Kuwait, but remains in power
Company
,Insurance
Home
the
by
in Chicago built
in Iraq. Is this a victory for the
In 1898. Comm. George Dewey gave the famous command, "You may
destroyed
force
U.S. and allied forces?"
naval
American
fire when you are ready, Qridley,' as an
at. Fifty-five percent - stid yes. it
a ,Spanish fleet in Manila` Bay.
was a Victory. Only 38 percent said
In 1931. 60 years ago. New York's 102-story 'Empire Stile Building
it wasn't. The rest didn't know or
was dedicated.
didn't care.
In 1931, singer Kate Smith began tier long-running radio program on
Now the:magazine has done
CBS.
was
poll, and asked the very
Korea)
(North
another
Korea
of
Republic
Democratic
the'People's
1948,
In
same question. But the results are
proclaimed.
almost a _perfect flip-flop.
In 1963, James W. Whittaker of Redmond. Wash., became the first
This time 55 percent said no, it
American to conquer'Mount Everest as he and, a Sherpa guide reached the
a victory. Only 36 percent
wasn't
summit.
it was,- and the rest were
Nicaragua.
of
thought
president
becjrne
Debayle
:Somoza
Anastasio
In 1967,
watching 'soaps or something.
In 1967, Elvis Presley married Priscilla Beaulieu ,in Las Vegas. (They
If the poll really represents what
divorced in 1973.)
Americans believe, it means that in
In 1971, 20 years ago, Amtrak, which .combined and :streamlined the
only a few weeks, tens of millions
operations of 18 intercity passenger- ralITOICISieftt into service.
New
of
mayor
black
first
the
of people have sprung a major
as
was
inaugurated
Morial
Ernest
In 1978,
euphoria leak.
Orleans.
This is probably viewed as bad
In 1987, during a visit to West Germany. Pope John Paul II beatified
news in the White House, with all
Edith Stein, a Jewish-born Carmelite nun gassed in the Nazi death camp
the parades and airport greetings
at Auschwitz.
in
convicted
was
still on the schedule.
D-N.J.,
Jr.,
A.
Williams
Harrison
Ten years ago: Sen.
But the White House shouldn't
probe.
"ABSCAM"
FBI's
the
related
charges
to
of
York
New
the
at
take it as a disappointment. If anyFive years ago: The Soviet Union announced the situation
an
in
thing, it shows that the Bush admiHowever,:
control.
under
was
plant
damaged Chernobyl nuclear
nistration knew what it was doing
extremely unusual appearance before a House panel in Washington,
over
"not
was
and did it almost to perfection.
problem
Soviet Embassy official Vitaly Churkin said the
Except for one minor glitch, which
yet."
One year ago: Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev and other kremlin leaders were jeered by thousands of people during the annual May Day
—parade in Red Square.
Thought for Today: "Any man who has the brains to think and the
Ten years ago
nerve to act for,the, benefit of the people of the country is considered a
Members of Division of Traffic
radical by those who are content with stagnation and willing to endure
of Kentucky Department of Transdisaster.' — William Randolph Hearst. American newspaper publisher
portation are pictured installing an
(1863-1951).
eight-phase traffic light at the
intersection of Chestnut and North
12th Streets.
Dr. Marshall Gordon, David
Stuart Poston and Joe
Graham,
Publisher
WALTER L. APPERSON,
been elected as officers
Dick
have
TED DELANEY. General 'Manager
County ChamMurray-Calloway
of
Manager
Advertising
ORR,
MARY ANN
ber of Commerce.
DAVID STOM. Circulation Manager
For the second year in a row,
ALICE ROUSE. Business Office Manager
The Veserey I eelgee & 71ense !t)SPS 3011 700)
Calloway County High School
Chapter of Future Farmers of
The Murray Ledger & Tithes Is published every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christmas
America took top honors at 28th
Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers Inc. 1001 Whitnell Dc,
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky 42071
annual Agriculture Field Day at
SUBSCRIPTION RATES Irsareas served by C.1171e111 $5 00 per month, payabk in advance
Murray State University.
By mad in Ca/loway and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmngton, Ky , andParia,
Births reported include a girl to
year
$64
per
50
dearnauons
caner
to
mail
By
year
per
Buchanan and Puryear. Tn , 557 00
753-1916
phone
and Mrs. Bobby Gene Bognewspaper.
the
Mr.
of
To reach all departments
The Murray Ledger & Tanea ii a Tellthel of the Mammas& Prom. Karalacity Press
April 24.
gess,
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers Assoessim--Twenty years ago
WM"Lodger.*
The Associated Press is esclusavely entitled to news originsied
Dr. Alvin H. Kopperud was
Times

device. This' is ji filter that trips

we have to surmise, the answer is

ambient dust. After.eight hours of -_.- greed, pure greed.

ptabody's

exposure, the test filter is sent to a executives and underlings, we may
federal laboratory in Pittsburgh , speculate, wanted the filter evidence to show them to be in comwhere it is weighed.
Martin tolelhe committee that pliance with safety laws. If they
the laboratory fdaind clear evidence were found not in compliance, they
of tampering. It appeared that same would risk heavy fines.
In the matter of Sony, the answer
mine operators had carefully vacuumed dust out of the devices or is stupidity, pure stupidity. Yes, it'
had otherwise fiddled with the evi- is important to protect a trademark,
dence before sending the filters to but Sony's lawyers must rank
Pittsburgh. The Labor, Department among the dumbest lawyers ever to
has imposed fines of $5 million for file a lawsuit. As Mikulski said, the
small restaurant in Baltimore was
5,000 violations at 847 mines.
no threat whatever to the internahard
a
The coal miner's life is
life. The risk of physical injury is tional electronics colossus. Corpocompounded by the risk of con- rate managers are supposed- to have
tracting brack lung lisease. - good judgement. Here the judgeAffected workers -file rougbly ment was terrible.
I am curious about the knuckle1'30,000 claims for compensation heads at
Peabody and- Sony.- Has
every year. It is unconscionable — anyone been fired?
Repripanded?
no-other word will do — for comScolded? Mayne yes, moM probabpanies willfully fo tamper sNith evily no. To read the business news
dence that might lead to a lessening
these days is to reflect that all too
•of the fatal dust.
often responsitiie parties tend to
Why does Big Business get to be blunder on until they drag dow
Bad Business? In some instances. their bonuses, and -'retire. --•

It didn't take long o lose euphoria

•

we'll go into a little later.
The first poll, in which 55 percent' said- we scored a victory,
proved how effective censorship.
media manipulation and skillful
propoganda can be in shaping public opinion.
It didn't matter that Saddam, the
latter-day Hitler, was still in power.
All that • remained was for the
We had won, really kicked butt,
to come -home to heroes'
troops,
with little loss of-lives to our
troops. And to most Americans,- welcomes and let the festivities
begin.
that was what counted.
Ah, but then came qtft liule
neatly.
so
done
And it had been
glitch 1 -mentioned. All the dramatic video bombings
Once the war was ended, So did
and Scud interceptions. The genercensorship. No more press
the
and
fatigues
combat
als in their
pools being told where they could
boots detailing each day's
go and to whome they could speak.
triumphs. (I've always wondered
why generals wear combat fatigues • No more carefully. staged and filtered briefings: No more ladling
and boots to sit in offices.)
info and carefully chosen
out
ground
fast
lightningThen the
bombing-run tapes like thirrbroth
attack that brought Saddam's mis•
in a soup line.
erable 4-F's popping out of their
'or a
camera
a
with
Anybody
in
hands
their
with
holes
gopher
notepad was free to go where he
the air.
chose. And many went into northSo we didn't kill or capture Saddam. What's the difference? We ern Iraq, where the Kurds were trying to pull off a revolution. When
stomped him so thoroughly and
Republican Guard began
Saddam's
matto
seem
didn't
it
that
quickly
ter. Besides, it was only a matter of slaughtering the rebels, the cameras
time until Saddam's own people and notepads followed the masses,,
would string the villain up for of fleeing Kurds into the cold and
muddy mountains where they
messing up their country. Our leadto avoid exterminatitin.
hoped
ers told us so.
Suddenly the pictures on TV
It was more than even the White
House could have hoped for. weren't neat and pretty anymore. A
Wham, barn, thank you Saddam. general blustering at reporters, a

bridge in the crosshairs suddenly
going "poor — these images were
replaced by those' of children with
skin blistered and blackened form
napalm; their teeth chattering from
the cold; their little bodies being
wrapped in _burial rags; their
mothers shrieking their grief.
Of course, it wasn't our' fault.
We don't napalm Kurdish children.
We don't chase them into the cold
mountains, to die of exposure, hun,_.
ger and disease. All ,we did was.,
leave Saddam in power, with his
robust health and evil nature, and
the means to' engage in mass
slaughter.
So Americans, many of whom
have soft hearts and get squemish
at the sight of suffering children,
began thinking that if this pain was
the fruit of our victory, it might not
have been our finest hour.
There's a lesson in all of this
that our present and future leaders
should .keep in mind. When you
fight a war, don't be too quick to
declare it over. Even if you stop
fighting, by officially remaining .at.
war, you can keep the censorship
going, herd the press pools like
sheep and filter anything that
might upset the TV viewer's
appetite.
Remember, next time keep the
lid on. No burned, freezing, starving or dying kids.
They can ruin a good show..

Looking back

Wirray Ledger & Times

named "Man of the Year" by Murray Chamber of Commerce at
annual banquet held at Student
Union Building at Murray State
University. Bill Powell was featured speaker. Special Fourth Class Danny G.
Drinkard, 20, has been reported
killed in action on April 20 in
Vietnam.
Dean Ross has recently come to
Murray as new minister of Murray
Christian Fellowship Church.
Barbara Brittain. Calloway
County High School senior, and
Amy Wilson, Murray High School
senior, were honored as Good Citizens 01 1971 at a luncheon by Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution held at Holiday Inn. Also
guests were their mothers, MrS:
Raymond Brittain and Mrs. Owen

Thirty years ago
Donna Grogan of Calloway
County is pictured at National 4-H
Club Conference in Washington,
D.C., while she and other state delegates were visiting in office of
U.S. Senator Thruston B. Morton.
Dr. C.S. Lowry talked about
"Cuban Situation" at a meeting of
Murray Rotary Club held it Murray
Woman's Club House. He was
introduced by Nat Ryan Hughes.
Mrs. Oacus Bedwell and Mrs. J.
R. Smith presented a lesson on
"Framing Pictures" at a meeting of
Wadesboro Homemakers Club held
at home of Mrs. Herman Hanley.
A Trade Day will be May 6 at
Lynn Grove School with Jimmy
Cooper volunteering his services as
auctioneer.
Forty years ago

"Mrs': T. Waldrop's pink dogwoods still look like a picture,"
from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Elected as new officers of Murray Woman's Club were Mrs.
Myrtle J. Wall, Mrs. E.C. Parker,
Mrs. J.B. Wilson, Mrs. Katherine
Williams, Mrs. W.C. Elkins and
Mrs. A. 0. Woods.
Betty Smith of Murtay was
named Outstanding Student in
Home Economics Department and
Betty Hill and Howard Belcher,
both of Murray, as Outstanding
Girl and Boy in Commerce Department at Murray State College at
annual Honors' Day Program.
Dr. Liza Spann and Dr. and Mrs.
A.M. Wolfson are attending the
spring meeting of Kentucky
Academy of Science at Morehead.
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Noriega's lawyers claim U.S. plotted to kill him
MIAMI (AP) — Manuel Noriega's lawyers say the former Panamanian dictator has evidence that
the U.S. government plotted to
assassinate him, and they
demanded government documents
they said would bolster his
account.
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Prosecutors immediately
objected to further discussion in
open court, saying any such material would be classified, and a federal judge agreed.
The CIA refused to comment

Murray High School band members attended an annual banquet in their honor Tuesday night. Awards
were given to select members for contributions. Pictured in the back row (from left) are: Chris Tucker,
outstanding senior; Hoppy Duffy, outstanding junior; Philip Brown, outstanding sophomore; Matt Lawson, spirit award and front row (from left) April Haneline, leadership award and Jill Miller, outstanding
freshman.
Staff photo by Marianna Alexander

Disney, Henson resolve bitter Muppet dispute
NEW YORK (AP) — Miss Piggy, Kermit the Frog and other
Muppets can look forward to a possible:five-nava at Disney World
with the resolution-of a bitter dispute between Henson Associates
Inc. and the Walt Disney Co.
The bickering over whether Disney had an unwritten contract to
use the characters was settled Tuesday with.Henson granting Disney a
license for two Muppet shows at its
Orlando, Ha., theme park.
"Kermit the Frog Presents:
MuppetVision 3-D," a film exhibit
said by Henson 16 be the company
founder's last major work, is newdue to open by Memorial Day, Disney said.
Disney and Henson agreed Tuesday to drop federal lawsuits they
had filed against each other in the
past. two weeks.
"Our copyright and trademark
rights have now been ackno4vledged," said Brian Henson, son of
the late puppeteer visionary Jim
Henson and president of Henson
Associates,
Disney, in a statement, apologized "with deep regret for ... a
serious misunderstanding" that led
to the dispute.
Disney abandoned the argument
that it already had permission to
use Kermit, Miss Piggy and other
characters Jim Henson created.
The deal lets Disney use the
Muppet characters in the shows at
the Orlando, Fla., park until
November 1892. Disney has the
option of renewing the agreement
for another 3'A years, which would

give it rights as the only theme
Henson died- of pneumonia-lastpark east of the Mississippi River Way without finalizing a licensing
allowed to use the characters.
arrangement with Disney.
Neither side,would disC105C how_
much Disnu_ paid for the rights.

Outdoor recreation,festivals, arts, entertainment, history and more.
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FOR MEN
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•spie~ig ROM:Load
Cassette!
•Complete Edge-to-Edge Copying!
•Statement, Letter,tsidgar
,
,an4—
Computer Size Copying! ,
• Stationary Platen!
• And More plus optional Sorter
and Color Copying!
Get more copying capability .
in 33% less space!

SAVE ON ALL

•SU!TS& DRESSES

•HAGGAR"SUITED SEPARATES,
SPORTCOATS AND TROUSERS

25% -33% OFF

Now 139.99 Haggar Imperial A 2 piece
suit with pleated trousers
. wow pncas represent savings on wailer pmes.

• LEATHER & VINYL HANDBAGS

25% OFF
•SMALL LEATHER GOODS
Sala anon on handbags laathrar goods
affscOrt through May Ilth

25% OFF
TOSHIBA
Recommended by Buyers Lab

25% OFF

• ALL CASUAL SHORTS AND TOPS
FOR MISSES, PETITES, JUNIORS
AND WOMEN
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•
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25% OFF
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•COTTON SLEEPWEAR
COMPANY
118 N. 7th St. Mayfield, Ky.
1-800-633-72% Inside
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•ALL YOUNG
FASHION JE

•DIVERSITY'
,SPORTSWEAR FOR
PETITES & LIZ BAKER
SPORTSWEAR FOR WOMEN

FOR CHILDREN
BABY SALE APRIL 21- MAY 4

•SHEER CARESS", CONTROL
TOP AND TOTAL SUPPORT"

20% OFF

",

Sale prxes on hoSory affectrro through May IllS

•ALL INFANT & TODDLER SHOES

• ALL SESAME STREET'APPAREL •
Sesame Stroll• S &wens* StreW. mon ins tradianiartra
sannoarnarka of The gotten's Telesswon Workshop.

JEWELRY
Ask about
NO-MONEY-DOWN Financing,
Low Monthly Payments!

25% OFF

20% -25% OFF

• ALL WATCHES

• ALL NEWBORN ITEMS

50% OFF
25% OFF

•14 KT GOLD CHAINS AND
BRACELETS

• ALL APPAREL FROM: 411‘

30% OFF

Healthtex -, Cherokee ', Little Levi's ,
Hush Puppies' and Okie Dokie

•STONE JEWELRY
•STERLING SILVER JEWELRY
* PLUS...
FREE GILSMulching System
worth $300

keep the
ng, starv-

TROY-BILT@ Tractors(
12 HP gear)
NEW GRS'Mulching System recycles grass clippings (and leaves) into
100% organic fertilizer. ends bagging forever!

•ALL SOCKS, UNDERWEAR
AND SLEEPWEAR

OFF
40%
•14 KT GOLD EARRINGS
30% OFF

10% -20% OFF
25% - 30% OFF

•14 KT GOLD CHARMS

•SELECTED TOPS & BOTTOMS
FOR BOYS BY: Jimmy Z Hoboe•,
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TROY-BILT® Mulching Mowers
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crash in 1981.
"General Noriega has in his possession documents showing
attempts to assassinate Gen. Noriega and Mr. Torrijos by agencies of
the United States," said Rubino.
He asked the government to turn
over any similar evidence gathered
in Panama.
He was quickly interrupted by
Assistant U.S. Attorney James
McAdams, who said a public
request for such document,is
barred by the Classified Information Procedures Act.

The call is FREE.The publication is FREE.
And a lot of the events and attractions in it are FREE.
Call for the 64 page,full color AttrActions,
LOUISVILLE
and Events Calendar.
Did we mention it's FREE.

II of this
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ools like
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viewer's

pink dogpicture,"
& Heard
James C.

directly on the allegations Tuesday
but noted a presidential order bars
assassinations.
Defense lawyers in Noriega's
drug and racketeering case seek
documents seized by the United
States during the December 1989
invasion of Panama.
Among those documents, attorney Frank Rubino said during a
hearing Tuesday, should be evidence of U.S. plots against Noriega
and his predecessor, Gen. Omar
Torrijos, who ruled the country
from 1968 until dying in a plane

Make clippings disappear! Never rake or bag again 4 or SHP selfpropelled models, electric start available,
$100 OFF!511P Electric Only!
(SAVE SSO OFF ecossomicalIKP Pooh Mode)

TROY-BILT® Chipper/Shredders
Rid your property of ugly brush piles! 4 models to choose, up to 8HP
with electric start!

SAVE up to $300

TROY-BILT® Tillers
America's best-selling rear-tine roto tiller, operates with JUST ONE
HANDS!6 models up to 8HP

Generation I Shah Satan 5 Ozone
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• ALL WINDOW COVERINGS
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Final plans for the wedding of

Officiating will be the Rev. Law -

G. Schaaf, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ron Schaaf, have been completed.
The vows will be exchanged on
Saturday, Pvlay 4, at 6:30 p.m. at
Westside Baptist Church, South
Johnny Robertson Road, Murray.

Music will be by Tommy Scott,
Susie Scott and Kathy Ligon.

Best man will be David Miller.
Groomsmen will be, Greg Nelson
and Ricky Sheridan.

Mrs. Dana Sheridan will be matron of honor. Bridesmaids will be
Starlyn Phillips and Ginger Myers.

Ring bearer will be Joshua
Crick.
Ushers will be Keith Crick, Neil

All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
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New Orleans • Style Ribs
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The flower girl will be Kaylce
Ligon.

McWaters and David Reeves.
Directing the wedding will be
Carol Turner.
A reception will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.

ChAnris Kay Crick., daughter of MT— 306 Williamson and the Rev. Glynn
and Mrs. Bill Crick, and Michael Off.

With Our Specialty Sauce

and other daily specials.

The Murray High School Speech Team will present its annual "Speakeasy" on Thursday, May 2, at 7 p.m. in the school library. This is a
program that consists of selections that students used in competition during the school year. In particular, this year's program will spotlight the
seniors. Admission will be Sl. The public is invited to watch selections
that contributed to the Murray High School Speech Team's state
championship.

'Life -Health 'Annuities
'Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
'Medicare Supplements

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt
407 Maple St.

The family of Henry and Lela Willoughby will have a potluck reunion on
Sunday, May 26, from 12 noon to 5 p.m. at the pavillion in the Old City Park
section on Payne Street 'between North Eighth and North 10th Streets.
'Children of Henry and Lela Willoughby include Rafe Willoughby, Almon Willoughby, Howard Willoughby and Clyde Willoughby, all deceased, and Ervie
Willoughby, Roy Arlon Willoughby, Ruby Harris, Eudell Scarbrough and
Pauline Crouse. Other children who died at a young age were Vivian Willoughby, Gardie Willoughby and Thurman Willoughby. All family and friends
are invited to the reunion. It is requested that persons bring to the reunion
old family photos and a favorite old recipe, handwritten and signed, for a
collection of recipes of family and friends. For further information, call Linda
Chadwick, 753-1050, evenings.

Steele 'reunion planned
The descendants of Daniel Polk Steele and Tennessee Elkins Steele will
have a reunion on Sunday, July 7, at 12 noon at the large pavillion at
Murray-Calloway County Park. In the event of rain, the reunion will be held
in the fellowship hall of University Church of Christ. For more information
call Kenneth Geurin, 436-2290.

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will meet Saturday. May 4, at the lodge hall on Highway 464, east of Almo. Friendship
Night will be observed with a potluck meal to be served at 6:30 p.m. A country ham will be given away as a door -prize. Odell Colson, master of the
lodge, invites all Master Masons to attend.

Eastwood Christian Academy will continue registration for the fall 1991-92
term through Friday, May 3, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. each day. This fall, Eastwood will have a 5-year-old session from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m, and an afternoon session from,noon to 3 p.m. The four-year-old session is a- readiness
program for the student to get prepared for kindergarten. Libby Conley,
assistant principal, said Eastwood has a strong elementary program with
students ranking high on achievement tests and the strong phonics program
produces no non-readers. The high school program follows the pre-college
curriculum requirements for graduation. Persons may come by the school
office, located one mile east of Murray on Highway 94, or call Mrs. Conley at
753-7744 for more information.

Trash and Treasure Sale Saturday
A 'Trash and Treasure' sale, sponsored'by Alpha Mu #4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha international, will be Saturday, May 4, from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
home of Kathie Gentry, 90r, Stratford Or, Gatesborough Estates, Murray.
Featured will be assorted jewelry including 15 handmade bolo ties, clip-on
earrings, necklaces, a kitchen cabinet, an overstufled chair, many sizes
including large of women's clothing and some men's clothing, women's
shoes, ornate clock for flat fireplace with two tconses on each side still
keeping perfect time, rooted spider plant starts and pots. Eleven families are
donating items for sale. The public is urged to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. Michael David Huff of Rt. 1, Box 174, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Annaleise Rebekah, weighing six pounds 12 ounces,
measuring 201/2 inches, born on Saturday. April 27, at 5:19 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. They have another daughter, Leah Elizabeth Ann
Huff. The mother is the former Rebecca Woods. Grandparents are Paul and
Nancy Woods, Rt. 8, Mayfield, and David arid Betty Huff, Rt. 2, Clinton.

A Kiss Before
Dying (II)

7:20
9:15

411rN:
PERI
REDEEM THESE BONUS COUPONS WITH YOUR "THE JUNGLE BOOK" PURCHASE
Choose From A Huge
Selection Of Rental
Titles, Including

3FREE

FREE

VIDEO
RENTALS

POPCORN

With Purchase or
Proof-of-purchase of
* "The Jungle Book" Video

3 PACKS OF
MERRY POPPIN' TV
TWAE MICROWAVE
POPCORN

'Present this coupon at the video
register when you purchase The
Jungle Book video. or 'Present
coupon and The Jungle
RING Book"thisregister
receipt at our video
register Videos must be rented
poor to mailing register receipt to
Nabisco for refund offer Must be
sir ohm
*, a Pher-Mor Video Club Member
441
" dfti All 3 videos must be rented at the
11111111
V same time Limit one coupon per
WARM= AM
family Good thru 5/31/91

3.5 oz., Butter or
Natural Flavors

Bergen Matinee's
Sat. & Sun ONLY
Adult Te Child V°
Rent )our mtntes•al the min les!
1114141 Ch4.+1 nut • 753-3:111

Open 11:am t.. Itt:pm

Take this coupon and 3 packs of popcorn
to one of our video 01 front registers at the
time you purchase The Jungle Book,"
and you'll receive the popcorn for FREE
Limit one coupon per family
Good thru 5t31/91

Robert D. Bihlman 11, honor student for four years at Andrean
Catholic High School, Merrilhille, Ind., has been named as a
finalist for the National Merit
Scholarship Program. After graduation in June, he plans to
attend Berklee College of Music,
Boston, Mass., with a double
major in production engineering
and performance. He is the son
of Jeanie Parker Bihlman, formerly of Murray, and the late
Robert D. Bihlman of Merrillville. His grandparents are Virginia
Parker of Hazel and the late Fred
Parker of Murray, and L.C. Bihlman Sr. of Merrillville and the
late Sophia Bihlman.
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BAKER'S STEW

-- .Civitans plan events
Murray Civitan Club will have special events on Thursday. The Civitans
will conduct its annual election of Otters for its upcoming year beginning
Oct.. 1 at 7 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant. Also on Thursday the Murray
Civitans will also present an award for Academic Excellence at the annual
Murray State University ROTC Awards Program at 4 p.m in Curris Center,
MSU.
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Garden Department plans tour
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday, May 2,
at 1 p.m. at the club house. Ruth Calhoun will give the thought for the day
Later the group will take its annual garden tour which will include the gardens of Ron McNutt on Doran Road and Nancy Adams on County Cork
Drive. Hostesses will be Lilly Williams, Hontas Houston, Margaret Owens,
Martha Cherry: Jo Williams, Millie Graves and Effie Vaughn.

Candace Mae Lewis born
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Lewis of Puryear, Tenn., are the parents of a daughter, Candace Mae, weighing seven pounds three ounces, born on Friday,
March 22, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former
Deborah Dox. Grandparemts are Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lewis of Paris, Tenn.,
and Deborah Cox of Lexington, Tenn.

Girl Scout Camp Season
Kentuckiana Girl Scout Council is accepting reservations for the 1991 Girl
Scout Summer Camp Season. Girls in the 2nd through 12th grades can participate in fun activities that will help them become more self-reliant, develop
new friends-hips and practice skills they will use throughout their lives at
Camp Pennyroyal near Owensboro or Bear Creek Aquatic Garbo on Kentucky Lake. Buses are available to provide transportation to both camps.
Camp brochures are available at the local Girl Scout office. From June 14
through July 31, Camp Bear Creek will offer sailing, canoeing, swimming,
wind surfing, waterskiing, snorkeling, rock climbing and more to girls in
grades 5 through 12, and a 17-day session for girls entering the 10th and
11th grades. Camp Pennyroyal's program.runs from June 16 through July
27,- with seven-day sessions for girls entering grades 2 through 11 in the
fall.

W.A.T,C,H. needs cans
W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training center for the handicapped) Center at
702 Main St., Murray, is in need of aluminum cans to be used as one of
work projects of the clients." Persons with aluminum cans may leave them at
the center, Monday through Friday. For more information call 759-1965.

ABBY
DEAR
by Abigail Van Buren -

---or

DEAR ABBY:Hooray!I can write
aiid don't have-to sign my name
else I'd • be snubbed and called a
heartless'traitor in my small town —
about the Mother's Day custom that
frequently causes much pain. Cer-,
tainly, -mothers should be honored
as well as -fathers on their special
daity. 'But what about childless
womefPSome churches ceremoniously
present a flower to the oldest mother,
the youngest mother, the mother
with the mostchildren,etc. However,
there are among us many noble
wothen — schoolteachers, nurses,or
perhaps just friends or neighbors —
who,through circumstances beyond_
our control, have never experienced.
motherhood.
How about,the woman who conceived accidentally,but gave her baby
the-right to live and be adopted? And-the mother who, due to accident or
poor health, lost every child she
conceived? Where are the flowers for
them?
NAMELESS AND HURTING

To get Abby's booklet "How to Write
Letters for All Occasions," send a long,
business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.95 I $4.50
in Canada/ to: Dear Abby,Letter Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill. 61054.
1Postage is included.i

DEAR HURTING: You are
right. There are many women
who have never experienced
motherhood, but nevertheless
have made significant contributions to the lives of others: the
eldest sister who never married
because it was her lot to raise
her siblings, and who was then
called upon to look after her
aging parents or an ailing,relative. And, of course, all the
mothers and would-be mothers
you mentioned.
For those women who will not
receive a flower or any public
recognition on Mother's Day because they are childless, or because their child is dead — or
simply "elsewhere" — an orchid
te you!
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sugar until fluffy. Add egg yolks
1 Tbls. salt
2 - 16 oz. bottles spicy Italian and beat hard until smooth. Add
"4.656
the flour mixture alternating with
Dressing
Simmer ingredients together 45 the sour cream, blending by hand
" 13y Trudy Baker
minutes to 1 hour. Cool and refrig- or with a wire whisk. Blend in the
vanilla. Beat the egg whites until
erate until use.
they hold a stiff peak. Gently fold
them into the cake batten* Spoon
Sour Cream Pound Cake
This weekend celebrates our
Most Derby parties we've
batter
into a greased and -lightly
Strawberries
with
state's most widely known claimattended have been, at least partialheavy 9 or 10 inch tube pan
floured
flour
.
sifted
c.
3
to-fame, the Kentucky Derby.
ly, potluck. I always rack my brain
or two 8x4x3 inch loaf pans. Do
soda
1/4
baking
teas.
Many years ago, when introfor some Kentucky-inspired recipe
not fill more than 3/4 full. Bake
1/4 teas. salt
duced to some traveling Europeans. to take along to the event. Over the
about 1 hour and 15-20 minutes or .
bits
into
butter,
c.
cut
1
from
originally
I relayed that I was
years, I've collected a few choice
until cake tests done. Allow cake to
for
c.
21/2
divided,
sugar,
c.
3
Indiana wheic upon several of
treats you- may want to try, for two
5 minutes, then remoie- from
rest
fruit
for
c.
them grinned and acknowledged, things are a sure bet; that there will cake, 1/2
.pan onto rack. Cool:
separated
eggs,
large
6
"Indianapolis 500." I was quite
•
be plenty of Derby parties going on
Combine 1/2 c. reserved sugar
1 c. sour cream
taken back, because I never
next Saturday, and if there's filly
with
3 c.
straWberries
vanilla
teas.
11/2
Indiana's
as
thought of the 500
running, my money's on her.
(fresh), you may add more sugar if
3 c. sliced fresh strawberries
most prominent trademark. I
Preheat oven to 325. Combine you like. Spoon over slices of cake.
thought of the Dunes around Lake
Country Ham Spread
flour, soda and salt and sift Top with a dollop.of sour cream if
the
Michigan, or the covered bridges
.2 Tbls. butter
again. Set aside. Cream butter and you like.
of Brown County, and especially, • I This. flour
the miles and miles of farmland,c. half and half cream
but not a lot of loud cars, driving
1/4 c. burgandy wine
lodayS bath really makes a Splash' Arid a ties, lallIqr..rtg
in circles.
1 Tbls. and 1 teas. unflavored
The Derby has become quite an
floor expresses your style perteulv. Sekxt trim J huge sant ts
gelatin
attraction.in the. last decade, going
21/2 c. country ham, cooked and
of patterns and-totors to t trate IN. &s,iii trehng 51111 45.1111'
from a traditional race to a festival, ground
From traduttonal thrl nigh up-ti)-the-rninutr'asks Inv rt.
to its current status as a week-plus
1/2 c. mayonaise
mie
splashing (out with sasings' And tor
major event.
2 teas. Dijon mustard
,(ine Armstrong
we'll gist'you a FKIF Kohler'
My first Derby party was before
1/2 c. whipping cream, whipped.
I moved to Kentucky — actually a
hook-- lull(It bath detorabrag
Make a cream sauce by melting
Stop by today. arid tititt toot
send-off by friends shortly before - butter, add !Tour -and 'stir til smooth,
ideas - lust tor Smiting In
libilift Mir 55)1'S sal
my move. Although I can't rememadd half and half, stirring until
Stop III and sec tans a
savings offer!
ber the exact menu, I know some- smooth and thickened. Dissolve
tx-autttul M..% Armstrong floor Lail add
one brought guacamole.
gelatin in wine, add' to hot cream
splash to sour bath'
We've been to a Derby party just
sauce and stir well. Cool, stir in
about every year since, and after
ham. Combine mayonaise and musseeing the crowds and hubbub of tard, add to cream mixture. Chin
the actual Derby, I think a get until slightly thickened. Fold in
together with friends and viewing
whipped cream. Pour into a 1 qt.
the race on TV is the choice way to greased mold,. refrigerate until set.
celebrate (especially if you do want Unmold onto a serving platter, pass
to see the race).
with beaten biscuits or party rye
I remember the year I picked
bread.
Genuine Risk to win, only because
she was the only female, in a defiSlo-cooked Barbecued Roast
nite male-dominated sport, despite
2-3 lbs. lean beef chuck roast or
the_ jeers _and_ snicks. by my peers; Boston Butt pork roast
and then how my heart jumped into
2 This. oil
my throat as I watched that Magni-1 c. barbecue sauce
ficient lady lead alt those males
1 large onion; sliced
around that track!
Brown meat in tibUoil in Skillet,
Then there was the year my hus- then transfer to slow cooker (crockband announced that the name of pot). Add sauce and onion. Cover
that year's winner Would be - bes- and cook on low for 8-9 hours.
towed on our first both child. Remove from pot,- slice thin and
Thank heavens "Ferdinand" Baker pour another 1/2 to 1' c. sauce over
has never made an appearance.
meat. Keep warm until serving.

e A Splash!

s

Jo

Barbecue Sauce
4 8 oz. cans tomato sauce
1 5 oz. bottle Worchestershire
sauce
6 oz. white vinegar
4 Tbls. dry mustard
1 box (I lb.) brown sugar
1 pint dark molasses
1 - 8 oz. bottle lemon juice

varieties • on the square"
753.9569
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DEAR ABBY:The letter from the
pack rat really popped my cork! I am
also a pack rat, and I'm lucky I'm not
married to the kind of woman who
would throw out the newspaper while
I was still reading it. We have been
married for 34 years, and I greatly
enjoy some of my hoardings, but if
my wife were to throw away any of
my things without my permission, I
would retaliate with a "general

Ill

•
JEWELERS

Ladies'

ATLANTA
A BUS DRIVER'S PRAYER

II, honor stu.s at Andrean
Merrillvilnamed as a
ational Merit
im. After grahe plans to
lege of Music,
ith a double
in engineering
He is the son
Bihlman, forand the late
of Merrillvilts are Virginia
d the late Fred
and L.C. BihlIlville and the
an.

753-3321

Southside Shopping Center
1-4.061. hau• chnugns..apyrened

Children's

DEAR ABBY: In reference to the
school bus driver who got no respect:
I am enclosing something you may
get a kick out of. I did. And so did my
fellow school bus driver. Please
withhold my name.

Please, Lord, watch over me this
day. Please help me remember to
watch all five mirrors, two dozen
windows, eight gauges, six warning
_lights,six dozen faces,three lanes of
traffic, and to keep a third eye open
for wobbling bicycles and day-dreaming pedestrians, especially
teen-agers wearing headsets who are
off in another world!
Please, Lord, help me to hear all
train whistles,truck and automobile s:
horns, police sirens and the two-way
radio.
Please, Lord, give mea hand for
the gear lever, the steering wheel,
the route book,the radio microphone
and the turn-signal lever.
And. Lord, please grant me the
self-control to keep my hands away
from Johnny's neck! And one mpre
thing, dear Lord, please don't let
Mary be sick all over the bus.
And finally, Lord, please watch
over us all so that we can do it all
again next year. Amen.

At Our Beauty & The Bath Sale.

•

JEWELERS
Cnostnut Hills Shopping Cantor
753-7655
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SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346

KENTUCKY CAT FON PIUMAN RESOURCES

DEAR DR GOTT- I had trichomo.nal vaginitis over a year ago, with a
recurrence several months later Is it
possible for the parasite that causes
this to remain in my system for a

Early Spring & Summer Sale

30% Off
Register for Mother's Day Gift Certificate
Drawing On-Saturday May 11
,

(Ladies, we have clip earrings)

-rme-

Our Middle Name Is "fashion"

*zit

Corner of Mgk.
12th & Olive

Murray
7
7

•••••
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Bellairs-Boardman wedding ptchitned
•

Miss Stacy Ann Bellairs of 1600
White Cloud Ct.. Winter Springs.
length of time and erupt again, or is Fla., and Matthew Reed Boardman
sexual contact the only way I could
of .595 Spanish Trace Dr., Altahave gotten this'
a
monte Springs, Fla., announce their
is
Trichomonas
DEAR READER
tiny parasite that infects both the engagement and approaching
male and female genital tract In marriage.
men, this infection may be "silent"
The bride-elect is the daughter of
(cause no symptoms) or it may pro- Mr. and Mrs. William Bellairs of
infecduce a discharge and chronic
tion of the prostate gland In women, Winter Springs, Fla.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
the parasite typically causes a troueginal
blesome. foul-smelling
and Mrs. Walt Bellairs and of Mr.
discharge
and Mrs. Lowell Cannon, all of
Tnchomonas is sexually transmit- Independence, Kan.
ted A mah may be infected and not
The groom-elect is the son of
know it - and transmit the parasite
Melvin B. (Rita) Henley of
Mrs.
to his sexual partner. who then develand Mark Boardman of
Murray
ops symptoms requiring treatment -usually with Flagyl frnetronidazote Altamonte Springs, Fla.
an anti-microbial)
He is the grandson of Mr. and
However, unless the man is simul- Mrs. Samuel B. Sheely of Murray
taneously treated, a treatment re-in- and of Mr. and Mrs. William
fection cycle is propagated There- Boardman of Orlando, Fla.
fore, most doctors who treat a woman
Miss Bellairs is a 1986 graduate
for tnchomonas insist that her sexual
Oviedo High School and
of
Tricho
therapy
undergo
also
partner
a B.S. degree in marketing
received
smonas parasites can be seen during
'rtiicroscopic examination of genital from the University of Central
secretionf in both sexes
Florida, Orlando. in, 1990.
_ Although its possible that. your im---------mr-toardman- -is a 1985 -gradu.tial infection was incompletely treat- ate of Murray High School. He
ed and recurred at a later date, I susCommunity Colpect that you were re-infected during attends Seminole
with
employed
is
and
lege
Ask
,encounters
sexual
-subsequent
of
Construction
Whittle
your gynecologist about this. You Shannonmight also inquire whether, as I rec- Orlando, Fla.
ommend, your sexual partner(s)
The couple will be married
should be treated as well
May 25, at 2 p.m. at
Saturday,
Tnchomonas is not a health hazard, Community Alliance Church, 4815
mony at Wedgewood Tennis Villa
but the infection is a -nuisance. Con-,
at 1401 Forest Hills Dr,
Clubhouse
Fla.
Springs,
Winter
dams effectively. prevent spread of East Lake-Dr.,
Fla.
Winter
Springs,
cerethe
follow
will
reception
A
this rommon ailment.
•
To give you more information, I am
sending you a -free copy of. my Health
-Report "Vaginal Infections and Disorders." Other readers who would like
by Jeane Dixon
a copy should send $1.25 plus a long.
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
•
P.13.' Bur-91369: etevetanct-Ofi-4.4101----THUKSDAY;IVIAY 2. 19191
title.
3369. Be sure to mention the
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 70-yearHAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE • waves. Adopt an assertive but nonold with short-term mrttnpry loss. I've NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: aggressive approach.
been told'there are drugs that can Carer and health concerns merit top_
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22:Goals
help me. Can you provide any priority this cimiing,sUmmeillitegin a that have pre% iously eluded you are
information?
suddenly within your grasp An atDEAR READER: Despite glowing reducing diet in_.August_with your tractivernernber of the opposite sex
perseverance
Your
blessing.
doctor's
induspharmaceutical
the
by
claims
will help yOu. earn a promotion or may issue an ultimatum. Make'certry, there is no drug that is consistent- raise by . October. December and. tain yOu have all the-facts -before
ly effective in improving memory. At -January are the hest months to travel. • giving your answ cr.
present, you are better off avoiding _
Setm..23-Oct. 22): FOCLK•
such therapy and bringing-your symp- - A moy e to another city or state is on LIBRA(
as much as posaccomplishing
can
You
1492.
February
in
possible
Many
attention.
toms to your doctor's
your Subordi(iOje
noon:
by
sible
hug
love
the
•
hybe
to
bittenexpect
diseases - notably small strokes, vi-natesinorefreedom.Someone young
tamin deficiency, growths and infec- next March: . •
CFI:PURITIES BORN •-ON - and ine x WI-rent:al bas•good ideas but
tion - are associated with short-term memory loss.
THIS DATE: singer:Larry Gatlin, Is nervous about speaking up. Loved
You need a thorough examination, pediatrician Dr. Benjamin Spock. one shares a secret.
blood tests and (possibly)a CT scan of crooner Bing Crosby, Russian EmSCORPIO (0o. .2.3-N(!v,21 ):
the brain to determine the cause of press Catherine the Great.
. Work goes hest when you move at a
your problem. If the testing is normal,
ARIES t March 21-April 19): New stead v.. mirderate pace—.6 creative
the doctor will probably_reg_ssure ViN —expenditines could have hidden pit- idea v, ill swell prolits and impress
that you are suffering from "benign'
Maintain a7.practica1. thrifty .-- higher-ups. Conversations with your
forgetfulness." the age-related inabil;- -falls,
Despite an attractive job associates give you fresh insights.
outlook.
ity to remember names and events.
SAGITTARIUS Nov. 22-Dec.
Romance takes a more ,
tight.
sit
offer,
was going to say something more. but
21 ): An intriguing job offer could he
glamorous turn tonight.
I've forgotten what it was
'TA U-R1S I Aprir.10-May 20): Use part ofthe day's scenario.Stress your
Our charm to win -.clients Over to- professional -attitude and wealth of
your Way of thinking. Favors and experience. Think carefully about
financial support will come from an what you want and what you already'
•
unexpected quarter. Seize an oppor- have.CAPRICORN t Dec.22-Jan. 19):
tunity to combine business with pleasSeek expert ads ice about credit.Joans
ure this evening.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20):. and investments: Adv ice y ou.give to
-Those who mean the most to you are a relative may f all on deal ears. Othsometimes difficult to understand. ers must learn from their own misBe patient. Let romantic partner know takes. A sudden windfall lifts your
in advance exactly what you have in spirits.
. AQUARWS Oat). 20-Feb. 18):
mind. If pcissible, postpone signing
Be alert to chance' in the work atlegal papers.
CANCER (June- -21-1nly' 22): mosphere and:shitts in opinion. You
..Antagonism could suddenly surface can beat the competition by adopting
in a business situation. Displaying a new...streamlined methods. Have the
'cocky attitude ikiltonly add fuel to courage of your cony ictions,
stet) 19-March 200:
fut._Refuse_ .to.. waded.
losing your temper. Put romance on Work alone until theliniiFis ripe kr
approach others. A friend or associ. .
!hold.
ate may not live up to a promise. Do
Standup
22):
23-Mg.
Only
LEO
•
2 Months)
for your rights! Someone who the to not fret. The situation can still work
.explois you may. want to see how- -out-to your advantage.
much you will take without making

•
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Stacy Ann Bellairs and
Matthew Reed Boardman to marry

with
.?„
%
OFF+
flDress Shoes
And sa_is 900tiviagt4

a
o

Large Selection

Tennis Shoes
25%-50„ Off
Thursday. Friday & Saturday

_
"Children's Shoes"
SOUthiide:Shopping Center
75,3-4383
-

REVIVAL
•

/4v

May 5th-8th

7 p.m. Nightly
Sunday 8:30 a.m., 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.

.••••

Evangelist

•

•

Don Short
Music

Director

Kevin Rudicil
•

•

YOUR HOROSCOPE

Paster: Robert N..JohnsonTransportation and Nursery Provided

GRACE BAPTIST
CHURCH

I.R.A.
8.110

753-7599

617 So. 9th St.

Ky Farm Bureau

A • Superior Rated)

753-4703

Haze
a.m.activ

All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Wea
a.m.activ

„spe

Gala Harris gets
fellowship at ilK

p.m.)
Ilea
Cant
Wig,
12:3(

Gina Harris, a University of
Kentucky sophomore from Murray,
has been awarded a Gaines Fellowship to study -in the humanities.
The daughter of Larry and Sylvia
Harrris, Murray, she is majoring in
horticulture at UK.
Given to only 10 students each
year, the fellowships are awarded
on the basis of personal interviews
and on essays which describe how
the study of humanities will
improve the:student's life.
The two-year program in the
humanities provides each recipient
with $2,000 the first year and
$3,000 the second year to study in
a speciatMalti-disciplinary seminar
and prepare a major undergraduate
„
thesis.
The program -was established in
1984 with a $500,000 gift from
John R. and Joan B. Gaines, wellknovin Lexington philanthropists.

Won
Moo!
Iron
p.m.
Sing
Tenn
Buil
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inch
3.M.
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Fun
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CALENDAR

R

Stati
Wednesday, May 1
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners 5:15 p.m./regular 5:30
p.m./Ellis Community Center.

liar
guis
Hall

Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.

Yv
Lyn'
on
MS1

.7

Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.

•

Tirif Chtisliati Chitrcli - events
include Chancel Choir/7:15 p.m.

First United Methodist Church
--events include: Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Handbell Choir/4
p.m.:- Finance Committee/6:30
get
to
inclined
;TODAY'S CHILDREN are intelligent and generous hut
p.m.; Adminsitrative Board/7 p.m.;
into a rut. The'tend to shy aWay from the new and unfamiliar. Wise parents
will gently coax these youngsters into broadening their horizons. Joining the
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
Scouts or attending summer camp will help them blossom. These Taurean%
take special delight in music, painting and fine food and may even become
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
experts on one of these subjects. They make excellent writers, publishers, include: Mid-Week Bible Study,
museum curators and teachers..
Acteens,- kAs-,-GAs and Mission
_
it
oai
get J personalited daily how,.
..•
----- ---Friends/7 p:m.
,111!. I Lrni. pet minute Call I -4410-455.-7755
.-outages lia,s•faiiinti uptated top)tilkAnc Oixoa...13r4-selling hook.' Stster,1•, ra n*1 I
First Baptist Church events
..erkt SX 4S plto Si rx•Jage
Sstrolog Can Help You find Your PIA,: in(iod
Bible Study/9:45 a.m.;
include:
Kansa.City . Mo. 4.41.11 51.11.c he,
Andrew N•rut Sk. Merl,PC) Bonsi
(Cont'd on page 11A)
•,•I Mee!
11811 11,4

ott ••• rio.

rthi

•

04C,CI

II

JlItt hdlIdlity

•

hi,- c

1 4 I 544
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CORN AUSTIN
for

LADIES
1

wEIEBRAIE
•

$

Off

This coupon entitles you to
• $20 off any ladies regular
priced purchases totalling
$100 or more
Limit one coupon per sale.

CORN-AUSTIN• DOWNTOWN • MURRAY

Spring Merchandise
Select Group

20%-40% off

DOWNTOWN *MURRAY

4
Seaside Platter
Fish -n- Chips
Fried Shrimp
Catfish Dinner
Longshore Platter

7 pc. $5.99

$5.95

57.99

Oyster Dinner

$6.98

Seafood Platter.

55.99

Come and check out our other daily specials!
We've got something for everyone!
*Appetizers 'Salads •Sandwiches •Cajun Cuisine
We're More Than Just Seafood!
Sunday - Saturday 11 a.m.-9 p.m.

4;itZts;;;
•

•
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DAR
CALEN
(Conl'd from page 10A)
Wednesday, May. 1
Exercise Clau/11:30 im.; Fellowship Supper and Youth Handbells/
5:30 p.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.;
Prayer Meeting, Klaymata Fellowship and Children's Choirs/6:30
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church prayer
• service/7 p.m.
•
Grace "Baptist Church events
include: Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
Youth and Adult Bible Study/7
p.m.; Weekly Workers'/8 p.m.

Thursday, May 3
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous/7 p.m./Parish Center,
Sti. Leo Catholic Church.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.

Thursday, May 3
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of
Veterans of Foreign Wars/Willis
Center.
St. John Baptist.Church/ Bible
Stidy and Prayer session/9 a.m.

Murray Kiwanis• Club/15
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

St. Leo'Cattuilk Church events
include Legion of -Mary/9:45 a.m.;
Liturgy Plan/6 p.m., Choir
Practice/7 p.m.

Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.

Young in Hearts Group/Glendale
Road Church of Christ/10:30 a.m.

Memorial Baptist Church events Knights of Columbus/7 p.m. K/C
include: BYW Council/5:30 p.m.; building.
Supper/6 p.m.; prayer service/7
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
.Murray Civitan Club/7
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
• National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Exercise Class/10 a.m./First
United Methodist Church.

Meoting on the Homeless/District
Courtroom/3 p.m.

FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
We Accept Food Stamps & WIC Vouchers
12th St. at Storey Ave.
Prairie Farms

Cottage Cheese
4.101111

24 oz.1
$

First United Methodist Church
events include Exercise Class/1Q
a.m.

19

Prairie Farms

•

Thursday, May 3
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Hazel Commithity Center/open 10
a.m.-2 p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.

iarry

latives are
fedding and

Weaks Community Center/open 9
a.m.-4 pin, for senior citizens'
activities.
"Speakeasy" by Speech Team/7
p.m./Murray High School Library.

5 gets
rt UK

liversity of '
om Murray,
[nes Fellowhumanities.
y and Sylvia
majoring in

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County HowitayPiggly_
Wiggly, Murray/84430 Lm. and
12:30 to 3 p.m.
Women of Moose/8 p.m./Murray.
Moose Lodge.

Mothers' Day Out// 3D'RAIL/RCM-Baptist Church.
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club/1 pint/club house
to go on tour. V

e,

C
,hi
.

SPRING
EXTERIOR HOUSE
PAINT SALE

•

,,Sfacy Apn Bellairs
, bride-elect of.
Matthew R.
Boardman
has made her
gift
from
•
Pier is
Bridal Registry.

20 Lb. Bag

$229

Iron Industry/10:30 a.m., 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850, LBL.

udents each
ire awarded
.1 interviews
escribc how
nities will
life.
ram in the
ch recipient
t year and
to study in
lary seminar
tdergraduate

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn.,/7:30 p.m. at Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach. 753-3580. •

First Baptist Church events
include Mother's Day Out/9:30
a.m.; Exercise Classes/11:30 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m.
Functional design works by MA
degree candidate Peter Malinoski
on display through May 10/Clara
M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU.

cablishecl in
)gift from
;aines, wellanthropists.

DAR

120511 Chestnut • 753-1851

Ross Insurance Agency
ai
Lluer
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health

Ground
Beef

Compare Our Price & Coverage

Family Pack

753-0489

6th & Main

ROTC1PAwards Ceremony/4
p.m./Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University. Open to public. -

For Your Convenience Now Offers

ay 1
knonymous/
egular 5:30
Center.

Harry Lee Waterfield Distinguished Lecture/8 p.m./Wrather
Hall, MSU. Admission free.

UPS Pick-Up

./University

Works by BS degree candidates
Lynn Henricicson and Sandi Lewis/
on exhibit/Curris Center Gallery,
MSU. Admission free.

endale Road

Daily Monday - Frida

Ship Weekly & Save mone:s
9
liNy 641 N.

P.m. Sal. 9 a.m.- 7 P.m. Sun 1.5 P.m.
753-2380
Olympic Plaza

irch events
r/7:15 p.m.

list Church
:nant Prayer
bell Choir/4
imittee/6:30
1oard(7 p.m.;
.m.
hurch events
Bible Suidy,
and Mission
rch events
y/9:45 a.m.;

e 11A)

Spring & Summer

Dresses
Take An Additional

25% Off
Great assortment in Junior,
Misses & Halfsizes.

Alfred Dunner
Coordinates
& 2-Piece
Dressing
Take An Additional

25% Off
Accessories
Sale
Take An Additional

25% Off
* Jewelry * Handbags
* Hanes Hosiery
* Capri Tights * Belts
* Scarves * Sunglasses
* Hair Accessories

Central Shopping Center - Murray

•••-•••••

4.•

RC Cola
12 Pk. Can Products

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

753-7991

$309

Bubba Cola
3 Liter

89
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Basso Pasta
1 lb., Spaghetti,
Capellini, Cut Zits,
Penne Di, Rigatoni,
Tote or Linguine

Evian
Natural Spring Water
1 5 liter

iotto
POO G UAI

98
_ 300

Phar-Mor's I
Everyday
Low Price.

Rebate

Luna
Mystique
Eau De Parium
Spray

Final

EVERY DAY

Revlon
Unforgettable
Eau De Cologne

1 oz

Nabisco
Teddy
*Mims

IA 41
Hair licnif Aer

15 oz„ Mario Bros. or
Princess Bubble Bath.
Tear Free or Smoothes
Tangles Shampoo

G

O•vIS

Remover

_

For arms,
legs and face

5
Gray or Almond

Nintendo
Shampoo or
Bubble Bath

$iftIola
Ision Hair

FREE
HP1-0

2 ct .
60, 75 or 100 watt

'

Rebate forms at
customer service window

Asst. types
and sizes

Ultimata or Extra Volume

Rubbermaid
Storage
Clipboard

Rebate

Bracirt
Candy

10 oz., Asst flavors

Philips
Soft White
Director
light Bulbs

After

mrigucz.vons
o
t
it
,Ii
DAY'

Ns
coupo
DOUBLE

L'Oreal
Free Hold
'Styling
bilosse

Cost

11
/
ladr
,f
Be

Complete A
•

\

•••

Benadryl
Complete
Allergy
Medicine
24-ct Tablets
or Kapseals

Merl,ca,

I, rft,10•••••••

00
3
EVERY DAY

yawn

Dr. Scholls
Back Guard

Close•Up
Toothpaste

One Pair of
Full Shoe Inserts

6.4-oz. tube

ig
l
1

EVERY DAY

It's time to change your but

AUDIO CASSETTES. POWER PRICED
KENTUCKY
HEADHUNTERS
Electric Barnyard"
Cassette
MERCURY

DE TEDIAGE
MUTANT NMJA
TURTLES 11
The Secret
of the Ooze
Cassette
SOX

Oct Phar-Mor '
locations carry those
tit*: and MOIR
on compact disc
for $10.99
every day!

KENTUCKY

SHOP
-•grist%
PHARIVIOR IN.

TENNESSEE

Chattanooga
•
• Clarksville

Pher4.4or MOMS the right to limit

A tip from Robert Brockett. R Ph,
Pharmacy Manager at the
Joliet, IL store, on

RANGING ON TO YOUR TEE111
For most people over 30. tooth problems are
lust beginning
• Gum disease, starting as gingivitis and progressing
to periodontitis. is the primary problem in this age
group Left untreated it can result in tooth loss
• Cavity fillings are designed to last about 7-10 years
and Can crack or pull away from the tooth wall
Bacteria can enter these tiny areas and start
new cavities
And remember. If your dentist prescribes
medication tor a tooth ailment .

IWO& iloarailoss
Loved MOOS so Prosalptisos."
• 2 Knoxville Locations:
2940 East Towne Mall Circle
Kingston Towne Shopping Center
• Mattison

WEST VIRGINIA
• Parkersburg

0PO4 7 DAYS
AND 6 EVENINGS
FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE

ntittes and correct typographiCal errors No rain checks.

WE ONLY BUY WHEN WE GET A SPECIAL DEAL, WE BUY IN HUGE QUANTITIES AND WE PASS THE SAVINGS ON TO YOU.

•

'
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forms at
window

Iitauds
apse sr
lie lath

trio Broa or
ubble Bath,
r Smootheis Shampoo

Read.
Then recycle.

S-et Tablets
Dr Kapseals

WE'RE PROUD TO USE
RECYCLED NEWSPRINT

tot
Read.
Then recycle.

Week-end Special I

7

!7
VERY.
Isnadryl
omplete
Allergy
lades
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Derby draws stablefull of celebrities
Country singers Tanya Tucker,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Twitty and Lee GreenConway
Television stars John Goodman of
performing Thursday
are
wood
Phillips
"Roseanne" and Michelle
of "Knots Landing," and actor night in Louisville at a free consingers
Morgan Freeman of "Glory" and cert. No word if any of the
race.
the
for
stay
to
plan
among
are
Daisy"
Miss
"Driving
If the Los Angeles Kings don't
those celebrities -slated to auend
it to the Stanley Cup champ
make
activities.
Derby week parties and
Once again, the pre-Derby fes- ionship series, hockey star Wayne
to
tivities are without a superstar, not Gretzky is expected to return
wife,
with
week
e
this
Louisvill
Norman
H.
Gen.
counting
Schwarzkopf, who will lead the actress Janet Jones.
include
notables
sports
Other
and
Pegasus Parade on Thursday
basketball coach Jerry Tarkanian of
expects to stay for the race.
UNLV; Buffalo Bills quarterback
Kevin Costner was the superstar Jim Kelly, and baseball Hall of
rumored to be the Derby favorite. F,amer Stan Musial, who will once
But the "Dances with Wolves" again be a guest of Marylou and
director and star declined several C.V. "Sonny" Whitney.,
invitations because he is too busy
The Whitneys alio are bringing
filming "JFK" in Dallas to make back several of last year's celebrity
an appearance.
'
guests, including "Dallas" star,
And several notables from last Ken Kercheval and former Miss
year won't be back,- including America Mary Ann Mobley and
Whoopi Goldberg, who recently her husband, TV talk show host
won her first Oscar for best sup- Gary Collins.
porting actress in. "Ghost." Also
Former Gov. John Y. Brown Jr:
scratched are John Forsythe, for- and his wife, Phyllis George
merly of "Dynasty," country sin- Brown, will play host to Marianne
ger Marie -Osmond, actress Daryl Rogers, wife of country singer
Hannah and former "M.A.S.H." Kenny Rogers and "Entertainment
co-star Loretta Swit,
Tonight" co-host Mary Hart and
But in their places are several her husband, investor Burt
newcomers who promise to keep Sugarman.
curiosity seekers and photographers
Goodman and Phillips will be in
- - busy.
e on Friday for the DiaLöüisviIl
Rap artist M.C. Hammer, winner mond Derby Gala at the home of
of five American Music Awards Patricia Barnstable Brown and her
tbis year, has a horse running in the husband, Dr. David Brown. The
Kentucky Oaks and could attend party raises money for the Amerithe Derby.
can Diabetes Association.
Several stars also plan to appear
Returning from last year will be
at this year's second Salute to the "Designing Women's" Dixie CarBlack Jockeys of the Kentucky ter and her husband, actor Hal HolDerby. The schedule includes a brook. Impressionist Rich Little,
concert Thursday by blues artist' actors Patrick Duffy and Rod SteiB.B. King, a free Friday tennis ger and actress Jennifer O'Neill
clinic by pro Zina Garrison and a also will attend.
reception and awards ceremony
The guest list of Anita and Prelater that day with Freeman and ston Madden includes MTV video
Garrison.
jockey Downtown Julie Brown;
Also on the Derby lineup are "Die Hard 2" actor Fred Dalton
Craig T. Nelson of ABC's Thompson; musician Glenn Frey,
"Coach," and John Spencer, who formerly of the Eagles, and actors
plays lawyer Tommy Mullaney on Dennis Weaver and Dennis Cole.
No guest list was available from
NBC's "L.A. Law," who will star
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
in the Pegasus Parade.
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"Where the price and .service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Movies$1
for

RENTAL SALES
CENTER

Friday-Monday

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at WhItnett
Hours: Mon.-Fri 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

ETIN
SPECIAL BUay,LL
May 4; 9-5:30

e

Friday, May 3 & Saturd
58 Unclaimed School Sewing Machines
Will Be Sold At School Prices.

. WAR 81W
°4"

_

-- Choosefrom New Home, White St, others These machines must be sold! All machines are
made of metal and will sew on all fabrics: Levis,
Canvas, Upholstery, Nylon, Stretch, Vinyl and
Silk...Even sews on leather! These machines, are
new with a 25 year warranty. With these new
heavy-duty machines, you must set the color coded

dial and see magic happen. Straight sewing,
zigiags, button holes(any size), invisible blind hem,
monogram,_ strain stretch professional_ se_rging
stitch, straight stretch stitch. All of this and more
without the need of old-fashioned cams or
programmers.

Sergers
As Low As

Your Price Without
This Ad

Your Price With
This Ad

$460"

$217'

DAYS ONLY)

Your Checks are welcome. Also layaway available.(2

AMMISSIIDOR ROOM BEST WESTERN
1297 E. Wood $t. - Paris, TN

VISA

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities
a.m.
and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8

Parmount Hamburger Dill Slice

Northern

Pickles

Bathroom Tissue

15
Sunshine Chunk or

Isse•Up
Papa*

Kracklin Chu

B.4-oz. tube

"9

12 oz.
Pkg.
Field Bologna 1 Lb. $1.39

Lipton Tea, elc rape,
Mr. Pibb, AN Root Beer,
M. M. Oran se. 12 pk. 12 oz
Marlboro Special
Carton Price
Save sr3
Special Price

Red

Potatoeskr4

9109°
King

Ifs
NINGS
ICE

YOU.

mg -Me.0.91119 nicotine • MsSoh & lAenthol Kings: IS
1.21119'limning • 10IFs eon & Kings: 17 mg "tor,
mg
1.2 mg nicotine ay. par cigar's' by FTC method. Lights:
1004 I Kings
libtmhol 10 mg "mei 0.9 mg

SGEON GENERAL'S WARNING:
Quitting •Srrieking Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health.

10 Lb. Bag

ell Peppers or
Cucumbers

,i

For
Idaho

.

ii C

in

Pink
Gralfru it
100

Nunn Better

t:

•

Baking Potatoes
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Derby Watch

Weather brings out best
in local track athletes
meters and finished third in the -1600
meters.
Jennifer Dowdy was second in
Murray Ledger & Times Sports
the 400 meters.
Jackie Geurin had a pair of third for
•' Maybe it was the picture perfect 'sky
Lady Lakers (800 meters and 3200
the
air,
fuesday, but whatever it was in the
local track athletes made the most of it. meters), while Jennifer Clayton and Lis
Calloway County had -10 personal' Scalf tied in the high jump.
teams
finished
Calloway
relay
The
High
Lady
while
the.
Murray
bests,
Tigers had- eight first-place finishes in a second in the 1600 meters and in the 800
six-team meet at Murray State's Stewart meters, while taking third in the 400
meters.
Stadium. The Lady Tigers have won four
Mayfield won the boys' meet with a
regional championships, and
straight
the
Lakers
scored
90
points
and
99, while
the Tigers had 68.- Fulton County had 62 more effort like they had Tuesday will
points. while Hickman scored 23 points. get them a fifth.
"Our girls are really making a ,lot of
For the Lakers, James Barrett and
improvements
and pouting toward theHughion Payne led the way with school
regional',"
'Lady
Tiger -cOach'Jimmy -Harperformances.
his
Barrett broke
eerd own record in the 300 meter hurdles, rell said of the team's -Drive for Five-.
with a time of 41.25, while Payne "They really want to win that regional
Laker award winners from the 1991 Calloway County basketball banquet. held recently at the .
snapped his own triple jump standard title.
meters
Bell
won
both
the
300
high school (from left, front row): Travis Turner, defensive award, academic, senior; David Hart,
Christy
with a leap 91 43-11. Barrett also took
run
for
the
800
meter
field
goal shooting. rebounding. scoring, senior; David Geurin, free throw shooting. senior.(Back
hurdles
and
the
hurdles.
the
-110
second in
won
Sowerby
row)
Jamar *Nary, assists, senier; Hughron Payne, Laker award, senior; Rob Dennis, most
while
Vedra
Lady
Tigers.
MiChacl Boyd won the shot put in 48-9
senior; and Jay Newton, sixth man award.
the
improved,
Payne
took
meters,
Bonnie
100
the
and took.the discus in 135-7. Lee Shouse
won
the
400
eamamim awl1111111•111MMII
won the mile-in 5:03 and took second in high jump and Shelly Hasty
MIN
OM MIN
meters.
'-the 800.1-C.ddy. Delaney had a personal
All three Murray relay teams won,
__best in taking:second in .the_discus
133-9, while Jason Haley was third in the -Whirtlenn-y-Bell took second in the longjump, and Tammy Hansen was second in
800 meters with a personal best.'
- Sean 'Fletcher, Jason Wright, Seth the 100 meter hurdles. Renea Hombuckle
Arant and Chris Tibbetts all had personal was third in the discus, while Tammy
Hansen took third in the 300 meter
highs for Calloway.
___Eor the Tigers_Willis CheLney won hurdles.
TtNNIS
the long jump in 21-10, and took third in
the triple jump. Matt Krug won the pole , The Murray- High Tigers and Lady
vault in 12-6, while teammate Scan Stog- Tigers posted wins over Christian Counner was second and finished third in the ty, while the Calloway County Lady Lak300 and 110 hurdles, Fred Sowerby was ers downed Marshall "County Tuesday.
The Tigers were 6-3 winners with Aarsecond in the 400 while Victor Perry was
Whitaker, Josh Johnson, Michael
on
Walls
and
Heath
third in the high jump
Hornback and Brent Keller winning in
was .third in the long jump.
Calloway scored 143 points to win'the singles play, and - doubles---tandems of
girls meet. while Murray had 1394 Whitaker and Johnson and Adkins and
Hornback winning.
points. Maycield scOred 53'4 , while MarThe Lady Tigers coasted to a 9-0 win.
0311 (49). Hickman (37) and Fulton
Singles winners included Beth Wilson,
County (12.)- closed out the field.
Mitzi Rickman had two firsts, and a Molly Sims, Kim Sexton, Catherine Hurt,
second to lead the Lady Lakers, winning Kaylin Haverstock and Hastings Hous•the lorg jumr in 14-2V2 and taking the den. Doubles pairs of Sims and Sexton.
.200 meters in 28:39. Rickman also took Hurl and Haverstock',--and AVilson and
Housden were all easy winners.
second in the 100 meters.
The Lady -Lakers and Lady Marshals Lady Laker award winnsrs from the 1991 Calloway County basketball banquet (from left, front
Christy Trenholm won the shot put for
tied 3-3 after singles play. but the row): Monica Bans, defense, team captain, senior; Anne Paul, rebound, free throws; Darra
were
Calloway- with a 30-11 and took second
team of Anne Paul and Leah Mitchell, assists, academic; Krista Stalls, coaches. (Back row) Susan Lax, team captain. senior;_
doubles
second
was
Herndon
Betsy
discus.
•in the
in the shot, while Vanessa Bucy took Baust at. No. 2 and .Bonnie Turner and Kadonna Rantiolph, academic award; Kwanda Hornbuckle, most imprmed; Leah Darnell, hustlesecond in the 800 meters and in the 3Z00 (Coned on par.13R)
award; Valerie Shelton, ofTensise award.

Jim LITKE
Associated Press
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Staff Reports

while Scottie was going hard to the
basket," Jordan said. "I used to be
With Scottie Pippen doing an__ able to do that, but I guess I'm getimpression of Michael Jordan and 'Ong a little oia for that."
Jordan's only dunk of the game
Magic Johnson looking more like
the all-time scoring leader than the belied that tongue-in-cheek stateall-time assist leader, the New ment. His second-quarter changeYork Knicks and Houston Rockets of-direction move fooled three
Knicks before he drove the baseare out of the NBA playoffs.
"On the road, you have to take line for a slam.
it to the basket, and I wanted to do
Chicago, which has 10 consecuthat and break down their -liver victories over New York and
defense," Pippen said after, the seven straight this season,
Bulls complered a three-game advanCed to the second-round of
sweep of the Knicks with a 103-94 the Eastern Conference playoffs
victory Tuesday night. "Michael against Philadelphia.
had some opportunities to do the
We were beaten by a team that
same thing, but he elected to shoot won 61 games, and we won 39,"
jumpers.'
Knicks coach John MacLeod said.
Pippen made five layups and five "That was the difference in the
dunks to account for all but one of series."
his 21 points. Jordan had nine
MacLeod has been mentioned as
baskets on jumpers, r o ayups a candidate for coaching jobs at
and one think to finis with 33 Notre DiTne And the Minnesota
Timberwolves, but refused to spepoints.
Meanwhile, Johnson scored 38 culate on his future.
points in the Los Angeles Lakers'
"I'm talking about the Chicago
-94-90 victory that completed a 3-0 Bulls and New York Knicks and
sweep of the Rockets.
nothing else," he said, although he
Elsewhere, • Philadelphia comacknowledged he was meeting with
pleted a sweep of Milwaukee with
Knicks management today.
a 121-100 victory, Detroit took a
Jordan scored 14 points during a
2-1 lead in its best-of-5 series with
29-11 second-half spurt that carried
a 103-91 victory over Atlanta, the Bulls. Chicago extended its
Seattle avoided a sweep. by beating
margin to 86-71 with 10:04 left on
Portland 102-99 and Utah 'took a
a jumper and free throw by Jordan.
2-1 lead by winning 107-98 over
The Bulls advanced to the secPhoenix.
ond round of the Eastern Confer"I was taking what they gave me
ence playoffs against Philadelphia.
By The Associated Press

BA TLE OF
THE STARS
INVITATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

West Ky. Exposition Center, College Farm Rd., Murray, Ky.

Saturday, May 4th, 1991 at 7:30 p.m.
-- -XXL 411111dles

Super Star T-SNote — $WIG

IMILSO

FILMING — $50 Camera Fag (Battery Pack Camaras Only)
Slav a taw sires its available — Pies 1-112.51 Itlegebis Tickets
(MOO 00..Spat rise aid Cenliscatiee s Irepipsateet ler set basis,a ribg Certificate
andier flimese treat say arse ether Mae eireigured slat)
FOR TICKET INFORMATION:

TICKETS'
AL L BOI

RIngs'Cle
$12
$E Reserved
'
TO CHANGE'

01 0 Promotions (U.S.A. Steels Karats Tests, — 1502 , 753-0869
Kentucky Tech IDICA, HOS& VICA Clubs, —15021753-1870
West Ky. Exposition Center —1502)762-3125

THE AGENT WHO INSURES YOUR
CAR AND HOME CAN ALSO PROTECT
YOUR FAMCY'S
FUTURE.

ite insurance that can provide financial
security for those you love, call

For

32 — 6-foot Super Star Trophies
10 — Super Star Championship Belts
Battle of the Black Belt Sias
OVER A COMBINED TOTAL OF 2000
THE FIRST DONT COMPETITORS THAT ACCEPTED INVITATIONS HAVE WON
BELT — A NATIONAL COMPETITOR
AWARDS IN KARATE COMPETITION''ALL JUNIORS SELECTED MUST BE A BLACK
A/COMICAL WEAPONS— AND HAVE WON OVER
BE ABLE TO COMPETE M FORMS,WEAPONS MUSICAL FORMS,
100 AWARDS
•
I?, I
I III III •1

Jane Rogers
305 N.

12th St.
(Next to Century 21)

753-9627

There are years that you want
the Kentucky Derby to be more
than just a grand horse race.
And this, undoubtedly, is one of
them.
The way things have been
happening in the racing business
of late, encouraging news is
harder to come by than a solvent savings and loan. Bad
things have been happening to
good people and good horses
with such regularity that trouble
visits the track more frequently
than a retiree with a pension
check burning a hole in his
pocket.
"It's been a helluva stretch,
hasn't it?" 78-year-old Charlie
Whittingham, the pre-eminent
trainer of this time and perhaps
any other, said 'Tuesday over
the telephone from his California office.
"We were just talking the
-other day, anti-nobody could
her any _other time_wheil__
so many horses got hurt so
close to the Derby.
"Then you go back to what
happened to the filly (Go for
Wand) that had to be destroyed
--after---the Breeder's Cup last fall
... the accident with Bill
(Shoemaker) and Laz Barrera's
death," he continued, "and this
looks like it might turn out to
be a busy season for the crepe-.,
hangers."
But thoroughbred racing's
problems go well beyond a
handful of unfortunate individuals. At tracks across the land,
attendance is slipping, betting is
down, drug abuse rumors are on
the rise and FOR SALE signs
tang from the fences of some
.of the nation's most prestigious
horse farms. Indeed, in a recent,
wide-ranging assessment of the
state of the industry, Sports
Illustrated was moved to pose
the question: "Can racing
survive?"
If ever the thoroughbred game
was in need of a brilliant performance to disperse such shadows and such questions, for a
time at least, to rekindle the
'public's imagination and restore
the romance of what was once
referred to — without irony —
as the Sport of Kings, this Derby- is it.
"There's so Much ballyhoo
tied into the Derby now that
you're certain to get a good
story, no matter who wins. But
we'll have to wait until
Saturday to see if it's a great
one, a lasting one.
"And personally," added
Whittingham, who is sitting this
Derby out, "for all the good
horses that are still around, I'm
not sure there's a hero
anywhere in the bunch: .On the
other hand, let's hope I'm
wrong."
Modesty prevents Whittingham
from going on about his own
contributions to the legacy of
memorable thoroughbred champions, but so fresh are the
images that even a casual fan
Of racing could recall the last
two.
In 1989, it was the smallish,
dark bay colt Sunday 'Silence
and his furious duels with Easy
Goer down the stretch of the
Derby and the Pteakness
echoing the great AffirmedAlydar rivalry and holding out
the promise of the first Triple
Crown since 1978.
In 1986, it was an improbable 17-1 shot named Ferdinand,
finishing first for a supposedly
over-the-hill jockey, Shoemaker,
age 54 at the time, and his
geezer of a trainer just a few
weeks after another golden oldie, then 46-year-old Jack Nicklaus, blitzed the youngsters at
The Masters.
For sheer impact, though,
those two and,countless other
memorable champions have to
slip into a parade behind
Secretariat.
The kind of malaise that now •
(Coned on page 311)
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Actiiins& Reactions
NCAA
AUBURN, Ala — Auburn University received
eh - official letter of inquiry from the NCAA
impeding possible nullior rule violations in its
-basketball and tennis programs. president
James Malin said Auburn received the letter
of inquiry tram the NCAA On Monday and has
until June 24 to respond, according to a stale
ment released by the university Marlin said the
possible rules violations concern the recruit
mint of prospective student-athletes for men's
basketball and extra benefits for enrolled
student athletes in the men's tennis program
_

:h

!SS

round match today Officials called play
because of court lighting problems. Chang was
leading 13-4, AS 7, 4.2 with McEnrosi serving
TAMPA. Fla — Top seeded Richey Reneberg
deal Lltrilen. Dynir,a0.11 (7-3), 6-2 and Mikael
Pemlors defeated iihh-seeded David Pate 6 3,
6-2 in the first round of the Tampa Clay Courts
MUNICH, Germany — Magnus Gustatsson
beat Michael Such 5 7, 8-4, 6-3 and Udo
Riglewski defeated Abeno Mancini 8-4. 6 3 in
the first round of the German Open
MADRID, Spain — Cassio Mona defeated Jimmy Connors 16 18 6), 1-6, 6-1 and_Renzo FurIan upset lop seeded Errulto Sanchez Vicano
4-6, 7 6 (7-4). 6-3 in the first round of the Villa
de Madrid ATP tournament

BASEBALL

YOU want
be more
race.
is one of

NEW YORK --- the National League expertsow committee wiN not make its recommendation to owners until the qua/lefty meetings on
June 12 and a discussion and vote will follow
immediately, NI president Bill White said Information has not yet been disseminated outside
the NI. expansion committee NI spokeswoman
Katy Feeney cautioned that the plans are sub,
lea to change Six cities are competing for the
teams:which cost $95 million each — Buffalo
N Y. Denver, Miami, Orlando, Fla, Si, Peters.
burg, Fla , arid Washington, DC
BALTIMORE — Baltimore first baseman Glenn
Davis will not undergo surgery for his injured
shoulder and+ could return as soon as three
weeks, the Orioles' physician said But Dr.
Charles Silberstein also said that the opinion of
other doctors will be Sought in an effort to find
the best way to treat what he termed ''a very
unusual injury" He also cautioned that there
was a chance Davis might not be at 100 percent tor several months. Davis injured the spinal accessory nerve in his neck on March 12,
causing weakness to a muscle- in his right
shoulder There was specutation that Davis
might have to undergo surgery and would perhaps miss the entire season
NEW YORK — A lawyer involved in a matrimonial lawsuit against Dave Winfield testified that
Howard Spira threatened to ruin his career and
relationship unless he paid him money, Earle
(Any was calted as a witness at Spina's trial as
the prosecution turned to charges unrelated to
New York Yankees owner George Sieinbrenner. The three-week trial previously focused on
Steinbrenner's accusations that Spire, an
admitted gambler, tried to extort $110,000 from
him
— Mike Port, unable to
ANAHEIM, Calif
assemble a pennant winner in six seasons as
Califonia general manager, was tired by the
Angels Pon was replaced by assistant general
manager Dan O'Brien Since the end of last
season, O'Brien has taken over increased
responsibility or the day-to-day operations of
the team_
NEW YORK — Kevin Mitchell of the San Francisco Giants changed his mini and decided to
continue his appeal of a two-game suspension
for charging San Diego pitcher Bruce Hurst during a game, Mitchell, the major league leader
with seven homers, was lined and Suspended
for charging Hurst on Apnl 10 He had with 'trawl the appeal on Monday
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HOCKEY
TORONTO — Seven former NHL players,
including Hall of Earners Bobby Hull and Gordo
Howe, said they want their day in Caul in an
effort to recover more than $25 million in pension money they believe belongs to them The
refired players have filed suit against the NHL
Pension Society, league president John Ziegler
and the 21 teams to recover money they con
tend was unjustly taken front the pension fund
The action was filed Friday in the general division of Ontario Court, and the two saes will
meet in Caul On June 26 Others named as
applicants in the suit are Carl Brewer, Eddie
Shack, Andy Balhgate, Leo Reise and Allan
Stanley They contend the league unjustly took
surplus funds from the pension plan between
1982 and 1985 to finance the current players'
pension agreement, signed in 1986 That
agreement calls for a $250,000 pension bonus,
payable at age 55, for players in the NHL since
1986 who play in 400 or more games
TURKU, Finland — Viacheslav Fetisov scored
Niip goals as the Soviet Union defeated the
Uruted Stales 8-4 in the opening game of the
medal round in the World Championships It
was the Soviets' 26th consecutive victory over
the U.S in the championships, dating back to
1960 In the day's other game, Canada and
Sweden tied 3-3

TENNIS
ROS WELL, Ga — Top-seeded Andre Agassi
defeated Scott Davis 6-2. 6-3 in the first round
of the round-robin AT&T Challenge Michael
Chang and Pat McEnroe will finish their first-
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SCOREBOARD

Thompson lifts hot Cards

BASKETBALL
NEW YORK — Detiel Schrempl, the Indiana
Pacers' versatile forward, was named the win
ner of the NBA Sixth Man Award. edging Dan
Maierte of the Phoenix Suns by one vote The
6-lool-10 Schrempf, who has played all five
positions dunng his six NBA seasons, eceived
38 votes to 37 for Majerle in balloting by 96 writers and broadcasters, three from each league
city and 15 representing the national media
Schrempf averaged 16.1 points, a team -high
8.0 rebounds and a career-high 3 7 assists per
game Maierle, the Suns' 6-6 forward-guard,
averaged 13 8 points, 5,4 rebounds and 28
assists per game

Milt Thompson has to make every at-bat count,
ST: LOUIS (AP)
and he's not missing many chances.
'You want to play every day, but when you're in a reserve role you've
got to do the job,'' said Thompson,,whose pinch-hit two-run single gave
the St. Louis Cardinals a 5-3 come-from-behind vi g to stay as loose as I
can."
Evidently, the team is loose, too. For the second straight night, the Cardinals came from three runs down to beat the Braves.
It also was their seventh comeback effort out of 13 victories.
The Cardinals have won once after trailing by five runs, twice after
being down three and another time they erased a two-run deficit in the
ninth. They've won four games in their final at-bat and trailed the Braves
3-0 in the seventh before winning 4-3 in 11 innings Monday night.
Thompson was a starter part of last season but hit only .218 and lost his
job to rookie Bernard Gilkey. He's had a couple of starts and is 10-for-24
for a .417 average, including 3-for-5 with four walks as a pinch hitter.
"I was just too anxious .last year," Thompson said. "That was my
just
whole problem, trying to get five. hits in one at-bat. This year
staying back and letting it happen."
The left-handed hitting Thompson has gotten a big confidence boost
from manager Joe Torre, who has let hiin hit against left-handers in
pinch-hit situations the last two nights. When the. Braves changed pitchers
and went to the left-handed Mike Stanton with two outs and runners on
second and third, Thompson responded with a single up the,, middle.
"If it had been last year, they'd have called me back in a heartbelt,"
Thompson said. "We're a different team and I have a different attitude. I
knew 1. had to julit be patient and wait for my pitch."
The Braves took a 3-0 lead in the second as Mike Heath broke an
fi-for-14 slump with a two-run single and Dcion Sandor's had a run-,
scoring groundout off Jose DeLeon.
But the Cardinals scored twice in the fourth with the help of a wild
pickoff throw by Charlie Leibrandt (2-2).'With runners on first and second, Leibrandt had Ozzie Smith picked off, but his throw to first bounded
Off Smith's helmet and into shallow right field as one run scored and
Smith went to third.
"1 really hurt myself with the throw," Lcibrandt said. "I think we
would have had him. You could feel the momentum shift to them."
Gilkey followed with an RBI single on a sinking liner to shallow center
that Ronnie Gant gloved but then dropped.
Pedro Guerrero's RBI single in the sixth tied the game 3-3 and Thompson did the rest.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • jtEALTH • LIFE
-your mon than one company agency."
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(Cont'd from page 2B)
Julie Yoo at No. 3 .were clutch
winners in tough matches. Susan
Lax, Darra Mitchell And Yoo were
winners -in: singles play, while
Kylie Johilson 'won in exhibition
play.
The Lakers meanwhile lost a 9-0
decision to girshall, but -did have-'
five wini.ers in exhibition
Richard Wilson, Michael Arnett,
Josh Roberts, Rob BinfOrd and
Jamie Vance all won matches in
•
exhibition play.
SOFTBALL
The Calloway Countyl.,ady Laic:
er$ were swept by the Lady Mars-
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
Tuesday'!" Garnets
Seattle 6, Baismors 3
lativauies a Chicago 2
Boston 7 Minnesota 5
Tines C Toronto 5
Detrat 13 'Kansas City 7,
Oakland 7 New Yort 3
California 6 Cleveland 5. 11 inningtv
Weenesday's Games
Chicago 11•410bard 2 0) at MiSsautlee (Knudson
1 35 pm
New Vali (Leary 2-0) al Oakland /Moore 3++Ot 2 15
Fix
Seattle (A JOh1110,, 2-2) at Baltimore +Maws 1 ,31 6 35
pm
Detroit 1Guricirson 2-01 at Kansas CAN tBaddtate,
22 . 735 pm
Boston IGHarns 1,2) al Minnesota (Enciison 1116+
735 p m
Toronto 414y 4-01 al Texas 1Nyan 2-91, 7 36 p
Cleveland tCandioni 2 11 at Ca1konra (Finley 4-0 e

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Tuesday's Games
Crnonnan 4 Pittsburg,' 3,
Montreal• Los Angeles ri
Philadelphra 11. San Francisco 9
Chicago to HOUIt0f, 3
Si Lous 5, Atlanta 3
New Vali 6, San Diego 3, 6$, innings fog
Wednesday's Games
Atlanta (Arens 2 I) at St Lows 113 Smith 3-0) 1235
ston iDeshaiss 0-21 at. Chicago IG kladclut 2-1)
1 20 p m
"
Pittsburgh tPaiaoos 1-01 at CabOnnab 041'1-4 6.36
m
Los Angeles (Botcher 3-1) at iagntreal rhisoholz 0-3),
6 35 Arm
San Franowe ilaCo€41-1) at PhiLad•Prita IDeiseus
0 tj 635 p m
San Diego (Hurst 2-0) al New Yoe) Nola 3-0),6 40
Rtm

753-8355

901 So. SYCAMORE
•
Advance Wagering
on KentlteDerby
• at Bluegrass Downs Paducah

ee

Fri. May 3rd: 12:30-5:15

Bluegrass Downs
of Paduca
JUST OVER A MILE EAST OF 1-24 EXIT 4

GENERAL
— Michigan State-'
GRAND RAPIDS. Mich
basketball player Parish Hickman pleaded innoHickman was forcharges
drug
cent 10 federal
mally arraigned in U.S Distnct Court with cow"
spiracy to distribute-cocalne, possession with
intent to distribute arid attempting to distribute
following a federal grand Jury indictmeht. Each
of the three-counts carnes a penalty of 5-4n
years in prison and up to a-$2 million line

hals of Marshall County in softball
action Tuesday, losing 9-2 and
12-0.
In .-the -first game, Krista Stalls
-and Shelly Rudolph- each singled
and doubled for Calloway, while
Christy Clayton had two hits.
Christy Lambert and Becki Kelso
each had hits.
In the second game, Stalls and
Ruth Ferguson each singled for the
Lady Lakers.
BASEBALL
Mayfield's Steven Bruce tossed
a five inning no-hitter as the Cards
routed the Murray High Tigers
14-0.

(Coed from page 281
afflicts the horse-racing industry
had seeped into much of the
nation's daily life in the aftermath of Watergate in 1973 , -when the strapping chestnut colt
came to Churchill Downs as a
made-to-order hero.
'It was almost like people
needed something to take the
heat off Nixon and he was
such a -big horse; so much in a
= class by himself, that there was
no way you Couldn't take' notibe
of him," Whittingharn‘recalled.
"And -once you saw him
run," he added, "the only thing
you wanted was to see him run
again." .
Be assured that there is no
horse of Secretariat's stature in
the current Derby crop. There
almost never is. But going in,
we already have been deprived
- of too-much.
Begin with the traditional
showdown between the winners
of the biggest Derby, prep races
from the West and the East.
That won't come off because
,Santa Anita Derby winner
Dinard and Wood Memorial
. ,winner Cahill Road both have
beergbobbled (possibly for
good) by suspensory ligament
damage suffered just days apart.
. The possibility or' a filly win- ning for only the lath time
ever went by the wayside when
trainer Leroy Jolley's Meadow
Star finished fourth in the
. Wood, beaten by 101/2 lengths.
Gone, too, is the most intriguing longshot, a claimer out of
Florida named Jackie Wackie
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who won nine consecutive
starts, the# got hammered in the
Florida Derby. aiid7„sidelined by
a virus and a bleeding episode.
To be sure, there .are a few
genuine stars left in the galaxy
— Strike The Gold; Fly So
Free, Best Pal — and at least
one horse with promise — Sea
Cadet — that was born without
a tail.
The race is 'to wide open
right now, just hope that, the
winner's name isn't necessarily
a harbinger of things to come.
One of the probable starters,
after all, goes by the moniker
Subordinated Debt.
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Spring
Specials
Good through May 31

All weights in stock
Limit 3 cases

Engine Tune-130s
$39.95 & Up
+Maintenance Tunes Only)

Valvoline
All-Climate

30HD-$1.03
Limit .3 cases

8ric

OT
10W,-30, 10W-40,
20W-50
Ii d

1 OT

Air Conditioning
Compressors

Durolast
ternators
American
and Import
Store stock only
WIth exchange

#24M5-3

Mobil uper or ,
Exxon &monk)EVERYDAY
Motor Oils'

Marine
Deep Cycle
#24MDC 3
Marine
Deep Cycle

Non Mr MI Filter

6999

Store stock,only With e.
For most early

model GMs'
A-6 with clutch

-)^ge

99ss

For some late model

R-4 with clutch

One-Year Warranty

Valucratt
Alternators
Store stock only
With exchon

#27MDC 3
Lawn and
Garden Utility
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2195
EVERYDAY
TO
69 95

I '0
1

For some later model GMs
DA -6 watt clutch

13999

Air Conditioning
Receiver Dryers
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C, Deutsch
recision or
otorcratt
il Filters

All Oil Filters
Up TO $297
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Everyday Price-$906 $58 SO
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Automatic Transmission
Tu,ne•Ups
Most Ford Chryslier and GM Cars

$49.95 & Up
rOverdnvell Will Be litgher)

Front

Disc Brake Special
$39.95 & Up

MOTRIETC1E BATTERY

+Sums Importa +I) Metallic l'ads Higher)

Complete Auto Repair
of Murray, Inc.
Sew: Mews

1Cabloy Cary ar Ore ZS Ion

514 So. 12th St. • 753-8868

NON-THERMAL

SpIII-Saver
Oil Spout
Fits one quart
Container

Dorcy
Motorcycle
Batteries
With exchange

EVERYDAY

.N.
1394

Voltage
Regulators

EVERYDAY

Fan Clutches
Store stock only,
Thermal Clutches

534 99-56999

2499
FROM

Power
Steering
Pumps

EVERYDAY

TO
39 99

MAYFIELD OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 9-6 SUN.
247-4171
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza

Pl8a-rty $9• Tax

759-1551
S
DINER
CLASSIC Hours:
Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-Midnight

1••••'

EVERYDAY

sups:/14N

Marine
Starting

"Home of the
Largest Pizza in Town"

125
able

Our Best Price

EVERYDAY

'

15'
9Tax
.
:66Pepperoni $59

LY

Our Best Price

(4/3rerin

MURRAY—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
753-8971
S. 12th St. in Southside Center

•11
•
•
•.•

•NEW Timing Chain
Components
•NEW Freeze Plugs
•NEW Main Bearings
•NEW Rod Bearings

•NEW Lifters
•NEW Valve Stem Seais
•NEW Pistons & Rings
•NEW Gaskets
•NEW Cam Bearings

Factory Tested, Remanufactured

Derby Watch ...

aliyhoo
mi that
good
wins. BUT

•

753-8355

901 Sycamore

David King

Weather brings ...

7estigious

•

PAGE 3B

Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-1 sm.

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS

fil• ogrlf to Irmd auonfews at sole pric• Reguiar onc• thrower",
Ad prices good /btu Moy 5 1991 Wit',NNW
of worfonfAps of stom + 1991 Aufoion•
Ad prices not wad on sO•ciar orders No Dealers 0hi d•fofis

1411•Chtri.

/ilatoZone
The Best Parts In Auto Parts

•
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It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!

..

,
7
;42
-... Ii4,4-.44''•

- —Tatrw,

Flanders 5 Lb. Box

Dole Bunch

Beef Patties

• Broccoli
Yellow Squash

Sugar Lake 2 Lbs.

Chicken Nuggets

;

Field Kentuckian

Field

.New Crop
Georgia sweet

BONELESS
HAM

VIDALIA'
ONIONS

,

Lb.
Field Sliced 16 Oz. Pkg.

Bacon
Field Silted 111 OZ.

Bologna

Mr. Turkey

Ground Turkey

Lb.

Fresh Lean

$1.89
$1.79

Pork Steak
Young 'N Tender fryer

Tray Pack 6 Count

Thighs or Drumsticks

Tomatoes

994

1.:Zo

•

Natures Best 12 oz.
American Singles

Cheese

$1.79

Pet Ritz Deep Dish
2 Cl. Pkg.

Pie Shells

$1.59

Why Pay
LA112 Pk. Cans

rue

Cranberry
Juice

Why Pay More Gal.

$2.39 Bleach

---Itiodui&

I.

Lipton

1

Chicken
Noodle

Upton
Chicken Noodle 102/4 Oz. Can

CAMPBELLS SOUP

TEA BAGS
24 Count Family

$199
We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.

,
•i,
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The-check isin the mail?

Postal Service posts $1.4 billion loss - so far

Volunteers at Murray-Calloway County Hospital were recently honof volored for their hours of volunteer service. Posting 50-100 hours
KarNorma
Holbrook,
Kathy
right)
to
unteer service were (front, left
Carol
Cowan,
Mary
(back)
Berwald;
Kim
and
Cook
Lillian
nes,
Smith, Lynn Rieves and Kenneth Cook.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The ly, tend to send materials out just
U.S. Postal Service had a $1.4 bil- before an increase, then drop off.
lion loss in the first half of fiscal However, the dip was somewhat
1991, largely because of increased steeper than anticipated, officials
payments to the federal treasury, said.
the agency reported Tuesday.
The new rates, recommended by
A 1990 federal budget change the independent Postal Rate Comrequiring the Postal Service to mission, increased charges for
make retroactive payments to the third-class advertising mail more
treasury for health benefits to post- than postal officials had originally
al workers who retired since 1971
reQuested.
cost $961 million, said Corner S.
At the same time, the commisCoppie, senior assistant postmaster
sion cut anticipated first-class
general.
revenue by trimming a penny from
In addition, the ,gency posted a
regular loss of about $480 million the Postal Service's request for a
30-cent stamp. The 29-cent rate
for the first half of year, $281 milreplaced the old one of 25 cents.
lion more than anticipated.
The law establishing the semiThat increase stemmed from a
drop in postal volume following independent Postal Service requires
the rate increase that took effect the agency to break even over time.
Normally it operates in three-year
Feb. 3, officials said.
It is normal for volume to fall, cycles, showing a surplus one year,
then gradually build back up, when breaking even the next and then
prices rise. Bulk mailers, especial- showing a loss before raising rates.

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
Auto
Home
Business
4 tradition

IA

Es
b.
_99'
1

V

$1.69

Prgn
Nie

SUPER COLOSSAL
Farm Raised Catfish Sandwich With Slaw

$3.99
wy. 641 N.

Cheek the new everyday low menu price at
Murray's only Mobile Travel Guide.14td (2
Star) Restaurant.---

LUCUS SHOE REPAIR
Since 1891
100 NORTH 5TH STREET ACROSS FROM
THE FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Tracy D. McKinney

LARGEST SELECTION OF SHOE POLISH AND
LACES IN TO'NN. OVER 40 COLORS AND
SHADES TO CHOOSE FROM.

PARTY MART
WILL MATCH ANY
LOCAL COMPETITOR'S
CURRENT ADVERTISED
PRICE...

Meals and lodging are usually
BURLINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Instead of slowing down since he arranged, but Tapp gets no pay. He
retired as a truck driver, Joe Tapp says he gets the satisfaction of
is enjoying life in the fast lane as a helping people in their time of
volunteer.
need.
"People are really glad to see
His latest relief mission with the
he said. "A lot of times in
you,"
American Red Cross has taken
Tapp to the Wichita, Kan., area, disaster areas, particularly rural,
have."
which was devastated by tornadoes we're the first contact they
were
people
23
say
Authorities
packing
started
last Friday. He
pounded
that
tornadoes
by
killed
when he heard that tornadoes had
Kansas and Oklahoma on Friday.
ripped through the Plains.
Hardest hit was the Wichita suburb
Monflight
a
caught
who
Tapp,
Andover, where the storm left
of
day from Hebron to Wichita, said
people dead, about 150 injured
14
that
he will set up food stations
will allow people left homeless by and 1,500 homeless.
Also headed to the Wichita area
the twisters to get two hot meals a
two Kentuckians who specialwere
work.
the
enjoys
he
day. He said
providing counseling serin
ize
"It's more or less a lot of long
the aftermath of such
in
vices
days, a high-pressure situation,"
Tapp said of his trips. "I like the large-scale tragedies.
Carol Jordan and Bill Osbourne,
challenge, getting things
of the Kentucky Postmembers,
coordinated."
Trauma Response Team, will be
Tapp said he's prepared to stay
among a team of six specialists that
three weeks in Kansas and will
will train counselors and meet with
sleep in somebody's home, a hotel survivors to help them cope with
or a shelter house wherever there's the disaster. Other team members
a bed.
are from Oklahoma, North Carolina
, The trip is his 15th relief journey and Washington, D.C.
since he retired and joined the Red
"After visiting the site ourselves
Cross-two years ago. He has helped so we can get a perspective on
hurricane victirrjs in South Carolina what the vjClifils have experienced,.
and Puerto Rico antiornado sarvi- we will then provide training to
vors in Ohio.
local care givers on how they can
"I go out on tornadoes and assist victims in the next few daysfloods, just about any kind of dis- and weeks," Jordan said Monday,
aster," said Tapp, who would not hours before leaving for Wichita.
reveal his age. "I just got back a "And.ive. will then be doing the
couple weeks ago from another tor- crisis intervention with victims
nado up in Ohio and Indiana."
ourselves."
Jordan said the team will be in
Tapp, who drove a truck for 25
Wichita area for two days.
the
years, isn't married and found himis a domestic violence speShe
of
free time after
self with plenty
with the state Department
cialist
rearing in this northern Kentucky
Health and Mental
Mental
for
community.
"I wanted something to do, 1:- Retardation Services: Osboume is
wanted to help people. I figured' executive director of Communicare
this was the best way to do it," he Inc., a mental health center in
Elizabethtown.
said.

Hannan Plaza 509 Lone Oak Rd. Hwy. 45 Paducah —
Open 8 I . to 5 P.M. - Fri. and Sat. 'til 11 P.M. --kW
PRICES EFFECTIVE -THRU WED., MAY 8TH
Paducah's Most Interesting Stars

CELEBRATES
THE411T111
RUN FOR THE ROSES
WITH THE
OFFICIAL 1991
KENTUCKY DERBY
GLASS.
AVAILABLE NOVII

si 99
I

EA.

FREE MINT

BOCK BEER
BY CHRISTIAN
MOERLEIN

I CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES I
Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
CHECK THESE
Not Pre Fab. Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials.
FEATURES:
i
I Sellsupponing 2.6
K
j
.A 4' concrete Floor

MILLER IFZ

trusled rafters 2 ft
L
I
re.nforced wildi wire mesh
1
0C
B 12" looting
,, J 17 plywood decking
„
'.
.
0"
.
-- .\-----,
..
.
.
C Poirmethane
..' K Seal down shingles
under concrete
L 6" or 1? overhang
—
.—
.1.. ,--,.
= es !
0 Anchor bolts
aloninum carved
...,..: E.r
iF
: Ii'
,,,
==
in COMMIS
1.1 Overhead steel
__=----• len as moi els
E T reeled
WO,
we. ems...,
I
,1 IIX r=i;
.
n OM*
,
0010
Pi Steel service door
0 0 214 taloa
\.,
F 111 etude 16" 0 C
I ;."
o P
aluminum cowed
6 7116- Blander undeneiding
P 2110 harden
H A411,0111111 wood or vinyl ed.nig
0 1.1 raised cut

ma.

r•--_,...---E.

I

LITE & GENIUNE DRAFT

- •sei
s
-.:,--,(
wir
'4 N

LOOSE CASE
24-12 OZ. CANS

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Gar es In Your Ar And Written Warrant .

G
ENCE IN B . ILDI
20 YEAR EXPERIDeluxe
vinyl siding
Models

with hardboard siding
1 1/2 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (111x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAA
(243E30)

$2,875
92475 11/2 CAR (12x20)
$3,575
$3.175 2 CAR (18x20)
93,475 LARGE 2 CAR (22x22) 93,975
94,075
$3,675 2 1/2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR
$4,675
$4,175 (24x30)
l
'

Aa

•

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL
the right to
S and correct
errors.

See,

Paducah's Most Interesting Store

Kentucky man always
ready to help victims

it

Seven Seas
,206111

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

MCCH volunteers posting 200-300 hours included (front, left to right)
Susie Covert (200), Margaret Fearn (300), Marge Kipp (19 years, 300
hours), Bobbie Waters (300 hours); (back) Eleanor Cavanaugh (3V
hours), Kellie Fearrt (200 hours); Vivian Outen (300-hours) and
Mildred Hendricks (300 hours).

99'
79'

Gotta See It To Believe It!

MON.-FRI. 8:30-5:00
SATURDAY 8:30-12:00 NOON

(5021

175-3-06321

will cost the post (Mice $2 billion
by the end of the fiscal year in
.
September, Coppic reported

NOW OPEN EVERY DAY

Life
Health
Annuities

in service
since 1981

Jim Fain

However, that cycle is complicated by the shift of retirees.' health
costs to the agency, a move that

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
BANK FINANCING MELBER, KY.{502)674-5530 BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE
Owner, DWAIN WARREN
AVAILABLE

•

•

li4A41/1.1
4440WariaMitiAl
*4

'314/Wift14001"

GLOgi

1%casoar'-,
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THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER THRIFTY SAVER
131991Y Wiggly Or
32 oz. Hyde Park
42 oz. Ultra

Crisco

Tide

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER ARD

ITH 1

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD 01‘ WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

Now Atonable 41 lour
AupermarAct

Prices Good
We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

641 South-Murray
753-9616
Bakery
753-0265

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE PR
From now on, your groceries will be
Wiggly Food Stores. Each qualified sin
company through participating In
Ownership Plan). As owners, well glve y
disks. Our attitude Is positive

hru M

UD T(
by a
yes m
E.S.O.
the pm
the fuh

Value Priced Groceries

Duncan Hines Sheet 11.3 oz.

99'
1.99
1.09
1.49

Cake Frosting
48 oz Reg or Corn
Crisco Oil
129 oz Duncan Hines Chewy
Brownie Mix
2 oz
Molly McButter
8.5 oz. Jiffy
Corn

Muffin

Mix

32 oz. Smuckers Grape

1.19

Jelly or Jam . .
6 oz. Pringles
Potato Chips
20 oz. Fudge, Oreo, Double Stuff

22 oz. Joy, Dawn, Ivory Liquid
Dish Detergent
Him or Her _
Huggies Diapers
36-40 Count Bounce

2.29

Cookies
16 oz. Honey Maid

Fabric Softener
50 oz. Liquid or Powder

Grahams

Cascade

1.29
9.59
1.99
1.99

4/L00

Bush's 26 oz.
Baked Beans
Maull's 18 oz.
BBC) Sauce
Plochmans Squeeze 240z
Mustard
14 oz.
Minute Rice..............
Ronco 7 oz.
Mac. and Chee

Value Priced Groceries
Rosedale 29 oz.
Peaches

79°
Piggly Wiggly 4 oz.
Black Pep per
Piggly Wiggly 46 oz.

thicken
Noodle
*Soup

1.19
89'
1.99
•-

'

Tomato Juice
Hershey 6 Pk.

•

Candy. Bars

•

Old Et Pas6 '3.75 oz.

1.39

Taco Dinner
Old El Paso 8 oz.

Pond Raised
Whole Catfish......
Noon Hour Brand 4 oz.

TacA Sauce
Piggl

Shrimp Cocktail
Delicious
Orange Rough

..

N

Fi

Fresh Pn

Frozen

ce Cream or Yogurt
Roman Meal 12 oz

Tezsun 12 oz.

Biscuits ................ ..... ..........
Prairie Farms 16 oz. Reg. or Lite

Orange Juice
Mrs. Paull Cr. 27.5 oz.

Sour Cream._.......
12 Gal Glass Tropicana

......... .....

1.79

Orange Juice

Fish Sticks.
White Castle 6 Pk.

2.49.
. .t•

79°
3.89

Pears
Vitamin Rich

Hamburger or Cheeseburgers..2.69
North Star Asst. Twin 12 oz.

Kiwi
Garden Fresh Snap

Popsicles

Green Beans
Garden Fresh Fancy. 10 Oz. Bag

1.19

Golden Fries.........._..............................1.................
8,0*. Sugar Sweet

Kool-Aid
WIM Coupon
•
Good Only At Murray Pimply Malty Thru May
MI an la ri

U.S.A. D'Aniou "The Health Snack"

•

Spinach

Sunshine Chunk Style. or Bite Size
20 Lb. Bag

Dog Food

69'
3/99'
69'
1.99
Lb

it Tombs

an
Oh
re!
at
I Pm
us
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PURE
SUGAR

13 oz. Maxwell House

Chicken of the Sea
6,/. oz. Can Oil or Water

4 Lb White Gold

Sugar

Coffee

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Chuck Roast

•
WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

3 CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CAR6

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY AVER CARD

VIDEO SPECIAL:
Mon.-Thurs.:
Rent Two Videos,
Get The Third

ces Good I

If for any reason you are not totally pleased with your
shopping experience at PiAly Wiggly let us know!

hru May 7

TES ARE PR

UD TO SERVE YOU

.oceries will be bar
Each qualified ern
oanicIpatIng in o
owners, we'll give y
Is posItive about

• We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And Tp.
Correct All Printing " 'Errors Made

died by istockholder of Piggly
ye. now owns a part of the
ES.O.P. (Employee Stock
the personal service that you
the future of our company.

iCaiiTOur rHo:t;Line: 1-800-464-7166
Fresh Meats
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Heinz 32 oz.

Catsup

Swiss Steak

Beef Patties

99°

oz.
Beans
oz
;auce
Squeeze 24 oz.

Rice
z.
3nd Chees

2/89'
69'
99'
1.49
3/89'

e

-Lean & Tender Boneless
,...io. 1.69
Pork Steak
Small-A, Lean
Lb 1.99
Spare Ribs
Tennessee Pride Family PL
Sausage & Biscuits 2.99
Ohse Hickory Smol4c1 Sliced Slab
Bacon
Lb.1.49

Boneless
Stew Meat
Kentuckian Half Ham
Boneless Ham
W. Fritter All Varieties'
Breaded Patties
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless
Ribeye Steaks

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless
Chuck Steak
0.1.59
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless
Shoulder Roast
Lb. 1.69
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef
T-Bone Steaks
.Lb. 5.89
Center Cut Boneless
Chuck Roast

Fresh Meats
Frozen

Field Pro Leaguer 12 Oz. Pkg. Regular

Catfish Steaks

Ised

e Catfish.
or Brand 4 oz.
ip Cocktail

•

Field Old Fashion
Pork Sausage
Tennessee Pride
Pork Sausage

Lb. 1.
.Lo. 1.99

Field Sliced Lb. Pkg.
Bologna
Bryan Smoked 10 oz.
Turkey Breast

-

1.59
2.49

Boneless, Skinless, Crystal Lake
Chicken Breast
Tyson Fully Cooked Grilled
Chicken Breast
Drumsticks

ge Roughy

Lb.

2.49

Garden Fresh Large Bunch

ia

Broccoli

ries

)Lb.

69'
99'
69'
.99

Li

F

12" Tombst

Pi;

Crisp, 2 Lb. Bag
arrots
Ii Tender Ears In Husk
olden Sweet Corn
rge Idaho Bakers
otatoes
I Purpose 20 Lb. Bag
usset Potatoes

One Original

Za

79'
3/99'
Lb. 39'
2.99

—

fla.Vor.16e

12" Assorted Toppings
Deli Pizzas
Hoffman American or Hot Pepper
Cheese
Fresh
Potato Salad/Cole Slaw

Kids Favorite!

Fla•Vor•Ice Bars

2/5.00
Lb. 2.99
Lb. 99'

Golden 8 Count

Hamburger Buns
4 Count Iced
Cupcakes

99*

We Are A Western Union
WESTERN )Agent And We Also
Sell Personal Money
UNION
Orders Fox 49' Each!
THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY.

rr

•••

a
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Fortner fugitive has paid his dues
na Crime Stoppers episode featurmg his case, called the police and
said she'd seen Fulton as a contestant on "The Price is Right" last
spring.
Jefferson County police tracked
Fulton down in Los Angeles and
had him arrested. He appeared in
court in Louisville Monday before
Jefferson Circuit Judge L.aurerice„,
.
Higgins.
Fulton. soft-spoken and neatly
groomed, won big. He won't have
to serve time in prison or be on
probation any 'longer.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -Kharl W. Fulton has paid the right
, price for his crimes, a judge has
Fulton,_ 41, a, fugitive, was
arrested inCalifornia in February
after a Kentucky woman saw him
on the CBS television game show
'The Price is Right."
--Fulton-was convicted in 1484_ of
drug trafficking and. was serving a
4efltence of five years on probation
when he skipped town in 1986. His
w hereabouts were unknown until a
former to-worker saw a Kentuckia-

it,kx
,-

...L. to..

t

-

OBITUARIES

National title holders

Mrs. Christa Farris
Mrs. Christi Farris.! 64. died
Tuesday at 12 noon at her home at
1621 Martin's Chapel Rd., Murray.
Her death followed an extended
illness.
She was a member of Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Born Dec. 26, 1928, in Germany,
she was the daughter of the late
Erich and Alwena Ochlamn.
Mrs. Farris is survived by her
husband, Andrew Farris, to whom
she was married on July 1, 1947:
two daughters, Mrs. Eleanor Ryan,
Hendersonville, Tenn., and Mrs.
Edna Roach, Elizabethtown: two

, 4`.4.
4"jr
:
)

S

Murray Middle School chess team members claim their trophy at the
1991 U.S. National Elementary Chess Tournament in Rye, New York.
Proof that Murray has one of the top scholastic chess programs in the
country is evidenced by their finish in the top five of this prestigious
national event. Pictured are, from left, Joey Woods, Mark Stockton,
Josh Mitchell, Joey McKee!, Joshua Price, Chad Delancey, David •
Crouch and Jeff Page. Crouch's 5-2 record also qualified him for the
32nd1lace trophy in the championship section of 267 players. The
teami as—c-otic1li4 by7-D-r. Wayne Bell and Mark Galloway.

and we try hard to give thenthe very best
insurance protection andSeivice we can
provide- the kind they expect and deserve. If
you'd like to be one of our VIP 's give us a
call

-; •

I/An McNut(, S SI

PURDOM,.114U.RMAN

,41)
4160
,
,e41
It.,. •..•
M.••••••<•

State Auto Insurance
4

r •

...•• • • a,

753-44.5

407 Ma.le St.

f..t.
.400
_

hearing aid

-Hem ae.fixol
Licensed Audiologist

•

Physician an premises
759 4815
300-Soush -ash- Street • Suite 304
".'reciroar Arts Blinding •Murray

SERVICES

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET CEO, INC
#12 83

1986 Buick
Regal
•

Now
.V 6. Auto AC, Tilt. Cruise
r—,
CR

'55900

Was
'6,900

Pats

753-2617

Hwy. 641 North

•

Services for Mrs. Mae Williams
are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. Calvin Wilkins and the Rev.
David Brasher are officiating. Music is by Teresa Sutter. Organistr_and
Juanita Lee and Bobbie Burkeen.
singers.
Active pallbearers are B.H.
Giles, Troy Vance, James Vance,
Cofficld Vance, Ed Jolly, W.L.
Polly, Buddy Buckingham and
Wilkinson's campaign.
The Jury also charged that one John Trotter.
Honorary groups are deacons
EO employee was reimbursed by
members of Sanctuary and
and
, the company for her $1000 contri—
Sunday- School Classes Cir
Rebecca
bution to Poore's campaign.
3aptIst-Church.
Tftwe-1
Under Kentucky law it is illegal
to give campaign contributions in
another person's name. And corporate contributions are illegal.
Graveside rites for Vogel G.
Jennifer Street, press secretary
were today at 11 a.m. at
Outland
said,
for the Wilkinson campaign,
Memorial Gardens. The
Murray
"I've talked to Mrs. Wilkinson and
Adams officiated.
Ron
Rev.
she's decided she wants to return"
Pallbearers were David Boyd,
the contributions. "She just thinks
it would be better and appropriate Guthrie McNeely, Joe Ed Boyd,
and certainly avoid any perception Max Boyd, Donald Crawford and
Brian Boyd.
problem." Street said.
Miller. Funeral Home of Murray
Poore's campaign released a
in charge of arrangements.
was
statement saying the campaign
The family requests that expresswould return the $1,000. Poore said
all contributions from any EO ions of sympathy take the form of
employee should be returned by donations to 12th Street Baptist
Church, Paducah, for the Library
other candidates.
and Hand Bell Fund.
Mr. Outland, 85, of 1721 North
12th St., Paducah, formerly of
Murray, died Monday at 2:45 a.m.
at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

f-RANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Two
Democratic candidates for governor said they would refund allegedly illegal campaign contributions,
and a third campaign announced it
had already done so.
Martha Wilkinson's campaign
said Tuesday it would refund
$6,000, while the campaign of
Floyd Poore said it would return
$1,000.
The Fayette County grand jury
has charged that those contributions were illegally made to the
campaigns.
According to the Wilkinson and
Poore campaign finance reports,
the contributions were given by
employees of E0 Associates, a
Lexington architectural firm
involved in the controversy over a
planned Northern Kentucky University dormitory complex.
In indictments issued Monday,
the grand jury charged that three
officers of EO — Richard Ekhoff,
Paul Ochenkoski and Richard Polk
— each 'gave $2,000 to different
EO employees who contributed the
money in their own name to Mrs.

Vogel G. Outland

Jefferson Co. man
pleads innocent to
abduction charges

LOUISVILLE, Ky.. (AP) — A
Jefferson County man pleaded,
innocent Tuesday to charges he
abducted a woman and her son
from a shopping center parking lot.
William R. Sage was returned to
Prices as of 9 a.m.
the Jefferson County Jail in lieu of
$100,000 bond after the 'arraignment in District Court.
Sage, 35, surrendered to police
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Report

Friday Night Buffet
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
Food Bar, Salad Bar
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P
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Views On
DentalHealth®
Dr.Joe L.Mason,Jr.D.M.D.

DISLOCATION OF THE LOWER JAW

.411

a

*0/

;
dr'r •
jr
•
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Mohammed Ali once lost a
major fight when his lower jaw
was dislocated by a smashing
right hand punch. This can happen from a severe blow - but it
can also happen in the most
insidious ways. Many jaw dislocations occur after a wide yawn,
or biting hard on a large piece of
food. It _cannot happen unless
the jaws are open, except in the
_
of ,a blow to the jaw.
_ case
The lower jaw is attached to
the baSe of the skull by two
sliding-hinge joints, located in
th,e front of each ear. When the
jawl$ecornes dislocated, the ball
slipS outside the socket, and it
cannot slide back again. The
syrriptoms are simple to diagn5ise: the patient simply cannot
cIose his mouth.

The important thing here is
not to panic. Go directly to the
dentist who may be able to
replace the dislocated jaw properly in a simple office visit.
It is rare that dislocation
occurs in healthy mouths. Most
cases have previous joint pain
or clicking sounds, a poor bite,
or a combination of these symptoms. That why it's so important to correct these dental
symptoms before big problems
occur.

- 4,4
Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health.
From the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
753-2642.
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30" Self-Cleaning
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•Black glass oven door and lower panel
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Colby Ray
Richardson

Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mrs. Williams, 99, died Monday
at 12:50 p.m. at her home at 414
South Ninth Street.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
june -Cfider
with whom she resided on South
Ninth Street; one grandson, Mickie
Kondratko and wife, Rose Mary,
Murray; one granddaughter, Mrs.
Kathy Long and husband, George.
Iienton; four great-grandchildren,
Eric Long and Evan Long, Benton,
Robert Kondratko and wife, Pam,
-and Michael Kondratko, Murray:—
,

First lady reveals
agricultural platform,
but few specifics
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — First
lady Martha Wilkinson unveiled
her agriculture platform on Tuesday but made few specific
promises.
Mrs. Wilkinson, a Democratic
candidate for governor, said she
will retain the Governor's Council
on Agriculture to advise her. She
also promised to travel to drum up
demand for Kentucky tobacco. She
also endorsed an elected commissioner of agriculture during news
conferences in Owensboro, Paducah, Bowling Green and
Hopkinsville.

Rice Univ. defeats
Cornell.in annual
College Bowl

The funeral for Colby Ray
HOUSTON (AP) — Flags and
Richardson will be today (Wednesday) at ,3 p.m. at Hazel Baptist Howdy Doody helped Rice UniverChurch. 'The Rev. James Garland sity score its first championship
team in a college battle of the
will officiate.
Burial will follow in South brains.
The Rice team defeated Cornell
Pleasant Grove Cemetery with
arrangements by Miller Funeral University over the weekend in the
Home of Hazel where friends may 14th annual College Bowl.
"I guess this shows all those stecall until the funeral hour.
Mr. Richardson.. 18, died Sunday reotypes about egghead schools are
at 6:50 p.m. from injuries sustained true," Eric Salituro, a Rice compuin a car accident in Henry County, ter programmer and the team's
staff sponsor said Monday.
Tenn.
Rice topped 15 of the nation's
mother,
his
by
He - is survived
.Mrs. Valerie Gail Tracy, Rt. 1, elite schools to win the title. The
Puryear, Tenn.; his father, Gordon bowl was held at the University of
Richardson, Farmington Hills,
team, competing in the
Mich.; one sister, Mis&Breana Tra- . The Rice
fourth consecutive
the
for
finals
cy, Rt. 1, Puryear; his grandpafrom the diversity
benefited
year,
CamerBetty
rents, Raymond and
members.
team
of
son, Rt. 1, Puryear, and Gordon
Tim Pulju is a graduate student
and Dorothy Richardson, Florida.
in linguistics. Brian Moore is a graduate student in space physics and
astronomy. Paul Holser is a junior
studying computer science and
John Skelton is a sophomore studying classics.
Among the questions- the Rice
students answered correctly: vexil.lology is the study of flags and
CENTRAL CITY, Ky. (AP) — "cowabunga" Sthe Howdy
A $30 million prison project in Doody expression enjoying
Central City will not be affected by renewed popularity thanks to Teena joint state and federal investiga- age Mutant Ninja Turtles.
tion into the awarding of a state
contract to a Lexington architectural firm, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
said.
Wilkinson stressed the investigation centers on campaign contribuThe Murray Police Department
tions and not the prison.
is investigating the theft of a cas"The outcome will have no
sette player from a pickup truck,
bearing on the prison," he said
according to reports.
Monday following groundbreaking
Kurt Martin, of Rt. 6, Murray,
ceremony for the medium-security
told police someone between after
—facility. "The investigation by the
11:30 p.m. on April 25 entered his
attorney general's office has
pickup and took a Clarion;cassette
nothing to do with, and is removed
player while the vehicle was
from, the prison."
parked in the Briggs & Stratton
State and federal investigators
parking lot, police said.
are reviewing the contract between
the state and DQW Inc. and Associates, which won the $1.3 million
contract last fall to design the
prison.

Prison project will
not be affected
by state contract

Cassette player
reported stolen

Enforcement

of parking laws
to be beefed up

Opening in May!

Premiere
I Ica It 11 and Fitness Club
CALI, 759-9999
Locatcli

sisters-in-law, Mrs. Imogene RI= well and Mrs. Naomi Farris, Murray; five grandchildren including
Lori Hopkins of Murray; three
great-grandchildren.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe is
officiating. Mrs. Oneida White is
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers are Chris Ryan, Troy
Ryan, Bob Falwell, Matthew Falwell, James Dale Hopkins and
Ronnie Pool.
Burial will follow in Martin's
Chapel Cemetery.

St11111.1.

!V 12th ••,i

The Murray Police Department
will begin stricter enforcement of
after hours parking on lots of local
businesses that have proper signs
prohibiting parking, according to a
department spokesman.
Warm weather has increased the
number of people "cruising" and
parking on lots after hours resulting in littering and vandalism, the
spokesman said.
Violators may be cited for criminal trespass in the third degree.

1

•
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Puzzling radiation found at center of Milky Way
_
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Array (VLA) radio telescope, west

especially true

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

; Ryan, Troy
latthew Fal-

loplqns and

in radio sources. We much further away," .he said.
VLA.
of -Socorro in southwestern New " have not found them to vary a great
-Zhao was studying the center of
The enigmati,c source was first
Mexico.
deal in short times. This source noticed March 11.1 by Jun-Hui Zhao, the galaxy by comparing radio tele"The thing that makes it so seems to vary sharply on a rather an astronomer from Beijing con- scope images of the region.
.A
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. —
interesting is it's varying in time in
soiree of fluctuating radioshort scale, he said.
Nothing unusual was seen in a
ducting postdoctorate studies at the
a rather unusual way," said Marfrequency emissions that suddenly
The mystery source has not been
cus Price, professor of physics and
appeared near the center of our
detected either optically or in
own Milky Way galaxy has astro- astronomy at the University of
infrared wavelengths because it is
New Mexico.
nomers baffled.—
obscured by galactic dust 6ouds.
"In astronomy, we expect to
"It's a real pule. But that's
Astronomers have ruled out poswhy astronomy's fun," said Miller have things vary slowly, with the
sibilities of a supernova — an
Answer to Previous Puzzle
Goss, director of the Very Large exception of pulsars. This has been
exploding star — or recurring ACROSS
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official
nova, which is re-energized by
1 Priest's
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vestment
matter pulled in from a companion
39 Marsh
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prm on Tues:w specific

Pec. 11, 1990, image, but an image
17 days later showed the source,
about 4 light years from the
nucleus of the galaxy.
Australian astronomers working
with the new Australia Telescope
the
National
,• , Facility confirmed
source s proximity to the galactic
center in one of that facility's first
observations, Goss said.
As of mid-April, 11 separate
VLA observations of the galactic
center field have been made, and
each shows the new source with a
different strength.
Goss said the source has been 1
waning since its peak Jan. 20.
"It loOks like it's fading fast
now. Sometimes you can't see it.
Then it comes back: There's a good
chance it will be gone in roughly
half a year in the sense that we
can't observe it any more."
The mystery source is 20,000 to
30,000 • light years from Earth,
about the same as the center of the
galaxy, "so it must be associated
with the center of the galaxy,"
Goss said. A light year is the distance light travels in one year.
The VLA comprises 27 dish
shaped antennas, each 82 feet in
diameter, 92 feel high and weighing 210 tons.
The dishes are arranged along
three auof railroad tracks, laid
out in tht shape of a Y. TwO arms
are 13 ,miles long, the third 11.8
miles. When the dishes are distributed along the full length of the
tracks, They function together like a
radio telescope up to _26 miles in
diameter.
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Herbs: Enhances any Garden and
itchen — 35 Different Types

Annuals:
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Can you believe
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PLUS: Fertilizers • Chemicals • Insecticides
• Soils • Bulk Seeds • Hanging
Baskets • Ferns • Foliage • Blooming
• Geraniums in all sizes & colors
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MasterCard,
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CLASSIFIEDS
PUBLIC NOTICE
Local Government Economic Assistance Fund Hear
trig
-A public hearing will be held by Calloway County at
the Courthouse on May 14, 1991 at 1 p.m for the
"I'Attpose of obtaining written and oral comments from
t.itlzens regarding possible use of the Local Govern
ment Economic Assistance Fund (LGEA) All inter
ested persons are malted to attend or submit written
conunents ha May 14, 1991
•Cleorge I+ Weeks
Cal,lowey County Judge/Executive
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$1000 RE.WARD for !Moe
rnabon leading to the arrest
arid conviction of person or
persons stealing 2-8x10
steel white roll up doors and
2-3ft steel doors and
frames from building site on
Hwy 280 Contact Eddie
Morgan 759-4547 or SherIfs office
JO-AN S Varieties on the
square is opening a do dad
corner Glass and collectables Check it out, you
may find what you want
753 9569
TWO homes to be removed
from present sites at 201
South Eighth Street and
721 Poplar Street Will sell
tohighest,bidder Time lend
on removal For more information call or see administrator Murray-Calloway
Co Hospital 762-1101

FOR LEASE:
3000 sei it. of reUdI
specs. Bel Alt Comm
carnet Iodides.
Cal] 153-4751
8 a.sts.4 p.m.
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LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED
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•

Air AA AO
ODA 0.0.

1 800 334 1203

Life Guard
Positions
Send letter of application. detailing
qualifications, and

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare,
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on otlica calls
and other otilififho-s-pital expanses For
free information

Call;
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-419g

VCR Service
\I!
Ward-Elkins
753-1713
OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT
Close to Court
Square on 5th St
$160 00 per month
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
199' Ca-are RS
*143445 $31230 ?no'
Cali Gene at 753-2617
se
Tax T
•P
48 Ski Caned Ew6 Leas.
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Specializing
front wheel drive.
overdrive, foreign
er domestic. 12
months or 12xxx
mile warranty.
624 N. 4th
Murray. Ky
753-6374

Triple X Band
-- 8-12

Sandy's State
Line Bar

HIRING 1st and 2nd shift
Welders and general help
328 8980

DISCOUNT LUX-URY
CRUISE Fla to Bahamas.
$21900 Per Couple 5
days/4nights Hotei paid
We overbought, YOU save
supply
Limited
404-926 3751
MRS ;f1-4ERESA psychic
reader and -adviser can
help through all problems
Call for appointment
5C2 554 7904

experience Lo:
Pool Committee
(inks Country Club
P.O. Box 1101
Murra, k 42071

Help
Wanted

AMON;
For UN

NON SMOKING babyette
for 3 children, in caty limes
753 8060

COLEMAN tent $30 child s
saddle $50 1012 oriental
rug $50 size 12 Brownie
uniform $15 436 5501

040
Situation.
Wanted

FULLTIME cashier/sales
clerk for local retail store
Benefits available Send re
sume to PO Box 1040F
Murray Ky 42071

n7,4

"free local
claim service"

t

EXPERIENCED waitress
needed No phone calls
please Apply in person
Mon Fri 2pm 5pm Maies
bc Royale Holiday Inn Hwy
641S Murray

JANITORIAL Cleaning
Commercial reasonable
rates tree estimates Ex
penence and references
(502) 328-8678
WILL help new mother with
newborEi light housekeep
ing etc Call Meg an exper
-Mooed grandmother
753 9630
WILL do house cleaning or
Sit with elderly Call after
7pm 753 1016
WILL wash and wax mobile
names Call Starks
•Brothers - Mobile Home
Parts and Supplies
753 2922. 753 2753

GAS clothes dryer'2 fiberg
las truck toppers for mini
pickup Kitchenaid us
hwasher 753 7580
GE stereo $400 12ga
shotgun $130 weight
bench $40 759 1518

ASSEMBLERS Excellen
income to assemble products from yqur home
504-646-1700 Dept
P2021
AUTO frame machine operator 759-4782 days.
489 2255 nights

TANDY TL 2 computer system printer and software
20meg hard drive 3h "
disk_ 80286 micro processor 640K ram 437 4831

AVON needs 10 representatives Free make-up cumpeter for those why qualify.
Call for details 753-0171..

Kentucky
Fried
Chicken'
is looking for
enthubright
siastic management trainees for
Murray and Mayfield, Ky. & MilTn.
lington,
Apply In persOn
2-4 p.m. Mon.Thurs.
BACK by popular demand
House of Lloyd Party plan is
haring supervisors for your
wee No investment Call
1-800-264-2166

8a m -11 30a m

DELI HELP'NEEDED
E race eer.e preferred . but
-ecessary Apply in
persce
OWENS F000
'4.07

DON'T YOU THINK IT'S TIME YOU
EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?
other
via ten ad IryCa, as a repesertaree mere insurance a40
tor one oa

twintaafsenace products lir T P Prudantia; Voifibi svostung
the 100 big corroaniesio Sell lot' V0JI pet toad',wing stale of es
,
an supper a compninviera corrosirealor Damara@ and °Mono''
tor awneed serves prowe
Rd
Plaza
Pant
3553
Rd
Martin
i
mato/ay
call
slOrrnahOn
Mt,
Fee
Peace xy 4e001 tem 264-0950
!and Thil Phafd Lad Grow
'Pa re tea condoness Sd F a I/ 0 'fakir
pitelehei tar Jahr Villas a Sons ix Nom vat '9416
Ete a part of The Rock.'
or mar oppylsealy ankl.

ntial
TheRrude
99Lr,PnaNnIMI twaainas
al 410E4

MARKET
Man Murray Ky

COWRY

NOW hiring in housekeeping department Must apply
in person at Shoneys Inn

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?

NURSES aid full time
11pm 7arn Prefer exper
ienced but will train
Housekeeping experience
a plus Pleasant atmo
sphere Apply in person
Fern Terrace Lodge 1505
Stadium View Dr Murray
Ky EOE

YOU' pay for most nursing home cost

PERSON needed for medi
cal office part time Flexible
hours Filing etc 16 20hrs
week Medical background
helpful but not necessary
Mail resume to PO Box
1040J Murray Ky 42071

POSTAL JOBS $1 1 41 to
$14 90/1x For exam arid
'EARN EXTRA INCOME• application information call
Earn $200 $500 weekly 219 769-6649 ext Ky 109
mailing 1991 Travel bro- 8arn 8pm 7 days
diures For more information send a stamped PREP cook lady a wanted
addressed envelope to A- I Job Pays $40 per hour
Box Please apply in person at
Trav•I, P 0
430780-B1 South Miami, Majestic Royale Holiday
Inn
Ft. 33143

'Medicare pays less than 2%
• Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
• An estimated one in four Americans over

time in a nursing home
• In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
'Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally Impoverish yourself.
65 Will spend

If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Cars insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsv8N Fed. Savings Building

-

GOLF clubs(mons and ere
evens) Mons Palmer Axiom irons (sw 3 iron) lyr
old also women s Powerbill countess irons (PW 3
iron) For more information
call Tim at 753 8355 during
day or 753 5904 at night

753.4199

NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
Garage with auto opener,
appliances plus microwave
furnished $450/mp 1yr
lease Northwood Dr No
pets 753 2905

PANAMA City Beach, Fl
Condo/pool rental and
sales Reasonable rates
904 235 794 2 G M
Properties

NEW large apartment with
appliances Quiet neighbors Utility room, central
aregas heat Super low utilities Gas water heater
$385 mo 753 8828

250
Business
Services
PRIVATE investigato
D B A Confidential Investi
gations Southside Shopping Center. Suite 0102.
Murray, 753-2641

NICE 1,2.3br apartment
Furnished, near campus
Also 1-3br house, 1-4te
house W D hook up Day
9-5' 753 6111, night
753-0606

SHARP copiers Author lea dealer for sales ser
vice supplies parts and
rental units Local company Call 1 800 248 4319

PUNCH 150 $300 OBO
Punch 75 $200 OBO
759-9807

JOB Announcement Num
bet 91 30 (5) Date 4-5 91
Position Park Desk Clerk
(Full time) Kenlake State
Resort Park Hardin. KY
15$
Grade and salary Grade 5.
Salary $5 247 per hour MiAppliances
FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
nimum requirements High
Heavy Duty
SEARS
school graduate Additional Family businesa available
experience in a front desk in Murray area Part time washer, arno old. like new
operation of an accommo- possible Income to Almond $275 753-8428
dation faeliti will substitute $51 000 with parent corn
for the education on a year- apany subsidy Sell for
Home
for-year basis Apply by $25 000 CASH Serious in
Furnishings
submitting a State applica- qunes only call Corporate
tion (which can be obtained 1-800 277-e650 or
3 PIECE BR suite with or
at the local Department of 1 800 733 5653
witheut mattress Approx
Employment Services or
VA yrs old • Good condiPHARMACEUTICAL DISGovernany other State
Nationally Ad- tion Must see to appreciTRIBUTION
ment office) to Kentucky,
vertised Brand Name Pro- ate 759'9852 after 5pm
Department of Personnel
Estabduct No Selling
COUCH, chair, ottoman,
Room 203 Capitol Annex
lished Vending Route
Frankfort, KY 40601 Atten/flowered eartreones. round
Investment
Minimum
--leasstop -oocistail table
tion Job Announcement
$7000 Call Fast Pharma.
436-2284
No 91-30 (5) Job Anceuteal 1-800-327-8122
nouncement Number •
KITCHEN table arid chairs
should also be placed in the
$150.- 3 piece living room
upper right hand corner of
suit, excellent condition
the application in the 'Spe2 end tables $100,
$550,
cial Announcement No"
bedroom suite $175
blank Deadline for apply- ANTIQUES by the piece o
753-4312
ing You must quality, test.' collections Call 753 9433
and be placed on the regis- after 5pm
SOMA queen size
ter by May 6 1991 'Written
waterbed $300 life time
test required Test given CASH for mobile home warranty Call 753-2367 afMonday -Friday 8 00 tires $7 $12 each We will ter 4pm weekdays
a m -4 30p m in Room remove 527 2932
WATERBED super situate
249 Captor Annex, Frank
mirrored headboard side
and trucks
tort. Kentucky Filling this JUNK cars
$150 753-6684
437-4087
tails
any
to
subject
position is
State Government hiring USED and antique furnireStrictioris _ AN QL ture glass tools quilts
OPPORTUNITY EM- 901 642-6290
Antler-ma
PLOYER WPM
WOULD like to buy used •
chest of drawers
ANTIQUE
LOCAL auto dealer needs chifferobe Please call after with mirror Refinished
office person Work in- 4pm 759-9778
753-9986, 3pm 9pm
cludes answering tele
phone bookkeeping, typ170
ing AR,AP vehicle title
Articles
Vacuum
processing Send resume
For Sale
Cleaners
or job qualifications to PO
Box 1040P Murray, Ky 1978 FORD LTD New ELECTROLUX vacuum,
tires new vinyl top Very
42071
power nozzle, and attachgood condition- 1967
re built
LPN, CMA, Of MLT needed Chevy short stepside ha ri merits Completely
Call 502 462 3388
for busy physicians office_ front end Good engine
Send resume with refer- Good parts 1411 Moore
K IRBY Vacuum and attach- •
ences to PO Box 104013 craft boat 15hp Evinrude
ments like new -Call
Murray, Ky 42071
Depth finder, 2 seats
502 462-3388
436 5648
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN190
INGS NEED a rob? A 386 TOWER Computer
Farm
GED? Hope for the future? 25MH2 80meg hard drive
Equipment
You may qualify it-You do EGA color monitor 1 2 meg
not have your GED or high 5e "drive has software on
1953 GOLDEN Jubilee
school diploma 'You are hard drive $1995
tractor Plow, disk, cultivabetween the ages of 16 & 354 6600
tor $3500 492 8399
21 We are an E 0,E This
85
$1200
YZ250
86
the
by
protect is funded
AUTOMATIC cattle head Western Kentucky Private Honda Goidwing_ loaded gate 436-2556
21 000 miles,$5000 2 man
Industry Council- J TPA
WOODS RM 59' 3 hitch
Call J TPA Out Of School spa good condition $1000
finishing mower 492-8411
After 6pm 436-2667
9 3 7 8
7 5 3

Contact Video Elke
618-524-28

RALEIGH mountain bike
16% in frame $1000 in
vested $450 0 B0
753 6571 ask for Dave

ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St

STEEL TOE work boots for
men and women k4otorcy
cle helmets army boots
pants arid lackets Jerry's
Sporting 6th .1 Walnut
Mayfield Ky

Apartments
For Rent

Miscellaneous

JOHN Deere riding mower
Model 68 Needs some re
pair 489 2462

SUNTAN booth 753-3488

Local sandwich & yogurt business. Exc.
business opportunity.

NEEDED energetic well organized person with above
average typing secretarial
skills Position is with local
company and starts as
part time secretary Send
resume to PO Box 104.0
Murray. Ky 42071

12i

240

eel

Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts
Lighted
Driving Range
Miniature Golf
Softball
Baseball
Batting Cages
Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152
MURRAY KY

NICE 3br stove and re
frigerator furnished Half of
the utilities Across from
MSU $450/mo. deposit
No pets 105 N 16th
753 1953 days, 753 0870
nights

GE 25- color console Excellent condition
436-5650
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

NOW renting extra large
2br Water furnished
$315,mo 753-3530 after
3pm

1969 1250 MOBILE home
2br Murray area Reworked
and partially furnished
$3000 898 7151

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky. or call
502-437-4113 EHO.

1991 1450 2br 1 bath
Total electric, W D hookup
underpinned Located Rivi
era Cts Lot 7 389-0141
24ft PERRY travel trailer
self contained, skirted, in
sulated, underpinned Excellent conchtion, brick pa
tio, privacy( fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
MUST sell 1270 3br 2
bath Needs some repair
753-9413

210

260
Mobil.
Homes For Rent

Firewood _
A FIREWOOD "for sale
437-4667
WOOD for sale 753 9745
20

2BR 501 N 6th $225/mo.
$200 deposit No pets
759-9549
28R stove/refrigerator,
lmi past Graves Co line
Hwy 121N Deposit and
references required No
pets $275 489 2440
AVAILABLE May 4br 2 bath
brick, central HIA appliances $500 mo, deposit Coleman RE 753 9898
370
Livestock

SuoPho
2 PONIES 13 2H, 9yr old
sorrel, 12 2H, 8yr old black
and white pinto Well mannered, trail ridden, shown
huntereumper Sorrel pulls
cart $500 ea 2 western
saddles 15.4'$150 and
$300 One English childs
Stubben all purpose
saddle
$ 20 0
502-382 2773
MORGAN horse sale 2
proven brood mares 1-3yr
old filly
753-7187
evenings

UNIVERSITY view condo
style apartment 2br, central RA appliances microwave $400/mo 753-8096
753-2633

AKC Registered Maltese
for stud service Call
502-753-7788 ask for
Teresa

2 BATHROOM 4 bedroom
1623 Loch Lomond
$500/mo plus deposit Coleman RE 753-9898

Huge 6 Family
Yard Sale
May 3 & 4
8-3
161 Ri%iera Courts,

2BR frame house Air, fireplaces, garage Large Irvingroom and kitchen lmi
east of Murray $250/Mo
with $200 security deposit
753.0089

SHADY Oaks - 2 Of 3br
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

ilcro.ss from Shuney's
I Argc Variety of new & like
new turns- 'Very nice' clothes
from babes to X -large. household items. troikas:4, crafts, car,
beautiful .wedding gown st
much .ITIOCC 1/111 IS one you
Don't want to must 'fall come

Apartments
For Rent

Miscellaneous

Top Soil
Good
rich
dirt.
Ideal for yards &
plant beds.
759-1828 or 753-2446

2BR house appliances
furnished $250/reo Non1BR furnished apartment. smokers preferred
Close to university and hgs- Deposit/references repea) Some utilities paid. quired 437-4931
Call 753 8756, 753 4012.

Bogard
Trucking &
Excavating Inc.

28R apartment in Northwood $265'mo 753-3964

AGREE Carports 12x21
Reg $1295 on sale for
$756 20)(21 reg $1795 on
sale for $1156 Call Mayfield 247-7831

2BR duplex in Westwood
$295eno 759 4406

COMPOST MSU Equine
unit $10 per pickup load,
$20 per dump truck Tues
and Thurs 1pm 6pm, Sat
10am-4pm or by appointment 753 8112 762-6925
FARRIC•fabric•Eahric,
Spring fancies arriving
Bridal too!! Country Remriants Hwy 68/641 Draffenvele -Ky, next to-Bonen:ea
Marshall County, 1(m-5pm
wri_sac
LANDSCAPE Lava Rock
1cu tt bag only $150 ea
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50
ea We also have sanitized
play sand 50Ib bag only
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to
Coast Hardware 753 8604

Apply at
217 S. 12th St. Murray

2BR furnished apartment
No pets $190 with water
and sewage furnished
$190 deposit Available
May 1 Call 753-8477

Service Manager
and
Service Technician

A BRAND -new brick duplex 2br, a/c, gas heat, all
appliances. .No pets
753-7688 or 759-4703
nights.
FURNISHED apartments,
efficiency, 182 bedroom
and sleeping rooms Also
renting for May Zimmerman Ape S 16th St
753 6609

CHRISTOPHER S COINS
is expanding! We now offer
stamps and stamp supplies
along with Silver dollars
proof sets U S and foreign
coins and coin supplies
Coins and stamps are great
hobbies they also make
wonderful gifts and invest
ments Visit us today at the
Ox Yoke Antique Store
(Hazel), Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray)
the Mercantile (Aurora)and
the Book Shelf (Parer We
buy coins and stamps and

appraise estates.,
502-753-4161

WOODEN storage buildings 806 starts at $109
1016 $1424 50 12x24
$2395 Other sizes available Acree Portable Buildings 502 247 7831

The Sonic Drive-In in Murray, Ky. is looking
for a few good people. Must be neat,
gourteous, friendly. Above average pay for
above average people. Flexible hours.

28R energy efficient duplex New paint, extra
clean Central HA, appliances Available now
Coleman RE 753 9898

PINE Bark Mulch or Nuggets 2cu tt bag only $259
ea Top soil 40Ib bag lust
$1 79ea Potting soil 40Ib
bag only $1 99 ea Also
1gal size Shrubs or
Azalea s are lust $2 99 ea,
Coast to Coast Hardware
753-8604

TOP Soil, go4 rich dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759-1828 753 2446
Bogard Trucking & Exca
vating Inc

nexed-Te

1 or 2 bedroom apartment
753-4109

PATIO stones 2*x8'x16gray or red 690 ea Also
2"xl 2" square or hexagonal
patio stones gray or red lust
$1 69ea We have red
octagon square paving
stones for 55c ea and 18'
square brickfaced patio
stones $3 69 Coast to
Coast Hardware 753-8604

pickup or we
TOPSOIL
deliver 753-0277 or
759-1090 Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo
Ky

SOIVIZ

1BR newly decorated. near
University. Completely
furnished . Call 753-4682

Toyota of Merely, Inc. is now accepting aggressi%e
applicants to fill a Service Manager position and a
Serv ice Technician position. Experience necessary.
We offer an excellent benefit paceage arid a stable
future with a fast growing company. All serious
applicants should apply in person to Toyota of
Murray 515 So. 12th St. Murray. Ky. Monday thru
Friday.

AL
MOT1iER:5 DAY SPECLL
Show Iler You Care . Give Her a Gift Certificate

-

Body Wrap - Lose Inches
Partial

$15.00

Full $25.00

or
1 - Month On -Toning Tables For $29.95
Good Thru - May 12th

at

Gloria's

Southside Shopping Center

753-9828

NOW OPEN
MURRAY SHOE REPAIR
106 N. 4TH STREET
9 a.m.-5 p.m. SATURDAY 10a.m.-1

p.m.

Shoe Relied,' While-U-Wait •
Custom orthopedics,short limb build-ups, med, lad, wedging, metbars,
leather dyeing,crepc soles, halfsoles, fullsolcs, mcns heels, ladies lifts.
Shoe shines in 30 min of less. Rebuilding cowboy boots, belts and purses
sized on the spot! Laces, polishes, Lrecs, stretchers, zipper repairs,
luggage repair. all repairs made in shop.

Come On In
And See Me
Bill
502-759-1983

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
S lii

460

St
$225/mo,
No pets

frigerator,
BS Co line
aposit and
lured. No
2440

y 4br 2 bath
hi/A ap
'mo depo
753 9898

sk
Nos

?H, 9yr old
yr old black
Well man
ten, shown
Sorrel pulls
2 western
$150 and
gltsh childs
purpose
20 0

se sale 2
lares 1 3yr
7 5 3 7 187

ad Maltese
vice Cal
3 ask for

HAVE an obedient, sate
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12yrs 436-2858
REAL nice male puppy
A Silver Wolf and
A German Shepherd
9wks old Call 345-2263.

430
Real
Estate

Noma
For Sale

Bows
For Sale

2BR 1 bath, 4 car shop with
2, 12x12 rooms Lot
144044. 2 miles on 94E
753 8334

HOMESELLERS
REALTY

3BR brick 5
east 1360sq
acre wooded
and septic
436-2742

miles southft , 1 bath 1
lot, new well
Mid $40's

HILLTOP Home Must sell
3bedrm 1bath attached
garage, 4 out buildings
Fruit trees On Hale Rd
% acres $25,000 negotiable 502-436-2010

753-0375
19111 \ !Mt

Services
Meted

Services
011ersd

1979 OLDSMOBILE blue,
4 door, fully equipped. CB.
good shape. 763-6114 or
753-7947

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753 0495

1979 VOLVO: 24201, 4
speed, blue, runs great
436 2174 evenings

ANTENNA repair and installation Replace or install
channel master antennas
rotors, and amplifiers Ran dell Beasley Buchanan,
Tn 901-6424077

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience Bobby Hopper,
436 5848

DAVIDSON Roofing New
roots and repairs Tear offs
and re-roofs Written guar'ante° Local references
753-5812

BREAKING and disking
gardens Yard landscaping
and bushhogging
436-5430

LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203

st

Tose-own propeny &
ye thousands. Check with
us when selling or buying real
tale lloseSellers '753375 W. PAUL DAILEY
PRINCIPAL BROKER
7
FARM
ACRE
UTHWEST of MURRAY
,rain bans, tool shed, great
492-8222
arm

BOB HALEY, Real Estate KENTUCKY lakeview furnSales and Appraisals ished 3br 2 bath, sundeck, NEWLY decorated 2br
Roberts Realty 753-1651 walk-in finished basement, house, vinyl siding, carport,
or 489-2266
double corner lot South of stove/refrigerator on 9
acres 4 outbuildings. satelKOPPERUD REALTY of- Murray $38,000 negotilite 4 miles south of Murray
fers a complete range of able 658-3558
on paved road 759-1110
Real Estate services with a NEW 3br 2 bath house in
wide selection of quality Martin Heights Lots of stor
470
homes, all prices age Buy now and pick your
753-1222. toll free interior colors Call
Motorcycles
1 -800-251-HOME Ext 753-3903
711L
$1300
BANSHEE
1987
PRICE reduced! 3br, 2 bath
3BR 17, bath on Broad 2br brick, west of town in quiet 759-1142
mobile home in Pine, Bluff
subdivision, large lot, out480
Shores 3br central H/A building, deck, patio and
near lake 2br on Ash St
Auto
more. $49,000 Call
$8,000 Commercial propServices
ap
Roberts Realty for your
erty in city Wilson Real
pointment today 753-1651
NEW and used tires Key
Estate 302 S 12th
or 759-4810 (nights)
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-3263
bedroom, 753-5500
THREE
1-'/, bath, brick, excellent
condition on quiet street in
460
city Central gas heat, living
Homes
room dining room, kitchere
For Sale
utility room, large sunroom,
paved driveway, carport,
3BR, 271 BT home 3 mi
garage or workwest of Murray in Oaks detached
shop. fenced backyard
Estates Large kit & family
extras. Call
room with fireplace Dining Lots of
753-1893, Chuck Foster.
room, playroom, utility, and
garage Central H/AC,
paved chive, Gay water, caReduced to sell
blevision All appliances in3237 Sq. Ft.
cluded Perfect for young
Under Roof
family or retired couplet
New 4 BR home Large
Call 753-8151 for
LR,
room,
family
appointment
kitchen/dining combina3BR 2 bath brick Large
tion, utility room, 3
leingroom with dining area
baths, lots of closets,
Large kitchen with white
double garage, concrete
painted cabinets, Genn-Air
double driveway Patio,
stove, 20x28 family room
sidewalks, carpet, oak
with woodstove, lots of
parquet floors, range &
builtens Shutters, walldishwasher, energy effipaper and ceiling fans Nice
cient, large wooded lot.
tile patio Energy efficient
Walking distance to shop489-2126
ping Quiet street ReasoNights 489-2387
nably priced
Call
753-2206

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

Family
Sale
& 4

I Courts,

Shoney's
new & Win
nice clothes
-large. house-A, crafts, car,
-rg gown &
S is one you
s YaIl come

CONSIGNMENT AUCTION

looking
ie neat,
? pay for "
TOUTS

10:00 A.M.
Thursday, May 2nd
At Rick's Bar-B-Que - 5 Miles from
Dover,25 from Clarksville on Hwy.
79.
Farm Equipt. - Buildings Supplies Livestock Supplies - Fork Lift - Horse
Trailer.
Something To Sell'- Call Us We'll Buy or Sell For U.

BOGARD AUCTIONEERS

,n.
aggressive
ition and a
necessary.
rei a stable
kll serious
Toyota of
unday thru

Dover, Tenn. 615-232-5150
Firm Lie. 45
Auctioneer: Ed "Rogie" Bogard, lie. 548
232-6221

OPEN HOUSE
-FRI. & SAT.
MAY 3 84, 4 9a.m.-9p.m.
Display home by.: _
Warkentin-Penner Carpentry Co.
3 Br. 2 bath

cate

05

Directions: From Murray 2 miles west on 94
to Oaks Country Club Rd. left 8/10 mile to
Oakwood Terrace. 435-4013, 759-4422,
345-2462

Position Available
53-9828

LIR
p.m.
ait g, Metbars,
idies lifts.
ind pu
1 repairs.

The Pennyrile Allied Community Services, Inc.
,of Hopkinsville, Kentucky has the following
position available in their Mayfield. Kentucky
office.
Family Preservation Clinical
Supervisor/Program Administrator
Salary based on experience and negotiable.
PACS offers excellent hospitalization.- dental,
vision, and life insurance; 12 paid holidays;
days. Travel
leave
sick/annual
accrued
reimbursement.
The Clinical Supervisor/Program Administrator
must possess a Masters or Doctorate Degree in
Social Work, Psychology, or related human services field, as well as demonstrated professional
experience providing treatment services to families and providing supervision to program staff.
PACS/FPP is an in-home family crisis/education teaching'model of therapy serving 12 Western
Kentucky counties. Successful applicant must be
willing to work some evenings, weekends/holidays,and be within electronic pager range 24 hours
a day. Must have a. valid driver's license and
reliable transportation.
For r,nore information call Mr. John Tedder at
1-800-264-0643. Interested persons should send
resume and official college transcript, no later than
May 15, 1991, to:
John Tedder, Executive Director
Pennyrile Allied Community Services, Inc.
708 South Liberty Street
Hopkinsville, Kentucky 42241
--An Equal Opponunity Employer

CARS
30 Toyota Cary._......11,987
O Toyota Caolla„ $8,917
19 Pontiac Grrd Am '1,487
19 Pont. Grand Pril LE 1,987
19 Toyota Camry .......
19 Toyota Cellica 7.... 10,987
19 Cressida_.....
Toyota Corolla
Hada PielLide............10487
V87
33 laida 626
11,987
Pat-A*
33 Buick
Toyota Cressida,.......13487
18 Chevy
'88 Toyota
18 Pont Ban LE ......
'8,487
17 Mustang Cony
1487
17 Hod Accord LXI,..
17 BMW i.s...................„13,987
5,917
'17 Toyota Corolla
'7487
'17 Taus LX
'87 Toyota Cary DX '74871
16 Toy. Caolla.„.....„............
15 Ford Crown
15 Fad Escal.„.......\ /497
15 lkrc. Colony Ft
15 Chu);
'95 Buid Pak
14 Toy. Taal
14 Bud
14 Toyota Caolla
1,217
12 Chevy Monte Cab '2,987
12 Toyota Corolla .....
79 Volkswagen RabbIl...„...1787
TRUCKS
19 Toyota lardcruiser 16,917
19 Tcyota Ext 414.... 10,487
19 Fad Rrgef XLT „17,717
19 Chevy .....
'11 Ford F•350 Van._ '9,797
11 Toyota 4 Runner_ 11417
18 Prouth Voyager.18487
17 Tcy. SR5 4 Runner 10,987
'87 Maida ...........
17 Toyota 1 Ton._..... '6,917
16 Ford F150 XLI 4i4 '7,917
14 Toyota
84 Jeep Chaokee
Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calven • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus Mgr.
Chad Cochran, Gen Mgr.

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY

515 S 12th
Murray, KY

Phone
753-4961

1974 VOLKSWAGON
Super Beetle Good body
and fenders Not running
$300 753 4389, 753-5960
1975 GRAN Torino AC
pbrps, intermittent wiper.
59.500 original miles
$1200 436-2639
1979 FORD LTD very dependable and reliable used
car Call after 3pm
753-3510

510
Services
Offered

1981 CHEVY Citation
33xxx actual miles V-6
auto. ps/pb, ac 753-3742
1981 DATSUN 280ZX runs
great, looks good $1900
OBO 753-6726 after 6pm
1985 CORVETTE excel
condition
lent
901 644 0160 after 6pm
1985 OLDSMOBILE Ca
lam Blue 2 door loaded
61,000 miles $3750 Call
759-4808 after 6pm

ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing Free estimates References
435-4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

1987 GMC Jimmy 4-wheel
drive. V6, loaded_ 1986
Buick Skyhawk Limited
753-3785 after 5pm

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL. Junior Thorn, opera
tor. 30 years experience
Seek system, drive-ways.
hauling, foundations, etc
759-4664

BULLDOZING and back
hoe work Call after 4pm.
Financing-e
354-8161
available
CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service Glen Bobber
759-1247, leave message
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts.. We sell chimney caps and screens,
435-4-191.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754

WILL do plumbing All guar.
anteed 435 4169
WILL do yard work and odd
jobs of any kind No job too
small 759-4401
WILLIAMS Concrete Finishing Service Low prices
Free estimates 354 9397

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates and free estimates,759-9742

GRASS, GRASS, GRASS
Will mow lawns Denendable reasonable free estimates Call for appointment 435-4213,leave
message
GRAVEL, dirt, sand, white
rock, and all type hauling
Call Kenney Travis
759-1039

4•. * fmt.,„ft,

REPOSSESSED VEHICLE SALE

FOR SALE TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER:

1977 DATSUN pickup. Dependable 762-3515.

1978 Chevrolet Suburban, IDIICCS268F210002
1972 Holiday Rambler Camping Trailer,
ID8S7212761252

1981 TOYOTA flatbed. Air,
stereo $2850. 759-4732.

SALE DATE: Friday, May 3, 1991 - 11:00 AM.

1983 CHEVROLET 1 ton
dually 4 door all chrome
454 engine, 4 speed. Good
shape $7500. 527-7411 or
527-1869, ask for Doug.

Sale will be held at the Dees Bank of Hazel
parking lot. The Suburban and Camper can be
inspected the morning of sale at Dees Bank. For
more information, contact Dees Bank, 492-8136.

1987 SILVERADO Chevrolet. 350 fuel injection,
36,000 miles, SWB, been
lowered. Can be seen at
Gene & Jo's Florist. $7000.
753-4320.
1989 SILVERADO stepside fully loaded, dark blue,
low miles 753-7387
FORD 1985 F150XL Explorer. 6cyl, manual with
OD, PS. Excellent condition. 474-8046.

'Mr •

PACESETTER!
Charm & livability make this Canterbury home the choice
for family living. Abundant family areas including a new
greatroom, updated pickled oak kitchen cabinets, & practical built-in study areas in 2 BRa. $118,000 MLS 2990

Kopperud Realty

610

763-1222

711 Main St.
Campers
• 19ft. CAMPER. Fully
equipped. Bathroom with
large shower. $1800. Airconditioner 14000btu
energy Saver, 110/120V.
753-6481.
28ft. CAMPER trailer air
conditioned, needs some
repeir. Cheap $2950.
759-1882 leave message.
520
Boats
Motors
17tt SEARS canoe and
trolling motor. $250
759-4158 ,
1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent condition. $1000. Call James at
435-4425.
1984 CHEETAH ski boat.
164 ft. 120hp Mercruiser
stern drive Life jackets/
accessories included.
$4000 negotiable.
345-2520

Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation, concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered with
brick.
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

"Going Out For
Business Sale"
GRADUATION GIFTS
Tents (All Sizes)....................... Starting at $39.99
Recliners .........

.....

Starting at $99.99

Full Size Sleeper Sofa.

$279.95

Bunk Bed

..... $149.64

39' HOUSE Boat. Living
room, kitchen/galley, bedroom and bath. airconditioned Excellent boat
at a great price $15,000
753-6487

4 Drawer Chest

Glidder Ball Bearing RockersStarting at $199.95
Large Oak Rockers _
Oak Curio CabinSf_.7...:._.:."

$99.97
Starting at $99.64

2 Piece Living Room Suites

$299.99
$59 99

6 Piece Dining Room Suites

$139.95

* Knockout Bedding Prices *
Twin Complete With A 5 Yr. Warranty 3129.95
All The Way To 15 Yr. Warranty
King Size

$499.99

SAO

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance. etc Free estimates
489-2303

MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668

Vanity & Stool

Starting at $49.99

Starting at $39.99
Mens Get Used Jeans
Buy One Pair at 10% Off
Buy 2nd Pair Get 20% Off Both Pairs
Rack of Clothes (Pinky, Union Bay)
Your Choice Less Than $10.00 Each
One Rack of Jogging Suits
Good through 10th of May

$35.99

Marshall County Outlet
321 N Main • Benton. Ky 42025
New Hours Mon -Sat 9 Ni-9 00. Sun. 12:30-5.30

YARD Work Mowing, trimming, odd jobs of any kind.
Free estimates 753.8463.

FREE puppies 43C 507
after 5pm

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by &• see our showroom
409 SUNBURYMURRAY (Benwfd Bunny Bread,
751-5940
•

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands; window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For 1
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Stettle-Allbritten, Inc.

INDUSTRIAL NURSE
Seabdard Farms of Kentucky, Inc. is seeking an
LPN to work atOur Processing 'Plant in Mayfield,.
Ky. Industrial experience is helpful but not necessary. Candidates must possess good communication skills and love working with people. Good
wage and benefit package. Send resume i.

Medical Services Supervisor
Seaboard Farms of Kentuclo
P.O. Box 116
Hickory, Ky 42051
EOE M/F/H

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

NEED lawns to mow Prefer medium to large lawns
Fourth year, neat and dependable 492-8568 after
4pm
PAINTING remodeling
deck and landscape construetion Free estimate
436-2744
PAINTING-Interior and Ex tenor Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844
Free estiPLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200
PeUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL lawn
care Mowing, trimming,
hauling, landscaping Reasonable rates Satisfaction
guaranteed Free estimates 759-4440

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting, plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

5 Piece Oak or Cherry Bedroom Suite $419.97

AlA T ENTERPRISE Excavating Dozer, backhoe,
trucks Levies, roads, driveways, parking lots. septic
tanks, foundations, basements, gravel, dirt, ponds
753-0577.

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service 759-1835

QUALITY lawn mowing
with references 437-3046

1989 ALUMINUM 17ft.
Traveler bass boat with
40hp Mariner motor New
MK trolling motor. Eagle
LCR. Excellent condition.
$5800 Call collect
502-247-8462.

Services
Offered

able person 753-7027

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence, dog kennels, residential, commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254

-"•11111111111

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small
474-2300

WILL mow lawns and do
other lawn work 436 2528

1988 RED Mustang convertible GT 39,000 miles.
GUTTERING By Sears
$1 1,900 Will___trada _ BLOCK, brick, concrete finSears residential and comishing
footBasements
753-3704 1601 Loch
mercial continuous gutters
ings, garages, drives, CUSTOM garden tilling
Lomond
installed for your specificatiller
reartine
Bill
Troy
with
walks 30yrs. experience
tions Call Sears 753-2310
13yrs in Murray area Small size garden $40 and for
free estimate
1989 RED Camaro RS. T- 753-5476 Charles Barnett. up 436-2003
tops, loaded, V-8,
G W CONSTRUCTION,
19,000mi. Expellent condi- BOGARD Paving. Paving DAVID Palmer Steer _Gerald Walters roofing,
tion, $8000. 75$---8326, and sea-ling driveviayt ãr -Leader SeAritee -20yrs ox
painting, vinyl siding, all
parking lots Over 20yrs perience. Can accommo753-5094
kinds of remodeling Phone
experience. Free esti- date Jobs in tight places
489-2267
82 TOYOTA Celica GT lift- mates 753-9552 or 50 2 - 4 8 9 - 2 1 8 1
or
back. 5 speed, gray/black, 437-439.1.
HADAWAY Construction
5021753-4181
loaded, excellent condition
Home remodeling, paint$3000. 489-2486.
ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
CAR Stereo Installation
small 436-2052
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's. Alpine Car
HAULING. yard work, tree
Audio Specialig, Dixieland
removal, mowing Free esCenter. 1 block from MSU
timates 759-1683
dorms.
INSULATION Blown In By
PUNCH 45 5225 15th AnSears TVA approved
niversary Special! Sunset
Save on those high heating
Blvd. Music Murray's
and cooling bills Call Sears
I
bedroom,
3
-Own.
m
.
fro
minutes
Only
Rockford-Fosgate authorized
753-2310 for free estimate
dealer. Dixieland „Center
bath brick, 1 car carport, large lot. Priced
KITCHEN CABINET REChestnut St. 753--Olt3"
at $45,000.00. Call Roberts Realt at
MODELING With wood
grain formica, all colors
753-1651.
Reduced In S42,000
Free estimates Wulff's Re50
covery, Murray 436-5560
Used
Trucks
LAWNMOWING Depend1977 CHEVY 4x4, % ton
with tommy lift. $600.
759-1683.

Services
Offered

Sinless
Offered

ROGER Hudson rock hauling gravel sand dirt, driveway rock 753-4545.
753-6763 759-1823
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal In?ured with full
line of equipment including.
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower com
petitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or rite. 753 5484
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Cleaning
Electrical Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm
TOTAL lawn service Free
estimate 436 2744
VCR REPAIR W d VCR
Service Center, c eningservicing $15, most/repairs
$35. all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri , 9-2prn -Sat
753 0530
WILL bushhog and do
blade work Reasonable
prices 492 8722

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, May 4, 1991, 10 a.m.
Mr. Boyce Mullins Estate: Selling at the farm home of.
the late Mr. Boyce Mullins. Located on hwy.83(Cuba
School Rd.) off Hwy. 303 in Cuba, Kentucky
Household •
Frigidau-e FE: refrigerator, Frigidaire range. breakfast
_ table w/4 chairs,cookware,small appliances,Corning
ware. Tupperware. Pyrex. tureens, china, lead crystal.
cookers, ironware,crock,eggshell china,8 place sell if;
Noritake china, flatware, utensils. adv. thennometers,
kcro. heater, glassware. primitives. Depression glass.
pottery:eye glasses, rex:res. granite-. 2 Fiero:lamps, Hot
irons, side cupboard, wicktr hamper. 5 fx: ornate
bednxim suite 160• yrs. old),5 pc, veneer bedroom suite
tv/new mattress & box springs(Never slept On!.
radios. 4 ladder back chairs, oval picture frames. 2
maple side tables, bookcase, new elect, lift chair,rugs.2
primitive rockcrs, ant. picture frames, pole & vanity
lamps. hide-a-bed couch. mahogany lamp table. 2 pie
crust tables/platform & swivel rockers, 2 frosted table
lamps. 2 pc. living rm. suite. Zenith color console 'IV.
fireside set. Singer treadle sewing machine. magazine
racks. 4.gun rack, luggage, vac, cleaner, thenille bed
spreads. pillows. 14 quilts..bedding, new met'&women
hats, leather gun case, glass front gun casc, iron bed,
hospital bed,feather beds. ant. flat top trunk. ant. oak
hand made table, barrel belly kitchen cabinet w/
port chilli top. potty chair & walker. 110 V. hearer. rods
& reels, hunting suits & vests, flashlights, wood shell
boxes, 12 boxes 12 ga. shells.6 boxes 20 ga. shells. Ill)
gun cleaning kit, tackle boxes & contents. 12 wood
duck decoys/ 16 paper decoys,duck calla. cricket boxes
6 yr. old Registered Pointer.Set ter malebirci dog(DOB
7/13/85)6 dog houses, power mowers. 12' gate, wire
stretchers,concrete blocks,forks.scoops.step ladders,
vise,shovels. hyd.toorjack,sprayers.gas& elect, weed
eaters, axcs, auto floor stands, carpenter tools, floor
scraper. screw jack. hammers. ext. cords & lights, pry
bars, grease guns, small tools, nuts, bolts, screws.
elect. drill & bits. wrenches. /Choler engine, fence
charger, seed sower, elect motors, hay hooks, brass
scales, auto parts. wafer hose.5 gal. cans,lawn chairs.
Snapper 21" power mower.Cub Cadet 1102)42" mower
w/ 10 III' Kholer engine. 1983 Olds Delia Royal 4 dr.
sedan w/V8/305engine-PS.PB.AT. AC.30.244 act'nal
miles, a super nice car.
Guns
Ill Winchester model 20/12 ga. pigeon grade pa alp 2 sweet sixteen 16 xi. autornacham.121Browning
3/4"
to: 23./4" charn.(3) Winchester noadel 12/12 ger pigeon
grade pump w/choke 2-3/4" cham. (4) Browning 13
80/12 ga. Automatic 2-3/4" cham451 32/20 Smith &
Wesson revcilver w/long
•
Real Estate
Approx. 14 ac and all appurtenances thereon consisting-01a 2 bedroom,living rm... den, kitchen. defing
bath & hallway. interiored with drywall & paneling,
hardwood floors-vinyl& carpet, fireplace, large closets.
drapery. central air & heat (19881, 2 car garage,
ex teriored with Bedford stone, alum, storm windows &
doors, TV tower. (this fine home was completed &
occupied Oct. 18. 19631 concrete driveway & Walks,
beautifully landscaped,'enclosed with chain link fence,
custom built faciliticsIor breeding & kenneling dogs.
This farni has approx.. 1/2 ac lake stocked with
vanousbseeds of fish arid permanent sod offesque with
a 10 yr. Government assistant of 550:00-per yr.'fills
- fine Real Estate will sell at I p.m. sharp with a 20%
deposit and balance & posseSsion with delis-cry of deed
or within 30 days. ALL announcements day of sale will
have precedence over all other matters. A Pre-Auction
inspection is invited by contacting the selling agent or
Co-Executors.
TERMS: Cash on personal properly or good personalized check with proper ID & Affidavit.
Bring your chair, refreshments aucdtable.
For Further Information Contact Carnell Mullins
OR Evelyn Baker Co-Executors
502-441-8502
502-653-204 1
NOT RESI'ONSIBLE FOR AcciriEnas

AEYLEY AUCTION & REALTY SALES
R-1, Fulton, KY 502-472-0886
Cot Ruben Aisle,. TA L 16 Nat 36TDonnic Jackson, 502 376 2542
Apprentice Auctioneer
Auctioneer Broker Liquidator
list with re for Professional service WE do Antedate your Ilielans*

1.440.40.0mtotottlistoosto
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Annual ROTC
awards ceremony
held May 2

4

The 1990-91 Murray State University. ROTC Awards Ceremony
will be•hel_d May 2, at 4 p.m., on
Cutchin Field.
Major James Post said this is the
first year for the 'ceremony ta, be
held outdoors. Thirty-two different
awards ffoni_varibu.s organizations
will be presented- to outstanding
'cadets. The cadets will form a military parade. Murray State University Provost Dr. James Booth will
speak at the ceremony. The public is invited to attend.
Refreshments will be served after
the awards presentations.

,

.:.

Gypsy con artists
sighted in Kentucky
offering home repairs

4

*

•
-

AP) —
-FRANKfORT,
Gypsy con artists are bark in Kentucky. badgering their victims into,
.paying high prices for shoddy .
:home repairs. Kentucky State
Police said today.
Gypsy sightings . and victim
reports; have. been received from
across the statei most recentls from
Harrison, Fayette and Warren
counties, a state police statement
said.
The reports are like this: A' person or group offers to do a job -barn painting, paving, loot' repair
for:.a small fee. The work, is
shoddy and the victim: through
intimidationd is made to pay a larger fee, the Statement said.
Most ViCtUtIS are elderly, and it
.- is believed- many- incidents are
.unreported - because of victim
cmparrassmenC police iaid.

Perry County
youth charged
with murder

;.;

s•

HAZARD, Ky. (AP) T A
16-year-old Perry. County youth
who reported the alleged accidental
shooting death of.a fellow runaway
has been charged- with --Murder in
the incident. Kentucky State Police
said today.
A 13-yearlold Jefferson County
boy was shot once in the head with
a stolen .357 Magnum handgun at
an abandoned- Perry County stripmine site near Grapevine. officials
said. The shooting occurred around
,2
ED.I ..MondaY•
Authorities said the two had
escaped last Friday' from the Buckhorn Children's Center, a home for
the emouonally disturbed. , Trooper James Cation of the
Hazard post said today that after
talking to the youth further about
the incident, -he revealed that he
had done the 'shooting."
Caron said the gun was stolen
from a home in Grapevine. He said
the youth also has been charged
with first-degree burglary and theft
by unlawful 'taking over' $100.
prclirnatary_. hearing in. the,
case is set for 1 p.m. EDT today in
Perry District Court.
.Cation said the older boy had
been living with foster parents in
.Perry County but that he was not
sure of the boy's .original
residence.

Bacteria found in
30% of Americans
may cause cancer

•

.••

WASHINGTON (AP) — Mysterious bacteria that infect about 30
percent of Americans may play a
major role in the development of
stomach cancer. a group of Stanford University researchers report.
Dr. Julie Parsonnet. an associate
profesSor, said that bacteria called
helicobacter pylon cause chronic
inflammation of stomach tissue and
'just having chronic inflammation
for a long period of time may predispose a person' to get cancer."'
Helicobacter pylon bacteria are
considered strange organisms
,because they' thrive where no other
bactena can survive — in the stomach, where they are constantly
bathed by powerful acids.
Inflammation caused by the bacteria has been known for about a
century, but helicobacter pylori
provoked new interest and gained a
name in the 1980s, when they were
found to be nearly always present
when stomach ulcers occur.
Now, the Stanford report, published in the Journal of the National Cancer Institute, shows the bacteria may also be associated with
stontach cancer.
In a study of 37 patients with the
most common form of stomach
cancer. helicobacter pylori were
found in 33 patients. or 89.2 percent of the total. In gastric tissue
removed from patients With other
types of cancer, however, the bacOa were found in only 31.8
.

•
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THE MURRAY LEDGF:R & TIMES

Hours:
M-111. 8 a.m.-7 p.m
Fri.& Sat. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

CO

Prices Good
May 1 ttsru

May 7

Fad IWILarrilkekDeli Hot Line

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

9tr4ot 1044€ 9dite4

90.04e

753-7811

We Accept Food Stamps • We Reserve The Right To Limit Quoritities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
1 Owen's Best Family Pack

Beef
Grou3-4nd
Lb. Pkg.

1

Round Steak

US Choice
Sirloin
Be' ,

Extra Lean

Chicken
Fry Steak

Tip
Steak

'239

$279

Lb

1

US,Choice

1

8

Frying Chicken

leg Quarters
Round
Roast

Lb
Boneless 1.99 Lb

$299

Ground Round
1
99
1 79
I Lb
Coffee

Wn-e

Sara

HOuSP

Appie
Sauce

nounfry Crock

69

Margarine

Lb.

_59

$

Lb
z
*;

U.S.Choice Boneless
Rolled

Rump Roast
Pride of III
C* '7 o:

59

Green
Beans

Lb

399

$ 49

$279

Turkey
Franks

1

Pork Chops

Cakes

99`

Butferbaii
Bun Size

•

Center Cut Boneless

age
Saus
I Lb

.Tip Roast

89c, Lc

Lb

Extra Lean

Williams Hot or Reg

39!

U S Choice
Bo^eess Eye of

I

US Choice Boneless Sirl&

5 Lb.
Sunflower Plain or Self-Rising

Flour

89'
Flay-O-Rich

Whole Milk
$1 89 Gal,
iiasic

Hot Dog or

Sweet Relish

10 oz

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt, Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper

5189
s_ 69'
,
n 18

2% Milk

Gal

Hyde Park Grade A Lg.

Eggs

2 Liters

Bounty Single Roll

Paper Towels
Creamette Elbo

Macaroni

79'

Prairie Farm

16 oz.

79'
69'

White
7
PrIde of III. 4,K or.,C.S.,
7oz. 2/

Doz,

Pride of .411. W.K. Gorden

Corn

17 oz.

RC, Diet RC, Diet Rite,
12 pk
Sundrop
Tropicana

64 oz

Buy 1 Get 1

Free
Weet Slices
Roddenbury Cr. or Creamy
1 99
18 oz
Butter
t
Peanu
..
,
I

N

Kitchen Kraft

Blackeye Peasi55 oz 3/99'

Chef-Boyardee MicroWave

$109

s-i

19

Main Meals

10.5 oz.
Roddenbury Hamburger

•

Orange Juice

Corn

Paramount 16 oz

Dill .Chips

1 39

89

eli
Owens Best
Storemade

Owen's Best
- Honey Baked

Ham Salad
229

Ham

1389

Lb

Lb

Owens Best
Oven Baked

Turkey Breast
89

$3

Lb

Red Seedless

Grapes
1 69
I

Lb

Dole California
Iceberg

Idaho Baking

Lettuce

Potatoes

(
)!d
&6
1
;
5

39

Lb
•

Owen's Best
Storemade

Owen's Best

BBQ Beef
$359

Mac. Salad

Lb
Alb

99!

Wisconsin Aged
Cheddar

L

Cheese
$ 1 99
Lb.

Fresh Californit

Lg. California

New Crop.-Texas

Strawberries
$ 1 69

Broccoli

Cantaloupe

99Head

99!

1

Qt
•

WE'RE PROUD TO USE RECYCLED NEWSPRINT
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